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Abstract
Background: Surfing manoeuvres such as aerials have emerged as an impactful way for
competitive surfers to significantly change the outcome of a heat, providing them with a
competitive advantage when performed successfully. Although these manoeuvres have
drawn some attention from the scientific community, no research has been undertaken to
comprehensively evaluate the performance of aerials and to identify how they can be
trained for.
Research Question: The overall aim of this thesis was to systematically evaluate the
performance of aerial manoeuvres in surfing in order to develop evidence-based
recommendations, which could be used to improve aerial performance and training in
skilled surfers.
Methods: A series of studies were conducted in three parts to achieve this overall thesis
aim. Firstly, Part I explored the current state of wave-riding performance (Chapter 2), as
well as establishing the value of wave-riding manoeuvres to scoring a surfer’s
performance during elite surfing competitions (Chapter 3). From gaps revealed in the
literature and the research direction established in Part I, Part II of the thesis aimed to
qualitatively assess how elite surfers perform aerial manoeuvres in competition so that a
set of critical features, which were associated with successful aerial completion, could be
developed to create a model of elite aerial performance (Chapter 4). These critical
features were then compared with how competitive surfers landed simulated aerial
manoeuvres in a laboratory (Chapter 5). Finally, for Part III, two simulated aerial
manoeuvre variations, the Frontside Air and Frontside Air Reverse, were
comprehensively evaluated to identify any differences in lower limb motion or control
used by competitive surfers when landing the tasks (Chapter 6). Relationships between
aerial performance parameters and other physical qualities of the competitive surfers were
then investigated to establish which variables should be monitored in training to enhance
successful performance of aerial manoeuvres while minimising the rate of loading
generated during landing (Chapter 7). The conclusions drawn from these studies were
then used to create a set of evidence-based recommendations for performance and training
of aerial manoeuvres by competitive surfers (Chapter 8).

vii

Major Conclusions: Successfully performing aerial manoeuvres when riding a wave
has the potential to increase a surfer’s single-wave score by approximately 1.9 out of 10
points, although less than half of aerial manoeuvres are successfully completed during
competitions. To ensure that aerial variations, such as the Frontside Air and Frontside
Air Reverse, are performed successfully and safely surfers should display key critical
features, which include landing with the lead ankle in a dorsiflexed position at initial
contact and landing with the centre of mass over the centre of the surfboard. Most critical
features displayed when surfers land aerials in the ocean are also evident when the surfers
land simulated aerial tasks, suggesting that simulated aerials are acceptable for
investigating aerial landings. When analysing simulated aerials, surfers generated a
significantly higher loading rate of the trail limb at landing compared to the lead limb,
irrespective of which aerial variation was performed. Furthermore, the surfers generated
a significantly higher loading rate when landing the simulated Frontside Air compared to
the simulated Frontside Air Reverse. Finally, for both aerial variations, increases in a
surfer’s lead ankle dorsiflexion range of motion was shown to be predictive of a lower
rate of loading of the forces generated at landing.
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Chapter 1
The Problem
“Everything out there was disturbingly interlaced with everything else.
Waves were the playing field. They were the goal. They were the object
of your deepest desire and adoration. At the same time they were your
adversary, your nemesis, even your mortal enemy. The surf was your
refuge, your happy hiding place, but it was also a hostile wilderness – a
dynamic, indifferent world.”
William Finnegan (2015), ‘Barbarian Days: A Surfing Life’, p 20.

1.1

Introduction

The first written evidence of surfing dates back to the late 18th century, when Captain
James Cook first witnessed Hawaiian locals “each riding a long narrow board” in the
tumultuous waters adjacent to shore (Clark, 2011). Since that time surfing has evolved
into a high-performance sport, with surfing competitions frequently taking place in many
countries around the world. During the 2019 surfing season, the governing body for
professional surfers (World Surf League (WSL)) ran over 200 competitions in 24
countries (World Surf League, 2018). The International Surfing Association (ISA), the
world’s governing authority for surfing, recognises more than 100 national governing
bodies, which regulate participation in competitive surfing across five continents
(International Surfing Association, 2019). As a testament to the growth of the sport,
surfing has recently joined the realm of modern, mainstream sports, having been included
in the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games (International Olympic Committee, 2016).
Although the Olympic format for surfing is yet to be released, during surfing
competitions the surfers are judged on the manoeuvres they perform when riding waves
in heats of usually 20 to 45 minutes, and which involve two to four surfers. A panel of
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judges award the surfers a score between 0 and 10 for each wave according to established
subjective criteria, which determine the winners of the heats, and ultimately, the finals
(see Section 2.1). This is the format used for most adult surfing competitions and tours,
where surfers begin in the lowest seeded Qualifying Series (QS) competitions. The more
skilled competitive surfers then progress up the rankings until they can qualify for the
elite world tour, or Championship Tour (CT), to become the world champion (World Surf
League, 2019).
Although surfers are judged primarily on the manoeuvres they perform on a wave,
previous research has indicated that most of a surfer’s time (51.4–54%) is spent paddling,
whereas riding waves only represented between 2.5% and 8.1% of the time a surfer spent
in the ocean (Barlow et al., 2014; see Section 2.1; Meir et al., 1991; Mendez-Villanueva
et al., 2006; Secomb et al., 2015d).

These percentages have driven a substantial

proportion of surfing research towards investigating paddling, with numerous articles
published on the aerobic and anaerobic paddling capabilities of surfers (Barlow et al.,
2015; Bravo et al., 2016; Farley et al., 2012; Farley et al., 2016b; Loveless & Minahan,
2010a; Méndez-Villanueva et al., 2005; Minahan et al., 2016; Secomb et al., 2013),
strength and conditioning to improve paddling performance (Coyne et al., 2016a; Coyne
et al., 2016b; Farley et al., 2016c; Secomb et al., 2015c), gender and/or skill-based
differences in paddling performance (Coyne et al., 2016b; Parsonage et al., 2017a;
Secomb et al., 2013; Sheppard et al., 2013; Tran et al., 2015b) and the ergonomics of
surfboard paddling (Ekmecic et al., 2017; Nessler et al., 2015). Although paddling and
stationary time waiting for waves make up most of the time a surfer spends in the water,
it is the manoeuvres they perform during wave-riding that determine their success in
surfing competitions (Farley et al., 2015; Ferrier et al., 2018; Lundgren et al., 2014b; see
Chapter 3). It is also the manoeuvres performed when riding a wave that often contribute
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to the acute injuries surfers incur (Furness et al., 2015; Hay et al., 2009; Inada et al., 2018;
Klick et al., 2016; Lundgren et al., 2014a; Minghelli et al., 2018; Nathanson et al., 2007).
Despite the importance of manoeuvres to the outcome of surfing competitions, there is
very little systematic research to provide evidence on how these manoeuvres are
performed and the skills required to perform these manoeuvres safely and successfully
when riding waves (see Chapter 2).
Manoeuvres performed when riding waves are typically classified into three
categories: (i) turning manoeuvres (for example, carves, re-entry’s, cutbacks and
floaters), (ii) aerial manoeuvres (where a surfer projects themselves above the face of a
wave) and (iii) tube-rides (where a surfer moves behind the breaking crest of the wave).
Previously, it has been shown that more complex manoeuvres such as aerials or tuberides are associated with higher scores during competition, with judges rewarding the
inherit risk and difficulty associated with performing these manoeuvres (Lundgren et al.,
2014b; see Section 3.1). These two types of manoeuvres were also shown to have
substantially lower completion rates compared to turning manoeuvres, supporting the
notion of the greater risk associated with performing them (Ferrier et al., 2018; Lundgren
et al., 2014b). Despite this increased risk, research examining how to correctly and safely
perform aerials and tube-rides has been limited to date. In fact, much of the literature in
this field only includes subjective descriptions about how various manoeuvers should be
performed or trained (Everline, 2007; Moreira & Peixoto, 2014), highlighting a
substantial gap in the literature on surfing performance. Furthermore, most of these
descriptions are based on anecdotal evidence rather than systematic investigations,
leaving limited evidence for practitioners to enact meaningful changes in the performance
and training of surfing athletes. It is therefore important for coaches, surfers and sports
scientists to understand how the more complex surfing manoeuvres are performed to
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inform their training to improve surfing performance, as well as reduce the risk of injury.
As the performance level of surfing has increased over the past two decades,
injuries that occur during surfing have shifted from lacerations and drownings to softtissue injuries, such as sprains and strains (Hartung et al., 1990; Inada et al., 2018; Klick
et al., 2016; Lowdon et al., 1983; Lowdon et al., 1987; Lundgren et al., 2014a; Nathanson
et al., 2007; Nathanson et al., 2002). The most common location of these injuries tend to
be to the lower limb (Base et al., 2007; De Moraes et al., 2013; Klick et al., 2016;
Nathanson et al., 2007), with one study reporting that 75% of total acute surfing injuries
occur to the lower limb (Inada et al., 2018). Researchers have suggested that the way
surfers perform manoeuvres results in these potential injuries. For example, it has been
suggested that the knee valgus position characteristically displayed by surfers when they
land aerials or during aggressive turning manoeuvres can result in a sprain of the medial
collateral ligament (Inada et al. 2018). No systematic studies to date, however, were
located that have provided a comprehensive analysis of any surfing manoeuvre or waveriding skill or how performing such skills might result in injury. The logical progression
in surfing research is, therefore, to pursue a comprehensive analysis of surfing
manoeuvres other than paddling so that evidence-based strategies and training programs
can be designed and implemented in order for surfers to successfully and safely perform
these manoeuvres.
In sports such as swimming (Lätt et al., 2010; Vantorre et al., 2014) and
snowboarding (Boon et al., 2001; Klous et al., 2014; Krüger & Edelmann-Nusser, 2009),
sports scientists have used comprehensive biomechanical analyses of sport-specific
manoeuvres to identify how the performance of key skills can be improved while
minimising the potential for injury. Although paddling skills have received substantial
research attention, the skills that relate to wave-riding have seldom been investigated (see
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Chapter 2), mainly due to inherent difficulties associated with capturing data in the ocean.
Simulated surfing manoeuvres, however, have been used to investigate how surfers land,
with implications for how to land aerial manoeuvres. For example, Lundgren et al. (2016)
monitored the ankle joint range of motion (ROM), tibial accelerations and impact forces
generated by surfers while the surfers completed a series of simulated surfing landings,
performed with and without a surfboard. The results of the study highlighted that
requiring the surfers to land on a soft top surfboard during a simulated landing task rather
than landing directly onto a force platform resulted in different landing techniques. That
is, compared to no surfboard, landing on the surfboard resulted in significantly greater
peak tibial accelerations, as well as the surfers absorbing the impact forces through a
restricted range of ankle joint motion, suggesting that landing on a surfboard might limit
a surfer’s ability to absorb the forces generated when landing aerial tasks. The importance
of being able to safely attenuate the impact forces generated at landing through the lower
limb kinetic chain was highlighted by Lundgren et al. (2015), who found that surfers
whose relative peak landing forces were one standard deviation above the mean were at
between 4% and 16% greater risk of sustaining an injury. Numerous other biomechanical
studies have also highlighted how increased lower limb strength and/or power have
improved how athletes land (Lephart et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2009; Myer et al., 2006).
For example, Lephart et al. (2005) found that after female high school athletes completed
a plyometric training intervention, significant increases in the athletes’ quadriceps peak
isokinetic torques at 60° (p = 0.007) and 180° (p = 0.006) were matched by concurrent
decreases in the peak knee flexion (p = 0.013) and hip flexion (p = 0.008) moments when
the athletes landed. Furthermore, these same athletes reduced the vertical ground reaction
forces they generated at foot-ground contact when landing by approximately 10%,
although this reduction in force was not significant.
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In addition to studies that have identified how athletes can reduce the forces
generated at landing, other research studies have provided insight into the movement
strategies participants adopt during landing events that might improve their performance
or ability to successfully complete a manoeuvre (Devita & Skelly, 1992; Kulas et al.,
2006; Lockwood et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2000). For example, researchers investigating
the landing techniques used when ice-skaters performed double and triple revolution
jumps identified that clear and organised movement strategies, such as a knee dominant
strategy, were highly correlated with judges’ perceptions of the landing performance
(Lockwood et al., 2006). These results highlight the benefits that biomechanical analyses
can provide to enhance performance while also providing evidence for coaches, surfers
and sports scientists to identify and minimise the risk of sustaining an injury when their
athletes land a manoeuvre. Despite the large body of evidence examining the landing
technique of athletes in land-based sports, there is a paucity of research that has provided
a similar understanding of how surfers should land high-risk manoeuvres such as aerials.
Although the sport of surfing has made substantial progress in its credibility as a
professional sport in recent years, many aspects about how to perform fundamental
surfing skills remain unknown. As progression and innovation continue to be rewarded
in competitive surfing, surfers will continue to perform high-risk manoeuvres, such as
aerial manoeuvres. Therefore, understanding how these aerial manoeuvres should be
executed and trained for, in order to improve performance while minimising the potential
for incurring an injury, is imperative.
1.2

Thesis Aim

The overall aim of this thesis was to systematically evaluate the performance of aerial
manoeuvres in surfing in order to develop evidence-based recommendations, which could
be used to improve aerial performance and training in skilled surfers. To achieve this
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overall aim, a series of studies, which are presented in three parts, were conducted. An
overview of these studies, and how they contributed to the overall thesis aim, is provided
below.
i)

Part I of the thesis was designed to clarify what is currently known in the
research literature about surfing performance.

This was achieved by

conducting a systematic review to evaluate the current evidence available
on how to improve wave-riding performance (Chapter 2). The value of
varying types of wave-riding manoeuvres to competitive surfing and, in
turn, the direction for Part II of this thesis was then established by analysing
scores awarded by judges to manoeuvres performed by surfers during World
Surf League competitions throughout an entire season (Chapter 3).
ii)

In Part II, the performance of aerial manoeuvres, both in competition and
then replicated in training, were investigated. This was achieved by firstly
analysing how highly skilled surfers performed aerials during surfing
competitions in order to establish critical features that related to successful
aerial performance (Chapter 4). The results of this analysis were then used
to create a model of elite aerial performance, which could then be used as a
benchmark to compare how surfers landed simulated aerial tasks during
training (Chapter 5).

iii)

Part III of this thesis then included a systematic evaluation of how surfers
landed simulated aerial manoeuvres. From this evaluation, biomechanical
and neuromuscular strategies used by surfers to land two variations of a
simulated aerial task were identified (Chapter 6).

Finally, with an

abundance of information relating to how surfers landed these aerial
variations, a data reduction technique was used to establish which variables
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should be monitored in training to enhance successful performance of aerial
manoeuvres while minimising the rate of loading generated during landing
(Chapter 7).
The results of these studies described above have provided evidence upon which
to develop recommendations for training to improve performance and reduce injury risk
associated with high loading rates (Chapter 8). A general outline of each study and how
these studies contributed to the overall aim of the thesis are presented in Figure 1. The
specific hypotheses for each study are provided in the relevant chapters.
1.3

Significance of the Thesis

As the sport of surfing evolves, surfing athletes will continue to perform high-risk
manoeuvres to ensure that they are competitive at the highest level of the sport. This is
despite the fact that high-risk manoeuvres, such as aerials, are likely to increase the risk
of a surfer sustaining a lower limb injury. Understanding how competitive surfers
successfully perform aerial manoeuvres in the ocean and in training provides valuable
information to coaches, surfers and sports scientists as to how surfers should train and on
ways to improve the performance of these manoeuvres. Based on the findings of the
studies within this thesis, the first series of evidence-based recommendations for the
successful performance of aerial manoeuvres in the ocean have been provided.
Furthermore, recommendations for how surfers can train for and which components of
simulated aerial tasks should be monitored in training by coaches, surfers and sports
scientists are given.
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Part III:
How are aerial manoeuvres
performed in a controlled
environment?

Part II:
How are aerial manoeuvres
performed in the water and
can we simulate this in
training?

Part I:
What do we know about
surfing performance?

Thesis aim:
To investigate how surfers perform aerial manoeuvres: Implications for improved performance and
training.

Chapter 2:
Essential skills for superior waveriding performance:
A systematic review.

Chapter 3:
Scoring analysis of manoeuvres
performed in elite male
professional surfing competitions.

Chapter 4:
Understanding successful and
unsuccessful aerial manoeuvre
variations in professional surfing
competition.

Chapter 5:
Do simulated aerial landings
compare to aerial landings
performed in the ocean?

Chapter 6:
Rate of loading, but not landing
technique, is moderated by limb
and aerial variation when surfers
land aerials.

Chapter 7:
Can we predict the landing
performance of simulated aerials in
surfing?

Thesis outcomes:
Evidence-based recommendations for improved aerial performance and training in skilled surfers.

Figure 1.

Schematic representation of the aim of the thesis and how the studies
systematically contributed to developing evidence-based
recommendations for improved aerial performance in skilled surfers.
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Part I:
What do we know about surfing
performance?

Chapter 2
Essential skills for superior wave-riding
performance: A systematic review
This chapter is an amended version of the manuscript: Forsyth, J.F., Riddiford-Harland,
D.L., Whitting, J.W., Sheppard, J.M. & Steele, J.R. Essential skills for superior waveriding performance: A systematic review. The Journal of Strength & Conditioning
Research, 2020, 34(10): 3003-3011.
Abstract
To successfully and safely perform surfing manoeuvres, surfers and their coaches need to
know how to perform each manoeuvre correctly. Although some components of the sport
are well understood, evidence-based recommendations in the scientific literature on how
to perform surfing skills are sparse. The aim of this paper was to systematically review
the body of literature pertaining to discrete wave-riding skills and characteristics that are
associated with the ability of surfers to successfully perform them. Searches of PubMed,
SCOPUS, SPORTDiscus with Full-text and Web of Science were undertaken in January
2019, to identify the most appropriate literature, with secondary searches of reference
lists used to create a greater pool of possible papers. The review was conducted following
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis Protocols
(PRISMA-P). Ten studies deemed appropriate for review captured data from 299 surfers,
who were predominantly competitive (78.3%) and male (58.2%). The average Downs &
Black quality index of the papers was 76.3 ± 8.4 %, with these articles focusing on the
‘pop-up’ and landing skills. Performance indicators, such as isometric push-up peak
forces, force-plate derived and in-water time to pop-up, relative peak forces generated
when landing and time-to-stabilisation, were all shown to be related to the physical
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characteristics of surfers, and could affect the ability of surfers to successfully ride a
wave. Findings from the studies included in this review suggest that the pop-up and
landing exhibit trainable qualities that coaches and athletes can use to improve surfing
performance.
2.1.

Introduction

Surfing, the art of riding a wave, has grown from a predominantly recreational pursuit
into one of the most popular sports around the world.

Currently, in Australia

approximately half a million surfers participate in either a recreational or competitive
context (Ausplay, 2018) and the International Surfing Association now recognises 106
national governing bodies, which coordinate professional surfboard riding competitions
(ISA, 2019). During these competitions, surfers are judged on the manoeuvres they
perform when riding waves. These manoeuvres are scored based on five subjective
criteria: (i) commitment and degree of difficulty, (ii) innovative and progressive
manoeuvres, (iii) combination of manoeuvres, (iv) variety of manoeuvres and (v) speed,
power and flow (World Surf League, 2019). A panel of up to five judges score each wave
a surfer rides on a scale ranging from 0 to 10. The highest and lowest scores are
discounted and the remaining scores are averaged to produce a single-wave score. Surfers
attempt to ride several waves throughout a competition heat with their best two singlewave scores being added to determine the heat result (out of a possible 20 points). A
typical surfing competition format includes two to four surfers competing against each
other to progress through heats through several rounds, until an event winner is identified.
Although competitive surfing is where surfers’ performances are judged, recreational
surfing provides time for surfers to practice and learn manoeuvres.
When surfing, participants usually undertake frequent short bouts of highintensity activity (e.g. paddling to catch a wave and then riding waves), interspersed with
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longer bouts of low-intensity activity (e.g. paddling into or around the line-up) or being
stationary while waiting for a wave (Barlow et al., 2014; Meir et al., 1991; MendezVillanueva et al., 2006; Secomb et al., 2015d). High-intensity wave-riding, however,
only accounts for 2.5-8.1% of the total time spent surfing (Barlow et al., 2014; Meir et
al., 1991; Mendez-Villanueva et al., 2006; Secomb et al., 2015d), and it is only during
this time that a surfer is able to practice a variety of surfing manoeuvres. These surfing
manoeuvres vary in nature and complexity, ranging from turning and carving, to tube
riding and aerial manoeuvres (Forsyth et al., 2017). The degree of difficulty required to
perform a surfing manoeuvre is reflected in the scores awarded for various manoeuvres
during competition (Ferrier et al., 2018; Forsyth et al., 2017; Lundgren et al., 2014b;
Peirão & Dos Santos, 2012), successful completion rates (Forsyth et al., 2017; Lundgren
et al., 2014b) and the relative risk of injury associated with performing them (Furness et
al., 2015; Lundgren et al., 2014a; Nathanson et al., 2007; Nathanson et al., 2002).
To increase successful completion rates while decreasing the risk of incurring an
injury when performing surfing manoeuvres, surfers and their coaches need to know how
to perform each manoeuvre correctly and safely. Although there is an abundance of “tips”
for performing surfing manoeuvres on internet sites and in popular magazine
publications, evidence-based recommendations in the scientific literature on how to
perform surfing manoeuvres are sparse.

In fact, very few scientific papers have

endeavored to simply describe the actions that surfers perform when riding waves
(Everline, 2007; Forsyth et al., 2018; Moreira & Peixoto, 2014).
Several articles published in scientific journals have documented research
investigating surfing activity and ability, particularly paddling (Cámara et al., 2011;
Coyne et al., 2016a; Coyne et al., 2016b; Ekmecic et al., 2017; Farley et al., 2013; Farley
et al., 2016c; Loveless & Minahan, 2010a, 2010b; Méndez-Villanueva et al., 2005;
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Minahan et al., 2016; Nessler et al., 2015; Parsonage et al., 2017a; Secomb et al., 2015c;
Sheppard et al., 2012; Sheppard et al., 2013) because paddling has been shown to
comprise such a large portion of surfing time (Barlow et al., 2014; Meir et al., 1991;
Mendez-Villanueva et al., 2006; Secomb et al., 2015d). More recent research has focused
on identifying the key physical and physiological characteristics of surfers, which are
likely to improve their winning potential in competitions (Coyne et al., 2016b; Farley et
al., 2016c; Secomb et al., 2015a; Secomb et al., 2015b; Tran et al., 2015b), as well as
reduce their chance of incurring an injury when surfing (Lundgren et al., 2015). Although
several authors have also reviewed the literature surrounding the physiological demands
of surfing (Mendez-Villanueva & Bishop, 2005) and tests and technology available to
monitor surfing performance (Farley et al., 2016a; Farley et al., 2016b), no publication
could be located that systematically reviewed and assessed the available information
relating to how surfers perform manoeuvres or improve manoeuvre performance when
riding a wave. Given that a surfer’s score during competition is dependent on the
manoeuvres performed while he or she rides a wave, understanding how to successfully
and safely perform the fundamental skills required to ride a wave is imperative for
competitive surfers and their coaches.

The aim of this chapter, therefore, was to

systematically review the body of literature pertaining to discrete wave-riding
manoeuvres and characteristics that are associated with the ability of surfers to
successfully perform them. The secondary aim was to develop recommendations for
future research to better understand successful and safe wave-riding performance.
2.2.

Method

2.2.1. Experimental approach to the problem
This review was conducted following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P) in order to conform to current
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standards for systematic reviews (see Appendix B; Moher et al., 2015). To identify
relevant articles that investigated surfing performance, a series of searches of the articles
published to date in the databases PubMed, SCOPUS, SPORTDiscus with Full-text and
Web of Science was performed in January and July 2019 (see Figure 2). Multiple
searches were performed to combine the keywords (1) “surfing” OR “surfboard riding”
OR “wave-riding” with Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms such as (2) “water
sports”, “athletic performance”, “motor skills”, and “task performance and analysis”, as
well as additional search terms related to surfing interventions and skills (see Appendix
C). The terms “athletic performance” and “motor skills” were chosen so the search
included as many articles as possible that related to surfing and the performance of waveriding manoeuvres. For the purpose of this review, “skill’ was defined as a discrete skill,
or phase of a discrete skill, that had a definitive start and finish and was a critical
component of riding a wave in surfing. the act. This review was approved by the
University of Wollongong’s Human Research Ethics Committee (HE16/133).
2.2.2. Subjects
Eligibility and exclusion criteria were established before beginning the search. Articles
written in English were included if they investigated the performance of a surfing
manoeuvre or discrete skill that affected the ability of a surfer to ride a wave, performed
an intervention to improve such a surfing manoeuvre or skill, or assessed differences in
characteristics such as the age, sex or competitive status of surfers and how this affected
their ability to ride waves. Articles were excluded if they did not critically assess a waveriding manoeuvre or discrete skill, investigated injury aetiology or epidemiology or were
review articles or conference articles. Additional relevant publications were obtained
from the reference lists of the sources located in the databases.
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2.2.3. Procedures
The primary author applied the eligibility criteria, described above, and assessed the
quality of each article. Controversial articles were reviewed by two other authors to reach
consensus before being included in the review. Once included for review, data were
extracted from each article and stored in a custom spreadsheet. These data extracted from
each article included study year, study design, sample (e.g. recreational, competitive or
control), parameters examined, results and/or intervention outcomes (along with the
relationship to or implications for the ability of surfers to ride waves). In addition to this,
the specific area(s) of surfing performance investigated within an article (e.g. landing
phase of a discrete surfing skill) were identified. The methodological quality of all
eligible articles was then examined by the primary author, using the Downs & Black
Quality Index (Downs & Black, 1998). This method has previously been shown to
provide a valid and reliable assessment of methodological quality in both randomised and
non-randomised studies. The Quality Index calculates an individual score out of a
possible 32 points for each study based on the following areas: reporting (11 points),
external validity (3 points), bias (7 points), confounding (6 points) and power (5 points).
Many review articles, which have included a variety of experimental designs, have
utilised the Downs & Black checklist but have modified it to give a fairer appraisal
compared with intervention studies (Hébert-Losier et al., 2014; Valent et al., 2007). The
amendments to the Downs & Black checklist employed by Hébert-Losier et al. (2014)
were utilised in the present study. For example, in this review, the term ‘patient’ was
changed to ‘participant’, whereas ‘treatment’ was viewed as ‘testing’. Two questions (17,
26) relating to patient follow-up were removed because they were deemed irrelevant. An
additional option of ‘Not Applicable’ was added to several questions (4, 8–12, 14, 15, 18,
19, 21–25), which were deemed inappropriate to answer (i.e. the study was not an
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intervention study), and these questions were excluded from the total applicable points
when this option was selected.

Question 27 was simplified to cover statistical

significance, whereby if a study reached statistical significance it was answered ‘Yes’ (1
point) and if it did not reach significance it was answered ‘No’ (0 points). In Question
20, an article was scored ‘Yes’ if it reported or referenced the level of accuracy of the
instruments used in the study. When referencing confounders in Questions 5 and 25, sex,
age and competitive status/level were defined as the core confounders and body mass,
anthropometry (e.g. arm span) and surfing experience were considered other confounders.
A score of two points was given if all core confounders were reported with at least one
other confounder. One point was awarded if three confounders, including at least two
core confounders, were reported, and a score of zero was given when one or no core
confounders were stated.

All scores were then expressed, using Equation 1, as a

percentage of the total applicable points:

Equation 1:

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠

× 100

2.2.4. Statistical analysis
All data published were pooled where relevant and presented as a pooled mean ± standard
deviation (see Equation 2 and 3), to provide values that can assist our understanding of
the performance of each wave-riding skill. Where necessary, additional data were
requested directly from authors to ensure a comprehensive analysis of the skills. Of the
three authors contacted for additional data pertaining to three papers, only one author
responded to the request. Where authors did not provide specific values in the text of
their articles, values were collected from the supporting graphs where possible and
included in the pooled mean ± standard deviation (SD).
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Equation 2:
Equation 3:

Figure 2.

𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑥̅ =
𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝜎 =

((𝑥̅ 1 × 𝑛1 )+(𝑥̅2 × 𝑛2 )+⋯(𝑥̅ 𝑥 × 𝑛𝑥 ))
∑𝑛

[(𝑛1 −1)× 𝜎1 ]+[(𝑛2 −1)× 𝜎2 ]+⋯ [(𝑛𝑥 −1)× 𝜎𝑥 ]
∑ 𝑛−1𝑥

Flow diagram of the search strategy and article selection process for the
systematic review.
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2.3.

Results

In total, 21967 articles were initially retrieved from the four databases. After removing
duplicates and then screening the abstracts and articles that remained, 10 articles were
deemed appropriate to include in this systematic review (see Figure 2). The average
quality score for the 10 articles was 76.3 ± 8.4% (range = 65.4–93.8%), calculated using
the modified Downs & Black Quality Index (see Table 1). The most common areas of
poor performance, when rated against the checklist, were related to representativeness of
the participants to the source population, representativeness of the testing facilities,
accuracy of the outcome measures, selection of participant groups and time period of
recruitment/testing. In relation to the study design described in the articles, two studies
were classified as repeated-measures design, five as cross-sectional studies, two were case
series studies and one had a mixed-methods design.
In each of the 10 articles included in this review, an average of 30.0 ± 20.8
participants were recruited.

The participants included 234 competitive surfers, 54

recreational surfers and 14 non-surfers, who were on average 22.0 ± 3.4 years old, 170.9
± 7.8 cm tall and weighed 64.5 ± 8.5 kg (see Table 2). Over half of these participants
were male surfers (58.2%). Two discrete skills (or phases of a skill) that affect the ability
of surfers to successfully and safely ride a wave were identified in these articles: (i) the
pop-up and (ii) landing (see Table 3). Although some of the articles included other
variables that could fit into additional themes, such as balance or strength, the discrete
skill of the pop-up was chosen because it directly affects the ability of surfers to
successfully start riding a wave. Landing, as a theme, was chosen because landing is the
terminal phase of several discrete wave-riding skills, such as aerials and floaters, and was
therefore the focus of 70% of the articles included in this review.
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2.4.

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic review to critically appraise the
scientific literature pertaining to discrete skills that are essential for successful and safe
wave-riding performance. Although there has been a rapid increase in the number of
publications related to surfing performance over the last two decades, few studies have
systematically investigated discrete skills that affect the ability of surfers to successfully
and safely ride a wave. As such, only 10 articles were deemed appropriate to include
within this systematic review, with these articles being focused on the “pop-up” and
landing. Performance indicators, such as isometric push-up peak forces, force-plate
derived and in-water time to pop-up (TTP), relative peak forces generated when landing
and time-to-stabilisation (TTS), were all shown to be related to physical characteristics
of surfers (such as sex, age, competitive status and strength), and could affect the ability
of surfers to successfully ride a wave. The implications of the results of these articles for
improving wave-riding performance are discussed below.

Table 1.

Article
Bruton et al. (5)
Eurich et al.
(18)
Forsyth et al.
(26)
Lundgren et al.
(37)
Lundgren et al.
(38)
Parsonage et al.
(52)
Parsonage et al.
(54)
Tran et al. (65)
Tran et al. (66)
Tran et al. (68)

Quality scores, calculated using the modified Black & Downs Quality
Index, for the 10 articles included in the systematic review.

7
7

External
validity
1
1

7

3

3

1

1

8

1

2

1

1

8

1

3

1

1

8

1

3

2

1

8

1

2

2

1

8
9
9

1
1
1

3
4
3

1
2
3

1
1
1

Reporting

Bias

Confounding

Power

Score

Total

Rating
(%)

Ranking

2
2

1
2

1
1

12

18

66.7

8

13

17

76.5

6

15

16

93.8

1

14

18

77.8

3

13

17

76.5

6

15

18

77.8

3

14
14
17
17

18
18
25
26

83.3
77.8
65.4
65.4

2
3
9
9
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Table 2.

Article

Characteristics of the participants tested in each of the 10 articles
included in the systematic review.
Sample
Size (n)
42

Sex (n)

Competitive Level (n)

Age (years)

Stature
(cm)
171.2 ± 6.0

Bruton et al.
Male (21),
Comp (14), Rec (14), NS
28.5 ± 2.8
(5)
Female (21)
(14)
Eurich et al.
40
Male (20),
Rec
27.3 ± 5.7
170.4 ± 7.1
(18)
Female (20)
Forsyth et al.
19
Male
Elite comp
28.3 ± 5.7
179.6 ± 7.1
(26)
Lundgren et
11
Male
Pre-elite comp
24.0 ± 6.9
180.0 ± 50
al. (37)
Lundgren et
75
Male (52),
Senior comp (21), junior
17.2 ± 1.9
169.7 ± 4.3
al. (38)
Female (23)
comp (54)
Parsonage et
17
Male (9),
Comp
28.0 ± 6.3
172.7 ± 5.5
al. (52)
Female (8)
Parsonage et
18
Male (9),
Comp
28.1 ± 6.4
172.0 ± 6.6
al. (54)
Female (9)
Tran et al.
48
Male (33),
Elite comp (11), junior comp
17.2 ± 1.6
170.3 ± 7.5
(65)
Female (15)
(22), junior dev (17)
Tran et al.
19
NR
Junior comp
13.8 ± 1.7
165.1 ± 8.9
(66)
Tran et al.
10
NR
Junior comp
14.0 ± 1.1
163.0 ± 8.0
(68)
Comp = Competitive, Rec = Recreational, Dev = Development, NS = Non-surfer, NR = Not reported.

Body mass
(kg)
68.7 ± 5.0
67.8 ± 7.3
74.6 ± 7.4
70.0 ± 9.0
60.3 ± 9.5
69.8 ± 8.3
69.6 ± 10.4
62.4 ± 8.5
53.6 ± 10.8
53.7 ± 11.6

2.4.1. The pop up
A “pop-up” is the initial discrete skill a surfer must learn in order to stand up on a
surfboard and ride a wave. While lying on his or her surfboard, a pop-up involves a surfer
pressing down against the surfboard with their upper limbs in order to push their body
upward so that they can bring their lower limbs underneath their total body centre of
gravity to stand up on the surfboard in one explosive movement (Eurich et al., 2010).
Despite being a fundamental skill that surfers must master in order to ride a wave, there
were only three articles in which researchers have systematically investigated how surfers
perform the pop-up. Within these three articles, surfers were shown to generate peak
forces of approximately 1.16 ± 0.17 times their body weight (BW), measured in a
laboratory using portable force platforms, to propel themselves up into the surfing stance
(Eurich et al., 2010; Parsonage et al., 2018; Parsonage et al., 2017b). In the two studies
which compared the pop-up performance of male and female surfers (see Table 2 for
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participant details), the male participants were able to produce greater relative peak forces
during the simulated pop-up compared to the female participants (Eurich et al., 2010;
Parsonage et al., 2018). Parsonage et al. (2018) showed that this sex difference in relative
peak force was due to the male participants displaying significantly (p ≤ 0.05) greater
isometric push-up strength and greater lean muscle mass (lower sum of four skinfold
values) compared to their female counterparts. Having a greater proportion of lean
muscle mass has previously been found to be significantly associated with both sprint (r
= 0.70-0.71, p < 0.01) and endurance (r = 0.48-0.87, p < 0.01) paddling performance in
competitive and recreational surfers (Coyne et al., 2016a).

These results further

emphasise the importance of ensuring that surfers optimise their proportion of lean
muscle mass to maximise surfing performance. The higher relative peak force generated
by the male surfers during the simulated pop-up tasks resulted in a significantly quicker
(p < 0.05) TTP compared to the female surfers, thereby allowing a quicker transition from
the paddling position to the surfing stance (Parsonage et al., 2018).
To further understand how upper-body strength was related to pop-up
performance when surfing in the ocean, Parsonage et al. (2017b) calculated the time it
took participants to pop-up, based on video data of the participants while they were
practicing surfing. Although there were no significant differences in pop-up time between
groups of stronger (n = 9; time = 0.62 ± 0.06 seconds) and weaker (n = 9; time = 0.66 ±
0.09 seconds; p = 0.38) surfers (groups based on a median split of isometric push-up
strength), there were significant moderate correlations between pop-up time and both
isometric push-up strength (r = -0.55, p = 0.01) and dynamic push-up strength (r = -0.52,
p = 0.02). Interestingly, this relationship between isometric push-up strength and in-water
TTP appeared to be driven by the participants classified as weaker, who tended to show
improvements in their in-water TTP as their strength increased (r = -0.77, p = 0.01).
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Table 3.

Summary of the skills performed, tasks, measured variables and main outcomes of the 10 articles included in the systematic
review, listed alphabetically in the order of the skill presented.

Article

Skill

Tasks

Variables

Main Outcomes

Eurich et
al. (18)

Pop-Up

Simulated pop-up on force-plate

Peak force
Peak velocity
Rate of force production
Peak force
Time to pop-up

Men showed greater relative propulsive force and power when pushing
themselves up in a simulated pop-up.

Parsonage Pop-up
et al. (52)
Parsonage Pop-up
et al. (54)

Isometric Push-up
Dynamic Push-up
Force-plate Pop-up
Isometric Push-up
Dynamic Push-up
Force-plate Pop-up
In-water Pop-up
Drop landing from 60 cm
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Bruton et
al. (5)

Landing

Forsyth et
al. (26)

Landing

Frontside Air
Frontside Air Reverse

Lundgren
et al. (37)

Landing

Isometric mid-thigh pull
Drop-and-stick landing
Knee-to-wall test

Peak force
Time to pop-up
In-water time to pop-up
Peak landing force
Hip kinematics
Knee kinematics
Ankle kinematics
Qualitative assessment
Peak IMTP force
Peak landing force
TTS
Video score (LESS)
Dorsiflexion ROM

Neither dynamic strength index nor dynamic skill deficit were suitable to detect
differences between male and female surfers, even though males had
significantly greater IPU and DPU values.
Stronger surfers produce significantly greater forces during an IPU, DPU and
force-plate pop-up. These forces translated into greater skill-specific qualities
such as in-water time to pop-up.
Surfing experience was related to differences in the joint ROM utilised during the
landing task, whereby (experienced) competitive surfers used the greatest ROM.
This resulted in lower vGRF.
A series of critical features were identified for the Frontside Air and Frontside Air
Reverse. The two consistent features were landing with the lead ankle in
dorsiflexion and landing over the centre of the surfboard.
Using values for static ankle ROM, IMTP, TTS, peak landing force, and DS
landing video scores, a model was developed to predict injury risk of a surf
athlete. If the model scored P > 0.3 then the athlete was suggested to have a
high risk of injury.
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Lundgren
et al. (38)

Landing

Drop-and-stick landing
Modified (FH) drop-and-stick
landing
Modified (BH) drop-and-stick
landing
Trampoline landing
Trampoline landing with soft-top
surfboard

Tran et al.
(65)

Landing

Drop-and-stick landing

Tran et al.
(66)

Landing

Isometric mid-thigh pull
Countermovement jump
Drop-and-stick landing

Tran et al.
(68)

Landing

Isometric mid-thigh pull
Countermovement jump
Drop-and-stick landing

Peak DS landing force
Peak FH landing force
Peak BH landing force
DS landing ankle
kinematics
FH landing ankle
kinematics
BH landing ankle
kinematics
Tramp landing ankle
kinematics
TrampB landing ankle
kinematics
Peak landing force
TTS

Landing on a surfboard significantly impacted the range of motion utilised by the
ankle joint. Landing in the surfing stance resulted in lower dorsiflexion angles at
initial contact in the rear ankle.

The DS test was able to significantly discriminate TTS and peak landing forces
between the Elite Comp and Junior Dev groups. Peak landing forces were also
significantly lower in the Elite Comp group than the Junior Comp group.
Detraining significantly decreased performance in lower limb strength, power
(CMJ) and particularly TTS during landing (increased by 61%).

Peak IMTP force
CMJ height
Peak CMJ velocity
Peak CMJ force
Peak landing force
TTS
Peak IMTP force
CMJ height
Peak landing force
TTS

Lower limb power (CMJ) was significantly changed after stable (small increase, d
= 0.40) and unstable (moderate decrease, d = 0.75) training interventions. No
other significant changes were elicited by the intervention.

BH = Backhand, Comp = Competitive, CMJ = countermovement jump, Dev = Development, DPU = dynamic push-up, DS = Drop-and-stick, FH = Forehand, IMTP = Isometric mid-thigh pull, IPU
= Isometric push-up, LESS = Landing error scoring system, ROM = range of motion, Tramp = Trampoline without board, TrampB = Trampoline with board, TTS = Time-to-stabilisation, vGRF =
Vertical ground reaction forces.
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Although this relationship held true for the group of surfers classified as weaker, no
significant relationship was found between isometric strength and in-water TTP in the
group of surfers classified as stronger; only between isometric strength and the force plate
pop-up variables (relative peak forces: r = -0.78, p < 0.01; TTP: r = 0.68, p < 0.05). Based
on these data, it appears that there is perhaps a minimum level of isometric strength
required for surfers to successfully perform a pop-up in the water. Parsonage et al.
(2017b) commented that an isometric strength threshold greater than 2.0 BW peak force
was beneficial to the surf-specific task (in-water TTP), although this threshold was based
on data collected for a group of competitive surfers (who have task-specific expertise).
As such, factors such as technique and experience might be more relevant than the ability
to generate peak force in other cohorts of surfers with less surfing expertise, although
future research is warranted to investigate whether these relationships exist in groups such
as recreational surfers.
2.4.2. Landing
When riding a wave, surfers often find themselves descending from the lip (or crest) of
the wave to contact the water near the trough of the wave or in the flat section of water
immediately in front of the wave, known as “the flats”. Descending from a wave typically
occurs at the end of surfing manoeuvres, such as at the end of a vertical re-entry (when a
surfer directs his or her surfboard up the face of the wave to contact the lip and descend
down the face), a floater (when a surfer rides along the breaking lip of the wave) or an
aerial (when a surfer contacts the lip of the wave and projects him or herself into the air
before landing back on the wave). To safely complete these manoeuvres it is imperative
that surfers can successfully land, as well as absorb and arrest the impact forces generated
at surfer-board-water contact (Lundgren et al., 2016). Because landing is such a critical
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final phase of several discrete wave-riding manoeuvres in surfing, it has been investigated
more frequently than many other surfing skills.
The most common task reported in the literature to assess a surfer’s ability to land
is the ‘drop-and-stick’ task (Lundgren et al., 2016; Lundgren et al., 2015; Tran et al.,
2015a; Tran et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2015c). This task requires participants to step straight
off a raised platform and descend to land on a force platform from a drop height of 0.50
m, following instructions to safely absorb the forces of landing and quickly reach a stable
position (at approximately 90° of knee flexion) (Tran et al., 2015a). The drop-and-stick
task has been used in 71.4% of studies assessing a surfer’s ability to land. Other
researchers have examined how surfers perform a typical drop landing (i.e. a drop landing
with no verbal instructions other than to land normally) (Bruton et al., 2017), whereas
another research team investigated how surfers landed after performing aerial
manoeuvres in the ocean (Forsyth et al., 2018).

To evaluate surfers’ landing

performances during these tasks, one or more variables were collected, including
variables such as the relative peak forces generated during landing, dynamic postural
control (or TTS) and/or lower body kinematics, as described in more detail below.
From the six articles that presented impact forces generated by surfers during drop
landings, the authors reported that the participants generated relative peak landing forces
(rPLF) of, on average, 3.1 ± 0.9 BW (Bruton et al., 2017; Lundgren et al., 2016; Lundgren
et al., 2015; Tran et al., 2015a; Tran et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2015c), reaching a stable
position after contacting the ground (TTS) within 0.84 ± 0.32 s (Lundgren et al., 2015;
Tran et al., 2015a; Tran et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2015c). Tran et al. (2015a) suggested
that excellent performance of the drop-and-stick landing by senior elite surfers was
characterised by landings in which participants generated rPLF less than 3.0 BW and had
a TTS of less than 0.60 s. These thresholds for excellent performance were then adjusted
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for the age and status of surfers in junior elite (<3.5 BW rPLF, <0.65-second TTS) and
junior development (<4.0 BW rPLF, <0.70-second TTS) surfing groups (Tran et al.,
2015a). The authors proposed that these thresholds could be used by coaches to identify
whether surfing athletes might require additional training to improve their ability to
absorb the forces generated at landing, as well as their stability before progressing to
perform high-risk surfing manoeuvres. Applying these threshold values to the remainder
of the articles that investigated landings performed by surfers, revealed that most of the
participants displayed good to excellent relative peak landing forces values (Bruton et al.,
2017; Lundgren et al., 2016; Lundgren et al., 2015; Tran et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2015c).
In the three remaining articles that included TTS, participants exhibited poor to good
levels of dynamic postural control (Lundgren et al., 2015; Tran et al., 2017; Tran et al.,
2015c). This wide range of dynamic postural control responses, however, was likely to
be in part due to the large proportion of junior surfers included in these latter three studies
because previous research has shown adolescent participants display high variability in
TTS scores when performing other landing tasks (Read et al., 2016).
When assessing the rPLF generated by athletes in sports other than surfing, it is
noted that participants with a low training age, or minimal experience with landing tasks,
typically display poorer intermuscular coordination (Distefano et al., 2018; Distefano et
al., 2009) and, in turn, higher rPLF (Swartz et al., 2005). This relationship between
age/experience and landing force is apparent in this systematic review where, on average,
senior surfers generated lower relative peak landing forces (3.39 ± 0.61 BW) than their
junior counterparts (3.90 ± 1.37 BW) (Lundgren et al., 2016; Lundgren et al., 2015; Tran
et al., 2015a; Tran et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2015c). Similarly, Bruton et al. (2017) reported
that recreational surfers generated much greater rPLF than the competitive surfers, a
finding that was more pronounced in male than in female participants. The most notable
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difference between the study conducted by Bruton et al. (2017) and the other landing
studies (Lundgren et al., 2016; Lundgren et al., 2015; Tran et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2015c)
was that the pooled mean relative peak force generated at landing for the six participant
groups (male, female; competitive, recreational, non-surfer) who performed a normal
drop landing (2.5 ± 0.6 BW) was lower than the values reported in the studies that tested
the drop-and-stick landing (3.1 ± 0.9 BW). Bruton et al. (2017) attributed this betweenstudy difference to variations in the instructions given to participants when performing
the landing tasks, whereby in their study participants were asked to simply “land
naturally” rather than in the studies involving the drop-and-stick task in which
participants are asked to “land softy and quickly reach the final position”. Additionally,
the non-surfer group of participants generated much lower rPLF compared to the
recreational surfers, which impacted the pooled mean rPLF (Bruton et al., 2017). More
research investigating the landing skills of recreational surfers and the forces they
generate when landing should be undertaken to better understand the influence of
exposure on the development of landing skills on surfing performance.
Dynamic postural control has been assessed in many unilateral and bilateral tasks
to evaluate landing ability in athletic populations including both surfers and non-surfers
(Colby et al., 1999; Ebben et al., 2010; Read et al., 2016; Tran et al., 2015a). It has been
suggested that TTS in the drop-and-stick landing is a suitable measure for detecting the
control of lower limb stability upon landing, with many studies showing greater
reliability, or lower variability, when testing older surfing populations (Lundgren et al.,
2015; Tran et al., 2015a). The results of previous research, however, have indicated that
simpler tests of postural stability, such as standing tasks with visual or somatosensory
disturbance, do not discriminate between competitive surfing levels or surfing experience
(Alcantara et al., 2012; Chapman et al., 2008; Paillard et al., 2011). Therefore, the drop-
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and-stick landing is usually chosen to assess the dynamic postural control of surfers
because it simulates the control of landing when surfers perform manoeuvres such as the
aerial or floater, whereby participants are required to safely land and reach a stable
position before progressing to another manoeuvre (Tran et al., 2013; Tran et al., 2015a).
This has implications for how a surfer can successfully increase their scoring potential
during competition because if a surfer is able to land and reach a stable position quickly,
they are likely to be able to complete subsequent manoeuvres, thus adding points to their
single-wave score.
Both Lundgren et al. (2015) and Tran et al. (2015a) showed that senior surfers
(both male and female) were able to control their landings during the drop-and-stick task
quicker than their adolescent counterparts. Furthermore, junior development surfers
displayed slower TTS scores than junior elite surfers (Tran et al., 2015a). These results
support the use of TTS in a drop-and-stick landing to discriminate between competitive
levels or surfing experience, in terms of dynamic postural control and, in turn, the ability
to land successfully and safely. Tran et al. (2015c) demonstrated that it was possible to
train dynamic postural control in surfers when they performed landing tasks. That is, the
authors reported that adolescent surfers reduced their TTS following an intervention that
involved both stable and unstable training protocols aimed to improve strength, power
and sensorimotor ability. Although these reductions in TTS and rPLF during a drop-andstick landing were not statistically significant, the adolescent surfers reduced both their
TTS (14–34%), as well as the variability in this variable after the 7-week intervention.
Furthermore, following a 4-week washout, or detraining intervention, in a group of 19
adolescent surfers (Tran et al., 2017), the TTS scores became significantly worse than
their pre-test values (pre: 0.88  0.30 s, post: 1.42  0.71 s; p = 0.004). These results
highlight the importance that exposure to training can have on improving the performance
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of surfers’ landing skills, and how it can reduce the variability of assessments, such as the
drop-and-stick landing task.
Although the relative forces generated at landing and TTS can provide insight into
a surfer’s ability to land successfully and safely (Bruton et al., 2017; Lundgren et al.,
2015; Tran et al., 2015a; Tran et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2015c), these variables alone do
not describe the entire landing task and/or the postures displayed by surfers when they
land. Previous research has shown that with an increase in the complexity and difficulty
of manoeuvres performed during a surfing competition, there has been a concurrent rise
in the incidence of acute lower limb injuries (De Moraes et al., 2013; Furness et al., 2015;
Hay et al., 2009; Klick et al., 2016; Nathanson et al., 2007; Nathanson et al., 2002;
Woodacre et al., 2015). In particular, increases in the rate of ankle and knee injuries have
been linked to the execution of some surfing manoeuvres (Furness et al., 2015; Lundgren
et al., 2014a; Minghelli et al., 2016; Minghelli et al., 2018). Despite the importance of
landing correctly to reduce the potential for incurring an injury, only two studies were
located that have quantified the kinematics of surfers while they performed landings, both
of which were performed in a laboratory environment (Bruton et al., 2017; Lundgren et
al., 2016). Bruton et al. (2017) presented sagittal plane kinematics of the ankle, knee and
hip joints displayed by three groups (non-surfers, recreational and competitive surfers) of
males and females at initial foot-ground contact, as well as the respective maximum
angles, during drop landings onto a force platform. These data were then used to calculate
three variables related to the landing task (angle at initial contact, maximum angle during
the downward phase and the total joint range of motion). The authors found that surfing
experience had a significant main effect on the total range of motion (ROM) at the ankle
(male and female: F1,36 = 0.05) and knee (male: F1,36 = 9.0, p < 0.01; female: F1,36 = 79.0,
p < 0.05) joints from the time of initial foot-ground contact to the time the maximum joint
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angles were displayed during landing.

Specifically, there was a positive linear

relationship between surfing experience and ankle joint ROM at landing, whereby
competitive surfers (male and female) displayed significantly greater ROM (p < 0.01)
than both recreational surfers and non-surfers (Bruton et al., 2017). The participants
landed, on average, with 19.1 ± 4.8° of ankle plantar flexion at initial contact, which was
comparable to the ankle alignment displayed by participants in previous research on drop
landings (Kulas et al., 2008; Whitting et al., 2011), although the landing task assessed by
Bruton et al. (2017) was not surf-specific.
Lundgren et al. (2016) compared the ankle kinematics displayed by surfers when
they landed after performing a variety of tasks, including the drop-and-stick landing, a
modified drop-and-stick landing (simulating landing from a floater) and two trampoline
landings (jumping from a trampoline to land on a crash mat; one with a soft-top surfboard
and one without the surfboard). The authors found significant interactions between the
type of task and the ankle kinematics displayed by the surfers’ lead (front foot in surfing
stance) and trail (rear foot in surfing stance) limbs (37). That is, the ankle angles
displayed by the surfers during the standard drop-and-stick landing (lead: 26.9 ± 5.7°,
trail: 32.2 ± 5.7°) were consistent with ankle angles reported in previous research
investigating non-surfing participants performing a similar landing task (Kulas et al.,
2008; Whitting et al., 2011). However, when the surfers performed the surf-specific
tasks, such as the trampoline landing with the soft-top surfboard, they exhibited
significantly greater plantar flexion of the lead limb ankle at initial contact (lead: 19.6 ±
10.3°, trail: 2.9 ± 11.5°; p ≤ 0.05) and finished the stabilisation period in less dorsiflexion
than the trail ankle (lead: 28.4 ± 8.7°, trail: 37.0 ± 8.4°; p ≤ 0.05). Furthermore, when the
participants performed the two trampoline tasks, the surfers’ ankle positions at initial
contact were less plantar flexed when compared to the standard drop-and-stick landing.
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The authors speculated that this reduced ankle plantar flexion was required for the surfers
to maintain contact with the surfboard throughout the aerial task. Interestingly, the
participants used less of their maximum static dorsiflexion ROM (assessed using a
weight-bearing lunge test), in the lead ankle during the landings from the trampoline
while holding a surfboard compared to the standard drop-and-stick landing (66.3 ± 16.2%
and 81.3 ± 13.2%, respectively). These findings were in agreement with the results of
Forsyth et al. (2018), where surfers were more likely to successfully land a Frontside Air
or Frontside Air Reverse if they landed with their lead ankle in a dorsiflexed position
compared to a neutral or plantar flexed ankle at initial board-wave contact (p = 0.048 and
<0.001, respectively). Although landing with this restricted ankle posture has been
associated with greater successful completion of aerial manoeuvres in competition, this
dorsiflexed joint position has the potential to increase the risk of injury. It is therefore
recommended that future research investigates the contribution of additional joints in the
lower limb kinetic chain to absorbing the impact forces during these unique landing tasks.
As explained above, the motion of a surfer’s ankles is somewhat restricted when
they land due to the need for the surfer to keep in contact with his or her surfboard
throughout the task. In fact, this restricted motion imposed by a surfboard has the
potential to place a surfer’s ankles at risk of injury (Lundgren et al., 2014a). Generating
high forces during landing, combined with restricted ankle motion, has been shown to
increase ankle joint work and change the mechanics of the more proximal joints to
compensate for the lack of ankle motion (Devita & Skelly, 1992). One strategy that may
reduce the risk of ankle injuries when landing in surfing is for surfers to use greater trunk
flexion to extend the time over which the surfer absorbs the landing impact forces, a
strategy shown to reduce landing forces in physically active participants performing drop
landings (Blackburn & Padua, 2009). This strategy of greater trunk flexion was apparent
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when surfers successfully landed Frontside Air Reverse manoeuvres during surfing
competitions (Forsyth et al., 2018). However, future studies confirming the strategies
surfers use to dissipate the forces generated when landing aerial manoeuvres should be
undertaken to best inform coaches and surfers on the safest way to perform these highrisk manoeuvres.
Although several studies have investigated landing skills in surfing populations,
there has been limited application of these tests to surf-specific landings. Furthermore,
the one study that compared the drop-and-stick landing to surf-specific landings, such as
the trampoline landing while holding a surfboard, found that the more surf-specific the
landing became, the greater the change in the landing strategy (i.e. reduced dorsiflexion
at initial contact in trampoline landing with a surfboard) (Lundgren et al., 2016).
Additional research into how surfers land after performing aerial manoeuvres in the surf
has identified that the most successful landing strategy was one where the surfer’s lead
ankle was in a more dorsiflexed posture at initial board-wave contact compared to a
neutral or plantar flexed ankle, where the surfers compensated for this restricted ankle
motion by using large trunk flexion during the landing event (Forsyth et al., 2018).
Recognising that surfers inherently must land and absorb the forces generated at impact
with a restricted ankle has implications for how they control their landing (Bruton et al.,
2017; Lundgren et al., 2016; Lundgren et al., 2015; Tran et al., 2015a; Tran et al., 2017;
Tran et al., 2015c) and reach a stable position (Tran et al., 2015a; Tran et al., 2017; Tran
et al., 2015c), as well as the potential of injury (Lundgren et al., 2014a). Future research
should therefore endeavour to understand in greater detail how surfers land these surfspecific landings, such as simulated floaters and aerial manoeuvres. Such research should
include a comprehensive assessment of how the entire lower limb and torso of surfers
move during landing, as well as how surfers use their relevant muscles to control this
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motion and the forces generated as a consequence of the different landing techniques.
With rapid advancements in wave-pool technology, evaluating surf-specific landings in
controlled simulated ocean environments should also become a high priority for research
on the performance of surfing manoeuvres.
2.5.

Practical Implications

The present study represents the first systematic review of research that has investigated
key skills related to wave-riding performance in surfing. The two most common waveriding skills investigated were the pop-up and landing, and the results of this review
indicate that there are several trainable qualities that may produce superior performance
and/or reduce the risk of injury when performing these skills. Surfers who possess the
strength to press against their surfboard and quickly pop-up to assume a surfing stance
will have more time to perform manoeuvres in critical sections of the wave. Similarly,
surfers who are able to control their descent during landing and reach a stable position,
quickly, are more likely to successfully complete complex skills, such as aerials, and
proceed onto subsequent manoeuvres, thus adding to their potential wave score. It is
important to note, however, that there is insufficient research that has systematically
investigated other key surfing skills, such as turns and floaters. Furthermore, a lack of
comprehensive biomechanical information for competitive surfers and their coaches to
truly understand how to successfully and safely perform the fundamental skills required
to ride a wave was apparent. Future research should endeavour to replicate the task
demands of surfing manoeuvres in a controlled setting, where possible, and incorporate a
comprehensive biomechanical approach to evaluating the performance of these important
surfing skills.
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Chapter 3
Scoring analysis of manoeuvres performed in
elite male professional surfing competitions
This chapter is an amended version of the published manuscript: Forsyth, J.F., de la
Harpe, R., Riddiford-Harland, D.L., Whitting, J.W. & Steele, J.R. Analysis of scoring
maneuvers performed in elite men’s professional surfing competitions. International
Journal of Sports Physiology & Performance, 2017, 12(9): 1243-1248.
Abstract
The primary aim of this chapter was to investigate the influence of turns, tube rides and
aerial manoeuvres on the scores awarded in elite male professional surfing competitions.
The successful completion rate and scores associated with different aerial variations was
also investigated. Video recordings from all 11 events of the 2015 Men’s World
Championship Tour were viewed to classify manoeuvres performed by the competitors
on each wave as turns, tube rides and aerials. A two-way ANOVA was used to determine
any main effect or interaction of manoeuvre type or event location on the wave scores. A
one-way ANOVA was used to determine any main effect of aerial type on successful
completion rate. Aerial manoeuvres were scored significantly higher than tube rides and
turns. A significant main effect existed for manoeuvre and completion rate. Aerial
manoeuvres had the lowest completion rate of 45.4%.

During the finals series

(Quarterfinals, Semi-finals and Finals heats) aerial manoeuvre completion rate was
higher, at 55.4%.

The Frontside Air Reverse was the most commonly performed

manoeuvre and received an average score of 6.77 out of 10. Professional surfers can
optimise their potential single wave scores during competition by successfully completing
aerial manoeuvres. However, aerial manoeuvres continue to be a high risk manoeuvre
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with a significantly lower completion rate. Our findings suggest that surfers should aim
to improve their aerial manoeuvre completion rate via surf practice or land-based training
drills.
3.1.

Introduction

Participation in recreational and competitive surfing is rapidly increasing with the
International Surfing Association now recognising national governing bodies of surfing
associations in over 100 countries (International Surfing Association, 2019).
Competitions held by these national governing bodies ensure skilled surfers progress
through regional and international competitions to ultimately contest for the number one
position on the World Surf League’s World Championship Tour (WCT). During World
Surf League (WSL) competitions, up to four athletes typically compete in 20-to-40minute heats, with each surfer being scored on waves that they ride during the heat. The
sum of each surfer’s two highest scoring rides determines heat winners and surfers
progress through rounds until two remain to contest the final. Aside from being awarded
the highest amount of prize money, event winners earn the most event points, which
accumulate to crown the world champion at the end of an 11-event season (World Surf
League, 2019).
Judges use subjective criteria to score a surfer’s performance on each wave out of
10 points (World Surf League, 2019). The judges use the following elements for their
analysis of wave-riding performance: (i) commitment and degree of difficulty, (ii)
innovative and progressive manoeuvres, (iii) combination of major manoeuvres, (iv)
variety of manoeuvres, and (v) speed, power and flow. Previous research has indicated
that the manoeuvre a surfer performs can greatly impact the score associated with it.
Lundgren et al. (2014b) found that during the 2013 WCT, the successful completion of
an aerial manoeuvre increased a surfer’s potential wave score by 2.32 points. That is,
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waves with a completed aerial manoeuvre received a significantly higher score than
waves that only included turning manoeuvres (p < 0.001). Research conducted during
the 2010 Brazil Pro (Peirão & Dos Santos, 2012) and 2014 Billabong Pro Rio WSL
(Ferrier et al., 2014) events also established that the performance of aerial manoeuvres
was significantly associated with higher wave scores compared to waves without an aerial
manoeuvre. Furthermore, Lundgren et al. (2014b) found that waves in which surfers
performed a tube ride also received significantly (p < 0.001) higher scores than turn-only
waves. The authors suggested that these higher scores were attributable to the greater
degree of difficulty and high risk associated with the performances of manoeuvres such
as aerials and tube rides.
A study by Ferrier et al. (2014) on the performance of aerial manoeuvre variations
during the 2014 Billabong Pro Rio recorded a higher frequency of aerials performed
compared to an analysis of the same event completed four years earlier (Peirão & Dos
Santos, 2012), highlighting the growing importance of aerials to a competitive surfer’s
skill repertoire. Interestingly, the more frequently a type of aerial manoeuvre was
performed influenced the score a wave was awarded. For example, the Air Reverse, a
manoeuvre that requires a surfer to project themselves into the air and rotate 180º towards
the beach before landing, accounted for 53% (n = 64) of the aerial manoeuvres performed
and scored an average of 3.04 ± 2.29 points. In contrast, the Straight Air (n = 12) and Air
Reverse 360 (n = 13) were awarded 3.37 ± 2.32 and 4.83 ± 3.64 points, respectively.
Although not statistically different, the lower scores awarded for Air Reverse’s suggest
that repeatedly performing a skill may have detracted from the scores that the judges gave
them.
In addition to the scores awarded during surfing competition, information on the
completion rates of the manoeuvres performed during heats is important to highlight the
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risk associated with performing difficult manoeuvres. Lundgren et al. (2014b) and Ferrier
et al. (2014) reported similar completion rates for aerial manoeuvres of 48.5 and 43.8%,
respectively. These are substantially lower than the rates associated with completing
turning manoeuvres (90.2%) and tube rides (57.7%; Lundgren et al., 2014b). This low
completion rate for aerial manoeuvres strengthens the justification of the higher scores
associated with them, as the judging criteria favours manoeuvres with a high degree of
difficulty. However, previous research has indicated that performing aerial manoeuvres
is significantly associated with increased lower limb injury (Furness et al., 2015). It is
therefore imperative that surfers train to improve their ability to successfully complete
aerial manoeuvres to gain the benefit of potentially higher wave scores while minimising
the potential for sustaining a lower limb injury.
Although there is a growing body of evidence to suggest that performing aerial
manoeuvres will improve wave scores in competition, previous studies have analysed
scores awarded at only one competition (Ferrier et al., 2014; Peirão & Dos Santos, 2012)
or for a limited number of heats (Lundgren et al., 2014b). No study could be located that
has comprehensively investigated the scores awarded for manoeuvres performed in every
heat for an entire season of the WCT. Given the risk associated with performing aerials,
professional surfers need to be aware of how the performance of these manoeuvres can
impact their score in such a continuously progressive sport. Therefore, the aim of this
study was to determine whether, throughout a WCT season: (i) surfers are awarded higher
scores for performing aerial manoeuvres compared to other surfing manoeuvres, (ii) aerial
manoeuvres remain a high-risk manoeuvre (i.e. have a low completion rate compared to
other surfing manoeuvres), and (iii) different aerial manoeuvre variations are awarded
significantly different scores. Based on the existing literature, we hypothesised that: (i)
completing aerial manoeuvres would significantly increase the score given for a wave,
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irrespective of competition location, (ii) the completion rate of aerial manoeuvres would
be significantly lower than other surfing manoeuvres, and (iii) aerial manoeuvre
variations performed more frequently would be awarded lower scores in competition.
3.2.

Methods

Video footage was obtained of all 11 events for the Men’s 2015 Samsung Galaxy World
Championship Tour, using the Heat Analyser function on the WSL web page (World
Surfing League, 2015). Every wave (n = 7,179) ridden by a competitor in all heats
(Rounds 1-5, Quarterfinal, Semi-final and Final) was analysed. Fifty male surfers (age:
27.8  5.3 years, height: 178.5  6.8 cm, weight: 74.2  6.6 kg), who represented 11
countries, rode these waves. The University of Wollongong Human Research Ethics
Committee approved all procedures used in the present study [HE16/133].
The score awarded for each wave and details of every manoeuvre performed on
each wave were tabulated in a Microsoft® Excel® (2010 version) spread sheet.
Manoeuvres were categorised into three types: (i) turns, (ii) tube rides and (iii) aerial
manoeuvres. Turns were defined as any movement in which the surfer kept their
surfboard in contact with the wave, typically while attempting to generate spray, and
included manoeuvres such as the cutback, snap, reverse and floater. In a tube ride, the
surfer moved behind the breaking lip of the wave (i.e. in the barrel), whereas during an
aerial manoeuvre the surfer projected his board above the lip of the wave, with the entire
board being clear of the water. If a surfer successfully completed one or more aerial
manoeuvres on a wave, the wave was recorded as an aerial wave, with the same occurring
for tube rides. If no manoeuvres were completed, then the wave was discarded from
further analysis (n = 2,532).
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Table 4.
Variation
Frontside Air
Frontside Air
Reverse
Frontside Air
Reverse 360
Backside Air
Reverse

Descriptions of the aerial manoeuvre variations performed during the
finals series of the 2015 WCT.
Manoeuvre description
With his chest facing the wave’s face, the surfer projects himself above the lip,
performing no rotation, before landing on the lip or face of the wave and riding out of
the manoeuvre.
With his chest facing the wave’s face, the surfer projects himself above the lip of the
wave, rotating 180 away from the wave, landing backwards on the lip or face of the
wave, after which he rotates and rides out of the manoeuvre.
With his chest facing the wave’s face, the surfer projects himself above the lip of the
wave, rotating 360 away from the wave, landing and travelling in the same direction
that he took flight.
With his back facing the wave’s face, the surfer projects himself above the lip of the
wave, rotating 180 away from the wave, landing backwards on the lip or face of the
wave, after which he rotates and rides out of the manoeuvre.

Descriptive data (means and standard deviations) were generated for the waves
ridden in competition, the location of each competition, the manoeuvres performed on
each wave and the scores awarded. A two-way ANOVA design was first used to
determine the main effect of manoeuvre type (turns, tube ride, aerial manoeuvres) and
event location (Snapper Rocks, Bells Beach, Margaret River, Rio de Janeiro, Fiji,
Jeffrey’s Bay, Tahiti, Trestles, France, Portugal, Pipeline) on the score awarded and any
interactions between manoeuvre type and event location. Where significant main effects
were found, multiple pair-wise comparisons where conducted to identify where the
differences lay, with Bonferroni adjustments made to account for any Type-I error.
Comparisons between the completion rates for each manoeuvre type (turns, tube rides,
aerial manoeuvres) were performed using a one-way ANOVA design. A one-way
ANOVA design was also used to determine the main effect of aerial variation (Frontside
Air, Frontside Air Reverse, Frontside Air Reverse 360, Backside Air Reverse; see Table
4) on the score awarded for the aerials performed during the finals series (Quarterfinals,
Semi-finals and Final heats) of each event. All data analyses were performed using SPSS
statistical software (Version 21, IBM, USA) with the alpha level set at p < 0.05.
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3.3.

Results

A competitor completed at least one manoeuvre on 64.7% of the waves (4,647 of 7,179
waves; see Table 5). On these waves, the competitors completed 13,468 manoeuvres,
which equated to an average of 2.9 manoeuvres per wave. This included 3,145 waves on
which only turns were completed, 1,169 waves with at least one completed tube ride and
333 waves with one or more completed aerial manoeuvres. The average scores associated
with these three manoeuvre types are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3.

Average wave scores for each manoeuvre type during the 2015 WCT.
* denotes a manoeuvre type scored significantly higher than turning
manoeuvres (p < 0.001).
# denotes a manoeuvre type scored significantly higher than tube rides (p
< 0.001).
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Table 5.

Descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) for the number of manoeuvres performed at the various event locations during
the 2015 WCT.
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Event Location
Gold Coast, AUS
Bells Beach, AUS
Margaret River, AUS
Rio de Janeiro, BRA
Tavarua, FJI
Jeffereys Bay, ZAF
Teahupo’o, PYF
Lower Trestles, USA
Landes, FRA
Peniche, PRT
Pipeline, HAW
Total
Mean
SD

Wave count
702
628
543
907
757
687
684
674
631
945
593
7751
704.6
123.7

Manoeuvres
2229
2067
901
1221
1474
1761
709
2203
1315
1485
526
15891
1444.6
585.5

Aerials (C)
72
30
1
50
6
27
2
65
20
76
4
353
32.1
29.1

Aerials (I)
50
27
5
70
11
41
6
55
36
110
13
424
38.5
32.0

Turns (C)
1993
1851
589
747
1019
1525
114
1923
1010
1028
57
11856
1077.8
684.1

Turns (I)
112
156
104
161
104
121
31
158
76
146
15
1184
107.6
49.9

Tubes (C)
2
3
134
95
226
27
368
0
98
60
246
1259
114.5
119.9

Tubes (I)
0
0
68
98
108
21
188
2
75
65
191
816
74.2
68.9

Waves not recorded
48
35
36
100
47
47
31
22
64
105
37
572
52.0
27.3

There was a significant main effect of both manoeuvre type (F2,4629 = 50.380, p <
0.001) and event location (F10,4629 = 4.256, p < 0.001) on the score awarded. Post-hoc
analysis revealed that waves with at least one completed aerial manoeuvre were scored
an average of 1.9 points higher than waves with turns only (p < 0.001), whereas waves
with a tube ride scored, on average, 0.8 points higher than waves with turns only (p <
0.001). In addition, at two of the 11 events (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and Landes, France),
aerial waves were awarded significantly higher scores than waves with tube rides (p =
0.017 and p = 0.011, respectively). In terms of risk, aerial manoeuvres had the lowest
successful completion rate (45.4%), which was significantly lower than tube rides
(60.7%, p < 0.006) and turns only (90.9%, p < 0.001). Tube rides also had a significantly
lower successful completion rate compared to turns (p < 0.001). Throughout the finals
series, 121 aerials were attempted on 993 waves across the 11 events, with 67 (55.4%) of
the aerials being successfully landed. Of these aerials performed in the final series, four
variations were attempted more than 10 times; the Frontside Air, Frontside Air Reverse,
Frontside Air Reverse 360 and the Backside Air Reverse. The scores awarded and the
completion rates for these aerial variations are presented in Figure 4. There was no
significant main effect of aerial variation on the score awarded.

Figure 4.

Average wave scores (± SD) and completion rates (%) for various
aerial manoeuvre variations performed in the finals series of each
2015 WCT event. FS = Frontside, BS = Backside.
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3.4.

Discussion

This is the first study to comprehensively investigate the effect of manoeuvre type on
wave scores for every heat, of every event, for an entire season of professional surfing
competitions. This study aimed to determine whether surfers were awarded higher scores
for performing aerial manoeuvres compared to other surfing manoeuvres, and whether
aerial manoeuvres remained a high-risk manoeuvre. Results of the present study revealed
that successfully completing aerial manoeuvres had a significant influence on the score a
surfer was awarded for waves during competition, although this benefit may be moderated
by the variation of aerial performed. The implications of these findings are discussed
below.
The average score awarded for successfully completed aerials in the present study
(6.8) was similar to aerial scores previously reported by Lundgren et al. (2014b) (7.4;
only 0.6 of a point difference between studies). In this study the average score, however,
was substantially higher than that reported by Ferrier et al. (2014), who reported an
average wave score for an aerial of 3.04 ± 2.29 points. This between-study difference in
scores was likely due to methodological differences, whereby Ferrier et al. (2014)
included scores for incomplete manoeuvres, as well as complete manoeuvres, in their
analysis, whereas the present study only included scores for successfully completed aerial
attempts. Ferrier et al. (2014) noted that some aerials, even incomplete attempts, could
be awarded large scores, justifying the inclusion of failed aerial attempts in their analysis.
However, based on the results of this study we believe that including such a large number
of incomplete scores in the analysis may lead to misinterpretations of the results. In the
present study, the average score for waves with incomplete aerial manoeuvres was
significantly lower (2.7 ± 2.2; p < 0.0001) than waves with completed aerial manoeuvres.
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Consistent with our first hypothesis, surfers were awarded, on average, higher
scores for successfully performing aerial manoeuvres compared to other surfing
manoeuvres. In fact, results of the present study revealed that aerial manoeuvres scored
significantly higher than turning manoeuvres at all but two of the 11 WCT events,
Margaret River Pro and Fiji Pro. At the Margaret River Pro, although the score given for
completed aerials was high, only one aerial was successfully performed during the entire
competition and so the data should be interpreted cautiously. Judges usually consider
waves at the Fiji Pro location to be more suited to tube rides than turning or aerial
manoeuvres (Lundgren et al., 2014b), as shown by the significantly higher score given
for tube rides relative to the other two manoeuvre types (see Figure 3). During the 2015
season, however, the surfing conditions (swell size, tide and wind direction) at the
beginning of the event were more suitable for turning manoeuvres rather than tube rides
to be successfully performed (see Table 5), exemplified by the small difference in score
between the three manoeuvre types. There was also a low number of completed aerial
manoeuvres during the 2015 Fiji Pro (n = 6), making interpretation of the scores difficult.
The results of the present study, however, strengthen the body of evidence that suggests
aerial manoeuvres are a valuable way for professional surfers to increase their potential
score at most locations on the WCT, particularly at events such as the Rio Pro and France
Pro.
As we hypothesised, the completion rate of aerial manoeuvres was significantly
lower than other surfing manoeuvres, confirming the belief that aerials are a difficult and
high-risk manoeuvre, even at the highest level of competition. Interestingly, despite
aerials being performed more frequently in competitive surfing in recent years, the overall
completion rate of aerial manoeuvres, and tube rides, has remained similar to that
previously reported (Ferrier et al., 2014; Lundgren et al., 2014b). It should be noted,
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however, that data presented by Lundgren et al. (2014b) were taken only from the finals
series (Quarterfinal, Semi-final and Final; 7 heats) of the 10 events held in 2013, whereas
data from the present study were recorded for every round (Round 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
Quarterfinal, Semi-final and Final; 51 heats) of every event held during the 2015 season.
When considering data only from the finals series in 2015, completion rates improved
from 45.4% to 55.4%, which is substantially higher than previously reported completion
rates (43.8-48.5%; Ferrier et al., 2014; Lundgren et al., 2014b). This finding implies that
surfers were performing aerials with greater success when competing in the more
important rounds of an event. The first and fourth rounds of every event are deemed nonelimination heats, such that surfers progress to the next round of the competition even if
they do not win the heat. It is speculated that surfers are likely to be performing more
risky aerial manoeuvre variations or performing aerials in more risky sections of the wave
during these non-elimination heats, in an attempt to boost their chances of winning.
During their early round performance (Round 1–5), the surfers who progressed to the
finals of each event maintained an above average aerial manoeuvre completion rate
(48.1%). We suggest that the higher completion rates found in the finals series may be a
result of the more skilled athletes remaining in the competition as it progressed and, as
such, they were more capable in completing their manoeuvres. Another aspect to consider
is the impact of competitive stress on athletic performance (Caruso et al., 1990; Cerin et
al., 2000; Karteroliotis & Gill, 1987). The results suggest that those surfers who
progressed further through the competition heats were more equipped to cope with their
emotional responses to competitive stress and this might be why they fell less on their
manoeuvres.
Despite no statistically significant effect, there was an apparent trend indicating
potential differences in scores awarded for the different aerial manoeuvre variations
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performed during the finals series. This was consistent with the trend revealed by Ferrier
et al. (2014), such that the Frontside Air Reverse was the most commonly performed
aerial variation and was awarded lower scores when compared with the Frontside Air and
Frontside Air Reverse 360. The Frontside Air Reverse 360 is a more complex skill and
requires the surfer to perform a full 360 rotation, which may explain why it was awarded
more points. In addition, the Frontside Air Reverse was performed more than 50% of the
time, which might have detracted from the potential score as the scoring criteria favours
variety of manoeuvres, and this is supported by the results of Ferrier et al. (2014).
Although the differences between these aerial manoeuvre variations were not statistically
significant, the winning margin for a heat in professional surfing can be as low as 0.01
points. This highlights the importance of being able to perform a variety of aerial
manoeuvres at the elite level, whereby those surfers who are able to successfully complete
these less common aerial manoeuvre variations are likely to improve their chances of
winning the heat.
The results of the present study have confirmed the low completion rates for aerial
manoeuvres previously reported in the literature (Ferrier et al., 2014; Lundgren et al.,
2014b). The high scores associated with performing aerials encourage surfers to perform
aerial manoeuvres during competition, even though they run the risk of sustaining a lower
limb injury if they are unsuccessful (Furness et al., 2015; Nathanson et al., 2002). To
reduce the possibility of injury, athletes and coaches might want to use screening tools
(Lundgren et al., 2015) or landing drills (Forsyth, 2014; Lundgren et al., 2016) to identify
any risk factors. Previous research has shown that there are multiple factors that can be
used to estimate injury risk in surfing athletes (Lundgren et al., 2015).

Simple

assessments of a drop-and-stick landing, ankle dorsiflexion range of motion and an
isometric strength test are all aspects of a surfer’s athletic performance that can be
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modified via training to potentially reduce any risk of injury from landing aerial
manoeuvres. Practicing similar landing tasks to aerials, such as surf-specific drop
landings (Lundgren et al., 2016) and simulated aerial tasks (Forsyth, 2014), can be used
to improve aerial awareness and neuromuscular coordination. In other jump-to-landing
contexts, training landing technique is an important part of preparation of athletes
(Chappell & Limpisvasti, 2008; Myer et al., 2005). Furthermore, research investigating
the neuromuscular recruitment patterns utilised when performing a simulated aerial task
has found that similar recruitment orders are used when compared to traditional landing
tasks (Forsyth, 2014), suggesting that land-based landing training should adequately
prepare surfers for the demands of landing aerials in surfing.
The findings of the present study might have been influenced by the following
limitations. As there was only a select number of cameras set up to record the waves at
each event, some waves were partially recorded, or not recorded at all, and therefore
scores on these waves were discarded from analysis (see Table 5). Furthermore, if a wave
contained both a tube ride and an aerial manoeuvre, the scores associated with these
waves were included in both groups for analysis. However, as there were only eight
waves that included both a completed aerial manoeuvre and a completed tube ride, we
believe that the results of the study have not been adversely affected by the repeat
inclusion.
3.5.

Practical Implications


Performing aerial manoeuvres successfully in competition is likely to
increase the score of a surfer’s wave, in turn, improving their chances of
winning.



As aerial manoeuvres are a high-risk manoeuvre, surfers should endeavour to
improve their aerial manoeuvre completion rates in competition, either
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through continued practice in the surf or land-based training exercises, to
ensure they have a competitive advantage, as well as reducing the possible
risk of injury.


At the elite level, we encourage professional surfers to perform a variety of
aerial manoeuvres, particularly Frontside Air and Air Reverse 360 aerials, due
to the higher scores associated with these variations.

3.6.

Conclusion

Successfully completing aerial manoeuvres increased a surfer’s wave score significantly
more than turning manoeuvres and tube rides, although successful aerial completion rates
continue to be low. Completion rates could be improved by performing surf or landbased landing drills that foster correct neuromuscular coordination and aerial awareness.
Improving completion rates will not only improve the surfers’ chances of winning a heat,
but also reduce the risk of potential injury resulting from incomplete manoeuvres. We
also recommend surfers perform the less common Frontside Air or Frontside Air Reverse
360 variations rather than repeatedly performing the Frontside Air Reverse.
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Part II:
How are aerial manoeuvres performed in the
water and can we simulate this in training?
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Chapter 4
Understanding successful and unsuccessful
landings of aerial manoeuvre variations in
professional surfing
This chapter is an amended version of the published manuscript: Forsyth, J.F., RiddifordHarland, D.L., Whitting, J.W., Sheppard, J.M. & Steele, J.R. Understanding successful
and unsuccessful landings of aerial manoeuvre variations in professional surfing.
Scandinavian Journal of Medicine & Science in Sports, 2018, 28(5): 1615-1624.
Abstract
Although performing aerial manoeuvres can increase wave score and winning potential
in competitive surfing, the critical features underlying successful aerial completion have
not been systematically investigated. This study aimed to analyse highly skilled aerial
manoeuvre performance and identify the critical features associated with successful or
unsuccessful landing. Using video recordings of the World Surf League's Championship
Tour, every aerial performed during the quarterfinal, semi-final and final heats from the
11 events in the 2015 season were viewed. From this 121 aerials were identified with the
Frontside Air (FA; n = 15) and Frontside Air Reverse (FAR; n = 67) being selected to be
qualitatively assessed. Using Chi-squared analyses, a series of key critical features,
including landing over the centre of the surfboard (FA X2 = 14.00, FAR X2 = 26.61; P <
0.001) and landing with the lead ankle in dorsiflexion (FA X2 = 3.90, FAR X2 = 13.64; P
< 0.05), were found to be associated with successful landings. These critical features help
surfers land in a stable position, while maintaining contact with the surfboard. The results
of this study provide coaches with evidence to adjust the technique of their athletes to
improve their winning potential.
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4.1.

Introduction

An estimated 37 million people around the world surf in either a recreational or
competitive context (Moran & Webber, 2013). Elite surfers contest the World Surf
League’s Championship Tour (CT), in which they compete to become world champion
(World Surf League, 2019). On this tour, surfers are judged on the manoeuvres they
perform on waves they ride in 30-40-minute heats. These manoeuvres are scored (0–10
points) according to subjective criteria that include: (i) degree of difficulty, (ii) variety of
manoeuvres, (iii) combination of major manoeuvres, (iv) speed, power and flow and (v)
risk and innovation. One manoeuvre that addresses several of these criteria is the aerial.
An aerial involves a surfer projecting him or herself into the air above the breaking
wave to then land on the face or lip of the wave. Aerial manoeuvres are greatly valued
by competitive surfers due to their high scoring potential. Successfully completing an
aerial can provide a significant increase of between 0.34 and 2.40 points to a single wave
score awarded during competition (Ferrier et al., 2014; Forsyth et al., 2017; Lundgren et
al., 2014b). This additional scoring potential has been attributed to the increased risk
associated with aerial performance. In fact, researchers have identified successful aerial
completion rates of less than 50% (Ferrier et al., 2014; Forsyth et al., 2017; Lundgren et
al., 2014b), as well as associations between performing aerials and incurring acute lower
limb injury (Furness et al., 2015). To better understand this risk, several researchers have
assessed landing performance in surf athletes (Lundgren et al., 2016), with two research
teams specifically investigating the landing kinematics of simulated aerial tasks
(Lundgren et al., 2016; Tran et al., 2015a). When landing an aerial manoeuvre, surfers
are required to absorb and arrest high forces and impact velocities as they fall from the
air and make contact with the surface of the wave. A surfer’s ability to successfully
perform and control these landings may influence the forces experienced across the lower
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limb joints. The results of the two studies highlighted the importance of static ankle range
of motion (ROM) on the landing techniques of surfers, whereby those surfers who
displayed a lower static ankle ROM also exhibited restricted ankle motion during landing.
However, as the aerial tasks investigated in these two studies were land-based, caution
must be taken when extrapolating these findings to aerials performed in the water.
Technique analysis is a common analytical tool used by coaches and sports
scientists to better understand sport specific skills and to provide a basis for developing
recommendations to improve skill performance. Researchers have used models, such as
the deterministic model, to identify factors and biomechanical qualities related to
performance so that coaches can make appropriate, evidence-based changes to their
athlete’s technique (Chow & Knudson, 2011; Hay & Reid, 1988; Hay & Yu, 1995). This
modelling paradigm uses a hierarchical framework to determine relationships between a
movement outcome and the biomechanical factors that produce it (see Figure 5; Hay &
Reid, 1988). Models based on this paradigm have been successfully applied to many
sports, particularly gymnastics (Takei, 1988, 1989) and track and field events such as the
long jump (Hay et al., 1986) and discus (Chow & Mindock, 1999; Hay & Yu, 1995).
However, applying these models to more complex, multi-joint and multi-directional
movements has been limited. One research team qualitatively assessed video footage of
the landing technique of netball players who performed a 180° aerial catch and turn task
(Hewit et al., 2012). These researchers identified several key technical features, or cues,
for superior landing performance that could be used by coaches to promote better landing
technique. Although video analysis is frequently used in surf coaching, very little
information is available on systematic technique analysis of surfing manoeuvres
(Everline, 2007; Lowdon, 1994; Mcintosh, 2003; Moreira & Peixoto, 2014).
Furthermore, current coaching analyses of aerials in surfing provide no specific,
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evidence-based recommendations for improving aerial performance, particularly the
crucial landing phase of the manoeuvre. As a result, coaches have limited evidence upon
which to make adjustments to their surfer’s aerial technique to ensure successful task
completion.

Figure 5.

A deterministic model of aerial performance (adapted from Hewit et
al. (2012) and Moreira & Peixoto (2014)). The technical factors are
highlighted in the dashed line box.

Although aerials have become a critical part of a competitive surfer’s skill
repertoire, no research was located that has systematically investigated the qualitative
characteristics of aerial manoeuvres performed by highly skilled surfers.

More

importantly, no previous research has identified key technique components that contribute
to successful and safe aerial landings. The purpose of this study was therefore to analyse
how highly skilled surfers perform aerial manoeuvres during competition in order to
develop a model of successful aerial landings. This model can then provide evidence for
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coaches to recommend technique adjustments to their athletes to improve their aerial
completion rates. We hypothesised that specific body postures displayed by surfers,
relative to their position over the surfboard and on the wave, would be significantly
related to the outcome (successful or unsuccessful) of the aerial performance.
4.2.

Method

4.2.1. Participants
Competition waves ridden by 19 male surfers (age: 28.3 ± 5.7 years; height: 179.6 ± 7.1
cm; mass: 74.6 ± 7.4 kg; years on CT: 7.9 ± 5.6 years) who competed on the World Surf
League’s CT during the 2015 season were viewed and analysed.

These surfers

represented 31% of all competitors in the 11 events for the year, and were not significantly
different in age or stature to the other competitors (age: 27.1 ± 5.3 years; height: 177.7 ±
7.2 cm; mass: 73.4 ± 5.9 kg; years on CT: 6.0 ± 4.2 years; P > 0.05).
4.2.2. Data collection
Every wave ridden during the finals series (i.e. quarterfinals, semi-finals and final heats)
was viewed using the Heat Analyser function available on the World Surf League’s
website (World Surf League, 2015). From these waves, every aerial manoeuvre that the
surfers attempted was identified for analysis. Aerials, or airs, were initially categorised
by their variation, which included whether the aerial was frontside (chest facing the wave)
or backside (chest facing the shore), and the direction of rotation where a rotation
occurred (Air Reverse: toward the shore; Alley Oop: toward the wave). Once the
descriptive data for each aerial manoeuvre were collected, the two aerial variations that
were performed successfully the most frequently were selected for further detailed
analysis. These aerial variations were the Frontside Air (FA) and the Frontside Air
Reverse (FAR). The University of Wollongong Human Research Ethics Committee
approved the above procedures [HE16/133].
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4.2.3. Data Analysis
Based on the deterministic model depicted in Figure 5, the key technical elements
displayed by the participants while performing FA and FAR manoeuvres during the
professional surfing competitions were identified. Each manoeuvre was then divided into
discrete phases to describe the key technical elements of each phase, based on
biomechanical factors. Both aerial variations were broken down into four phases, which
included: (i) approach, (ii) take-off, (iii) airborne and (iv) landing. A description of the
phases for the FA and FAR are included in Table 6 and Table 7, respectively.
Fifty-two performance variables were identified as likely to contribute to
successful or unsuccessful aerial performance (see Appendix D).

These variables

included, but were not limited to, the surfer’s body position at take-off; whether the
surfboard rail was grabbed; the area of the wave landed on; foot position and ankle, knee
and hip alignment at landing. Approximate joint angles were estimated using the openlicense video analysis software Kinovea (Version 0.8.15 for Windows). In the same
software, the location of each surfer’s centre of mass was estimated as the point
representing his navel.

This point was identified using the hem of each surfer’s

competition rash vest, which was located at the waist of each surfer, and was clearly
distinguishable from each surfer’s dark wetsuit. The frequency these variables occurred
during the performance of these aerial manoeuvre variations was tabulated, and whether
the aerial was successful or unsuccessful was noted. Prior to statistical analysis, the
validity and reliability of the data were confirmed using an audit trail. This was performed
by an expert biomechanist (J.R.S.), with over 35 years of experience in analysing landing
performance.

The expert was provided with the performance variables and their

definitions, and was then asked to audit three random aerial manoeuvres. Krippendorff’s
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Table 6.

Phase description of the Frontside Air.
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Phase

Description of each Phase

Approach:
Bottom turn
preceding the
surfer’s
projection off
the wave.

The follow-through of the previous bottom turn manoeuvre sets up the initial approach trajectory of the surfer, where their
centre of mass is low toward the board and their toeside rail of the surfboard is submerged directing the surfboard to the lip
of the wave. From this position, the surfer flexes at the lead hip while simultaneously extending the trail knee and ankle,
which directs the board more vertically towards the lip of the wave. The surfer then extends their lead knee, pushing the
board against the wave to minimise reductions in vertical velocity during the approach to the lip of the wave.

Take-off:
Projection off
the wave.

Immediately before take-off, the surfer shifts their mass backwards toward the trail limb, flexing at the lead hip and knee,
and raising the nose of the surfboard upward as they contact the lip of the wave. The surfer swings their arms upward and
uses the momentum of this and the lip of the wave to accelerate him or herself upward and/or forward relative to the wave.

Airborne: From
take-off until
just before
touchdown.

Once the surfer has left the wave’s surface and are airborne, they flex at the hips and knees, bringing their lower limbs
toward their chest, facilitating the upward trajectory of the surfboard. During flight and prior to landing, the surfer ensures
their centre of mass and line of gravity are maintained over the board by keeping the chest over the knees before
extending the lower limbs in preparation for the landing phase. This allows them to gain maximum elevation whilst ensuring
they are prepared to land in a stable position.

Landing: From
touchdown until
the surfer rides
out of the
manoeuvre.

The landing phase begins as the surfboard makes contact with the wave (touchdown). The surfer continues to extend at
the hips and knees to increase their total range of motion during landing, increasing the potential time to absorb the vertical
landing force. As the surfer eccentrically controls flexion at the hips and knees, reaching their final “compressed” position,
their centre of mass is lowered, increasing their stability. While flexing at the hips, the surfer leans their trunk over their
lead knee. This brings their centre of mass forward over the board in an attempt to successfully complete the manoeuvre.

Images courtesy of World Surf League.

Table 7.

Phase description of the Frontside Air Reverse.
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Phase

Phase Description

Approach:
Bottom turn
preceding the
surfer’s
projection off
the wave.

The follow-through of the previous bottom turn manoeuvre sets up the initial approach
trajectory of the surfer, where their centre of mass is low toward the board and their toeside rail
of the surfboard is submerged directing the surfboard to the lip of the wave. From this position,
the surfer flexes at the lead hip while simultaneously extending the trail knee and ankle, which
directs the board more vertically towards the lip of the wave. The surfer then extends their lead
knee, pushing the board against the wave to minimise reductions in vertical velocity during the
approach to the lip of the wave.

Take-off:
Projection off
the wave.

Immediately before take-off, the surfer shifts their mass backwards toward the trail limb, flexing
at the lead hip and knee, raising the nose of the surfboard upward to make contact with the lip
of the wave. The surfer begins to abduct the upper limbs and rotate away from the wave to
generate angular momentum before then making contact with the oncoming lip of the wave to
accelerate upward and/or forward relative to the wave.

Airborne:
From take-off
until just
before
touchdown.

Once the surfer has left the wave’s surface and are airborne, they simultaneously flex and
extend at the lead and trail limb knee, respectively. During this movement the surfer also
brings their mass closer to the axis of rotation, thereby reducing the rotational inertia of the
system and increasing their angular velocity.

Landing: From
touchdown
until the surfer
rides out of the
manoeuvre.

The landing phase begins as the surfboard makes contact with the wave (touchdown). With
the lead knee in flexion, the surfer now uses the nose of the surfboard as a new axis of
rotation, and lands with the lead limb first, allowing additional time to absorb the vertical
landing force. Once both limbs have made contact, the surfer moves toward their final
“compressed” position, maintaining their centre of mass over the centre of the board, before
using the flow of water around the fins to rotate and ride out of the manoeuvre.

Images courtesy of World Surf League.

α was used to determine the level of agreement between the two researchers (Hayes &
Krippendorff, 2007), which was found to be substantial where α = 0.761.
Pearson Chi-squared analyses (X2) were conducted to determine whether a
successful or unsuccessful aerial manoeuvre was associated with the appearance of any
of the 52 performance variables (P < 0.05; SPSS Version 21, USA). For tests where the
expected outcome was a count of < 5 but > 1, the Mantel-Haenszel Test of Linear
Association (X2MH) was used to determine significance, and the Fisher-Irwin test was
performed in those cases with an expected outcome < 1 (Campbell, 2007). Although
multiple statistical tests were conducted, increasing the chance of incurring an error, no
adjustment to the alpha level was deemed necessary given the exploratory nature of the
study and the low cost associated with incurring an error. To evaluate the effect size of
any relationship, the phi coefficient (ϕ) was calculated and interpreted as low (> 0.1),
moderate (> 0.3) or large (> 0.5; Cohen, 2013).
4.3.

Results

From the 11 CT events conducted during the 2015 season, 121 aerial manoeuvres were
attempted on 993 waves ridden in the quarter finals, semi-finals and final heats. More
than half of the attempted aerials (55%) were successfully completed with eight different
aerial variations being recorded. The type and success rate of each of these aerial
variations is displayed in Figure 6. The FA and FAR were the variations that were
successfully performed the most, with completion rates of 67% and 64%, respectively.
Ever-changing wind, tide and swell size and direction result in a largely unpredictable
surfing environment (and inherently the nature of surfing performance), and as such most
variables showed no association with successful or unsuccessful aerial performance. Five
of the 52 (9.6%) performance variables, however, were significantly related to the
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outcome of the FA, whereas 16 (30.8%) of these variables were significantly related to
the outcome of the FAR (see Tables 8 and 9). From these significant interactions, critical
features that were significantly associated with successful aerial performance and had a
large effect size were identified as potential coaching cues to enhance aerial completion
rates. For the FA, three critical features were identified: (i) landing with the feet greater
than hip width apart, (ii) landing with the lead ankle in a dorsiflexed position and (iii)
landing with the total body centre of mass over the centre of the surfboard. For the FAR,
five critical features were identified: (i) landing with the lead ankle in a dorsiflexed
position, (ii) landing with the chest over the lead knee, (iii) landing with the total body
centre of mass over the centre of the surfboard, (iv) moving through a large range of trunk
flexion (>45°) throughout the landing phase and (v) having an apparent gaze directed at
the water in front of the hips.

Figure 6.

Relative proportions and success rates (in brackets) of each aerial
manoeuvre performed in the finals series of the 2015 WSL
Championship Tour (n = 121). FS: Frontside, BS: Backside.
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Table 8.

Critical features significantly associated with successful or unsuccessful
performance of the Frontside Air during the airborne (shaded) and
landing (not shaded) phases.

Critical Feature

Outcome

Chi-squared (X2)

P

Effect size (ϕ)

Athlete not centred over board *
Unsuccessful
7.00 (1, N = 15)
0.008
Not on board or wave face *
Unsuccessful
7.00 (1, N = 15)
0.008
Lead ankle dorsiflexion *
Successful
3.90 (1, N = 14)
0.048
Landing stance greater than hip
Successful
6.38 (1, N = 14)
0.012
width *
CoM over centre of board
Successful
14.00 (1, N = 15)
<0.001
2
CoM = Centre of mass, * Mantel-Haenszel Test (X MH) performed, ^ Fisher-Irwin Test performed

Table 9.

1.00

Critical features significantly associated with successful or unsuccessful
performance of the Frontside Air Reverse during the airborne (shaded)
and landing (not shaded) phases.

Critical Feature

Outcome

Chi-squared (X2)

P

Effect size (ϕ)

Athlete not centred over board
Unsuccessful
22.39 (1, N = 67)
<0.001
Large foot movement mid-air
Unsuccessful
16.71 (1, N = 67)
<0.001
Not on board or wave face *
Unsuccessful
5.54 (1, N = 67)
0.019
Land on the middle of wave face
Successful
4.43 (1, N = 67)
0.035
Lead ankle dorsiflexion
Successful
13.64 (1, N = 43)
<0.001
Trail knee valgus position exhibited
Successful
7.12 (1, N = 57)
0.008
Landing stance greater than hip
Successful
15.23 (1, N = 66)
<0.001
width
Chest over lead knee
Successful
21.11 (1, N = 66)
<0.001
Chest over trail knee *
Unsuccessful
5.42 (1, N = 66)
0.020
CoM over centre of board
Successful
26.61 (1, N = 66)
<0.001
CoM over nose of board *
Unsuccessful
7.44 (1, N = 66)
0.006
Large trunk flexion through landing
Successful
19.28 (1, N = 64)
<0.001
Lead arm over toe-side rail
Successful
6.55 (1, N = 66)
0.010
Trail arm over toe-side rail
Successful
7.70 (1, N = 66)
0.006
Apparent gaze directed at nose of
Unsuccessful
5.21 (1, N = 63)
0.022
board *
Apparent gaze directed at water in
Successful
24.78 (1, N = 63)
<0.001
front of hips
CoM = Centre of mass, * Mantel-Haenszel Test (X2MH) performed, ^ Fisher-Irwin Test performed

4.4.

-0.71
-0.71
0.55
0.70

-0.58
-0.50
-0.29
0.26
0.56
0.35
0.48
0.57
-0.29
0.60
-0.34
0.55
0.32
0.34
-0.29
0.63

Discussion

This study is the first to systematically identify critical features that contribute to the
successful landing of aerial manoeuvres, specifically the FA and FAR. These unique
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results will provide coaches with evidence upon which to make systematic adjustments
to the aerial technique of their surfers in order to increase their aerial success and, in turn,
their winning potential in surfing competitions. The key critical features and how they
are thought to contribute to successful completion of the FA and FAR are discussed
below.
4.4.1

Frontside Air

Critical Feature (i): Landing with lead ankle in dorsiflexion. During landing tasks,
athletes aim to move through the greatest available range of joint motion in order to
dampen the impact forces they experience (Devita & Skelly, 1992). This is typically
characterised by athletes displaying a plantar flexed ankle at initial ground contact to
enable the largest possible range of ankle joint motion during the subsequent landing
thereby increasing the time over which the impact forces are absorbed (Whitting et al.,
2009). Results of the present study, however, have shown that landing an aerial with the
lead (front) ankle in a dorsiflexed position at initial board-wave contact, rather than a
plantar flexed position, was significantly associated with a successful landing. This
apparently contradictory finding can be explained by the need for a surfer to maintain
contact with their surfboard throughout the final stages of the airborne phase and into the
landing phase of the aerial manoeuvre. Previous research on surf-like simulated aerial
tasks has suggested that skilled surfers tend to land with their trail ankle in a more plantar
flexed position compared to their lead ankle (Tran et al., 2015a). During the airborne
phase, plantar flexion of the rear ankle would result in downward movement of the
surfboard tail. As there is a need to maintain constant contact with the surfboard, this
downward movement of the surfboard tail would assist in keeping the nose of the
surfboard up, leaving the lead ankle in a dorsiflexed position. Dorsiflexing the ankle is
also likely to be coupled with knee flexion, which would ensure the surfer’s total body
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centre of mass remains within their base of support, as well as over the centre of buoyancy
of the surfboard (see Critical Feature (iii)). A similar movement strategy was identified
in the performance of unrestricted back squats where participants were able to flex more
at the knee and less at the hips to move their centre of mass forward over their base of
support (Fry et al., 2003). Furthermore, restrictions in ankle movement due to the need
to maintain contact with a board have been found in snowboarding, with snowboarding
athletes landing in as much as 25° of dorsiflexion at ground contact (Krüger & EdelmannNusser, 2009).
Critical Feature (ii): Landing with feet greater than hip width apart. A wider base of
support enhances stability when performing a discrete skill (Kreighbaum & Barthels,
1996), and was also evident when landing aerials in surfing. A wide base of support
provides a greater area over which a surfer’s total body centre of gravity can travel before
generating a perturbing torque. This increased tolerance for error is particularly useful
when trying to land on a largely unpredictable surface such as a wave. A wide stance
also helps the surfer position their centre of mass closer to the centre of buoyancy of the
surfboard, as discussed below (see Critical Feature (iii)).
Critical Feature (iii): Landing with the total body centre of mass over the centre of the
surfboard. Due to the relative unpredictability of surfing and the open nature of a surfing
environment, ensuring a surfer lands over the centre of their surfboard is essential to limit
the effect of any unexpected perturbations, which might occur because of the changing
water surface. Positioning the total body centre of mass directly above the centre of
buoyancy of the surfboard reduces the potential to generate any destabilising torques
(Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996) during landing. The effect of not adhering to this critical
feature was evident in the FAR when athletes landed with their total body centre of mass
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over the nose of the surfboard, which was significantly associated with unsuccessful
performance of the manoeuvre (see Table 9).
4.4.2. Frontside Air Reverse
Critical Feature (i): Landing with lead ankle in dorsiflexion. The rationale provided for
lead ankle dorsiflexion when performing a FA (see Critical Feature (i) above) is also
applicable when performing a FAR. However, due to the additional rotation, the FAR
often also includes the surfer grabbing the surfboard rail by one or both hands during the
manoeuvre. Although surfers do not necessarily hold the surfboard rails all the way
through to landing, grabbing the surfboard rails forces the surfer into a flexed and
“compressed” position against the board, which includes landing with the lead ankle in
dorsiflexion as they make contact with the wave’s surface. Care should be taken when
encouraging athletes to land in dorsiflexion, however, because substantial dorsiflexion
under high load has been suggested to produce lower limb fractures in snowboarders
(Boon et al., 2001). Given these implications, surfers are encouraged to include highintensity resistance training to complement their surf training, as it has been shown to
improve bone mineral density and, in turn, reduce the risk of fractures (Layne & Nelson,
1999).
Critical Feature (ii): Landing with the chest over the lead knee. As previously discussed
(see FA Critical Feature (iii)), landing with the chest over the lead knee facilitates the
ability of a surfer to position their total body centre of mass over the centre of the
surfboard, thus improving stability of the system during landing (Kreighbaum & Barthels,
1996). This position is consistent with the FAR, where upper body angular momentum
is conserved to assist rotation of the lower limbs and surfboard, again helping the surfer
to rotate more efficiently.
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Critical Feature (iii): Landing with the total body centre of mass over the centre of the
surfboard. As indicated above (see FA Critical Feature (iii)), this body alignment allows
for a more stable landing position. This is crucial when performing a FAR because the
surfer must also control the angular velocity associated with rotation, which was not
present in the FA. Landing with the total body centre of mass over the nose of the
surfboard, rather than over the centre of the surfboard, was significantly associated with
unsuccessful performance (see Table 9). In this case, being centred over the surfboard
helps a surfer to minimise the effect of unwanted torques that might disrupt their rotational
motion, ensuring that the surfer does not land too much on either the toe-side or heel-side
rail of the surfboard. This can also be moderated by knee valgus, or the “knocked knee”
posture, displayed during landing, which was found to be significantly associated with
successful performance of the FAR (see Table 9). By abducting and externally rotating
the trail limb knee, the surfer shifts the mass of their trail limb closer towards their total
body centre of mass. This posture makes the system more stable by ensuring the surfer’s
total body centre of mass is kept close to the centre of buoyancy of the surfboard. It also
reduces the rotational inertia of the system (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996), allowing for
greater control over the rotational motion leading up to and during landing. Commonly
surfers will state that they are “pulling the knee in to keep control of the board”. However,
as knee valgus is a well-established risk factor for injury in landing activities (Myer et al.,
2010), care should be taken when encouraging this position in surfers. Importantly, this
“knocked knee” position should be obtained through controlled internal rotation of the
leg at the hip, not simply by ‘dropping’ the knee, which can cause excessive loading of
the medial aspect of the knee. Furthermore, emphasis should be placed on developing
strong control of internal rotation of the leg at the hip during landings before surfers are
encouraged to attempt aerials.
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Critical Feature (iv): Moving through a large range of trunk flexion (>45°). As the FAR
requires substantial rotation prior to the surfer landing back on the wave’s surface, extra
height during the airborne phase is required to successfully complete this manoeuvre
compared to the FA. As a result, surfers are likely to have to dissipate more force when
landing a FAR relative to a FA. One strategy to reduce the forces generated at landing is
to use a greater range of trunk flexion. Previous research has shown that using a larger
range of trunk flexion (47–73°) when landing results in greater hip and knee range of
motion (Blackburn & Padua, 2008), as well as decreased landing forces (Blackburn &
Padua, 2009). By increasing the range of motion that the surfer moves through to
dissipate the forces of landing, they extend the time over which the force is absorbed by
the joints, potentially decreasing the peak landing force experienced as per the impulsemomentum relationship (Devita & Skelly, 1992). Similarly, landing mid-face on a wave
is also likely to provide an opportunity to reduce landing forces by increasing the time to
absorb a surfer’s vertical momentum, as shown by its significant association with
successful aerial performance (see Table 9). By landing mid-face, rather than on the flats
or on the lip of the wave, the surfer is able to use the downward slope of the wave’s face
to extend the time of the landing event. Previous research has shown that snowboarders
were able to descend large drops by landing on steep slopes rather than on flat surfaces,
reducing the impact forces by over 50% in some cases (Michael, 2004).
Critical Feature (v): Having an apparent gaze directed to the water in front of the hips.
It is well established that gaze behaviour or visual control can significantly impact skill
performance during complex tasks (Vickers, 1996). A common suggestion is that surfers
should constantly look towards the next manoeuvre, scanning and assessing the oncoming
environment (Mcintosh, 2003), although there is very little research to support this notion.
In fact, during free-fall landing tasks, it has been shown that gaze direction may not play
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a role in the neuromuscular coordination required for landing (Liebermann & Hoffman,
2005). Results of the present study indicate that having an apparent gaze directed to the
location of landing, rather than where a surfer will ride out, is a priority for successful
completion of the FAR. This finding can be attributed to the highly unpredictable surface
that surfers must land aerial manoeuvres on compared to land-based landing tasks where
the surface is generally flat, firm and predictable (Liebermann & Hoffman, 2005;
Sidaway et al., 1989). It is therefore recommended that, when performing the FAR,
surfers direct their gaze towards the landing zone until they have made contact with the
wave to provide certainty in predicting and preparing for the landing.
4.4.3. Practical Implications
During dynamic landings in an unpredictable environment, balance is critical and needs
to be pre-emptive or feed-forward. Surfers can use the critical features described above,
either in isolation or in combination, to ensure that they are as stable as possible when
landing aerial manoeuvres. Interestingly, for both the FA and FAR there were common
critical features that lead to successful performance of these aerial manoeuvres (Critical
Features (i) and (iii)). This suggests that these critical features play a critical role in
successful execution of a frontside aerial manoeuvre, irrespective of whether the skill
involves rotation or not. It is also likely that all of these critical features interact with
each other to enhance successful completion of aerial manoeuvres. For example, surfers
dorsiflexing their ankle when landing will produce knee flexion that, in turn, will assist
the total body centre of mass to be over the centre of the surfboard when performing a FA
and, additionally, that the chest is over the lead knee when performing a FAR. This would
place the athlete in the best position to moderate their posture in response to unexpected
perturbations during landing. Specifically for the FAR, the injury risk associated with
knee valgus could be mitigated by landing mid-face and incorporating Critical Features
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(iii) and (iv). That is, by landing on the sloped surface of the wave, with the total body
centre of mass over the centre of the board and moving through a large range of trunk
flexion, a surfer will minimise changes in momentum and possible landing forces that
may destabilise the knee joint. However, given the limitations of the study described
below, further research is recommended to confirm or refute these notions.
4.4.4. Study Limitations
Results of the present study are based on video footage provided by the WSL, some of
which failed to capture a clear view of aerial performances. Poor camera angles and the
presence of water spray associated with aerial performance at times obscured the surfers,
resulting in missing data (n = 361 out of a possible 4264 possible options; 8.5%).
Although the statistical design accounted for this missing data, it might have impacted
the strength of some of the statistical associations presented. Additionally, the current
study aimed to collect data on gross body movements and positions during the skill
performance, which meant that at times the positions being described were not exact or
precise. In particular, performance variables such as apparent gaze were included which
are difficult to confirm with the available video footage. These were recorded based on
relative head position and included to give a general indication of where the surfers were
likely to be looking, but care should be taken when interpreting these data. Future
research is encouraged to confirm the specific lower limb kinematics associated with
successful performance of aerial manoeuvres in surfing found in our study.
4.5.

Perspectives

A fundamental aspect of improving the performance of any skill is being able to
appropriately identify and correct errors in technique. Having qualitative and quantitative
evidence to support recommended changes in skill performance is crucial for high
performance coaching. This study is the first to identify key critical features associated
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with the successful landing of both the Frontside Air and Frontside Air Reverse that the
surfer and coach can consider when working to improve their aerial completion rates.
Specifically, two critical features were consistent between the successful landings of these
aerial manoeuvre variations. Effectively landing with the lead ankle in dorsiflexion and
landing over the centre of the surfboard will likely ensure that the surfer remains in a
stable position for landing, while maintaining contact with the surfboard. With the
emergence of surfing as an Olympic sport, more qualitative research using multiple
higher-resolution cameras, positioned to provide comprehensive views of each surfer’s
performance, is recommended. Future research should also endeavour to confirm or
refute these qualitative results using a systematic quantitative biomechanical assessment
of aerial manoeuvres performed both in a controlled environment (such as a wave pool)
and in the ocean. This will ultimately strengthen the available evidence upon which
coaches and competitive surfers can enhance their performance.
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Chapter 5
Training for success: Do simulated aerial
landings replicate successful aerial landings
performed in the ocean?
This chapter is an amended version of the published manuscript: Forsyth, J.F., RiddifordHarland, D.L., Whitting, J.W., Sheppard, J.M. & Steele, J.R. Do simulated aerial landings
replicate successful aerial landings performed in the ocean? Scandinavian Journal of
Medicine & Science in Sports, 2020, 30(5): 878-884.
Abstract
Although physical preparation of competitive surfers includes substantial dry-land
training, it is currently unknown how closely these exercises replicate surfing manoeuvres
performed in the ocean. This study compared the technique features displayed by surfers
when landing simulated aerial manoeuvres on land to critical features previously
established as necessary for surfers to successfully land aerials in the ocean during
competition. Fourteen competitive surfers (age 20.6 ± 5.7 years, height 178.1 ± 9.50 cm,
mass 70.6 ± 10.8 kg) were recruited to perform two variations of a simulated aerial task,
a Frontside Air (FA) and Frontside Air Reverse (FAR). Joint ranges of motion (ROM),
centre of pressure and apparent gaze data were collected during the landing event. Paired
t-tests were used to identify any significant differences in the outcome variables between
the two aerial tasks. Participants displayed 100% and 60% of the critical features
associated with successfully landing a FA and FAR, respectively. In both the simulated
FA and FAR, participants landed in 1.0–3.7° of dorsiflexion, moving through significantly
less ankle joint ROM in the lead limb during the FAR (p < 0.01). Participants also
displayed significantly less knee and hip ROM (p = 0.002–0.048) while landing the FAR
compared to the FA. The simulated FA and FAR tasks are appropriate training tools for
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surfers to replicate most of the critical features that a surfer should display to successfully
land aerial manoeuvres in the ocean. These tasks therefore enable surfers to practice these
complex movements in a controlled environment.
5.1.

Introduction

Once considered a predominantly recreational pursuit, surfing is developing into a
mainstream sport, particularly following its inclusion in the 2021 Summer Olympic
Games (Internationalolympiccommittee, 2016).

As such, professional surfers are

increasingly using more traditional athletic training methods, including dry-land training,
to prepare for their sport and to refine their surfing skills. Resistance and plyometric
training have been successfully applied in many sports to complement the skill-specific
training of athletes with significant improvements in performance (Jones et al., 2018;
Lephart et al., 2005; Myer et al., 2005). Similarly, resistance and plyometric/gymnasticstyle training have been used to improve surfing performance, although this training has
typically been directed towards improving paddling (Coyne et al., 2016b) or landing (Tran
et al., 2015c) performance. For example, 16 junior competitive surfers performed
gymnastics-style tasks during a seven-week training intervention and, although their
jumping ability did not increase, eccentric leg stiffness and lateral gastrocnemius
thickness and fascicle length significantly improved from the pre-test values, with a
moderate to large effect size (Secomb et al., 2017). These post-training changes suggest
that gymnastics-style tasks could improve a surfer’s ability to absorb force when landing
manoeuvres such as aerials or floaters, with greater leg stiffness associated with improved
force production capability in elite surfers (Secomb et al., 2015b). Similarly, several
studies involving gymnastics-style or plyometric movements have shown positive
training effects on the ability to absorb landing impulses (such as the ability to reduce
impact forces) (Hewett et al., 1996; Myer et al., 2005). With specificity being a core
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training principle (Stone et al., 2002), using specific movements during dry-land training,
such as simulated aerial landings in surfing, has potential to improve surfing performance.
It has been established that aerial manoeuvres contribute to success in competitive
surfing (see Chapter 3; Ferrier et al., 2018; Forsyth et al., 2017; Lundgren et al., 2014b).
Aerial manoeuvres, which require a surfer to project his or her surfboard above the lip of
a breaking wave before controlling the board to land back on the face of a wave, have the
potential to increase a surfer’s single-wave score by 2.7 out of a possible 10 points
(Lundgren et al., 2014b). These manoeuvres, however, are difficult to perform, with
completion rates during competition as low as 45% (Forsyth et al., 2017). Aerial
manoeuvres have also been associated with an increased incidence of lower limb injury
(Furness et al., 2015). It is therefore important that surfers can practice these highly
complex skills in a controlled environment, using traditional landing training (Hewett et
al., 1996; Myer et al., 2005) or gymnastic-style training (Secomb et al., 2017). A recent
review on surfing skills, however, highlighted that gymnastic-style landings can produce
different movement strategies to traditional landings such as the drop-and-stick landing
(Forsyth et al., 2019). Furthermore, specific technique features, such as landing with the
lead ankle in dorsiflexion or moving through a large range of trunk motion, have
previously been identified as critical features likely to result in surfers successfully
completing two variations of aerial manoeuvres, a Frontside Air (FA) and a Frontside Air
Reverse (FAR), during competitive surfing in the ocean (Forsyth et al., 2018). This again
highlights the need for specificity in training, although it is currently unknown whether
these gymnastics-style, simulated aerial landing activities reflect the critical features of
aerial landings that surfers perform in the ocean.
As surfing debuts in the Olympics, surfers need opportunities to train for complex
and high-risk manoeuvres, such as aerials, in a controlled environment so that they can
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refine and master these skills safely.

Although simulated aerial tasks present an

opportunity to train aerial landings in a controlled manner, it is unclear how closely these
tasks replicate the critical features that highly-skilled surfers display when performing
aerials in the ocean (Forsyth et al., 2018). The primary purpose of this study was therefore
to compare the technique features displayed by surfers when landing simulated aerial
manoeuvres on land to the critical features previously established as necessary for surfers
to successfully land aerials in the ocean during competition. The secondary aim was to
evaluate any differences in the technique displayed by surfers during two different
simulated aerial tasks. We hypothesise that during simulated aerials, surfers will exhibit
most, if not all, of the critical features associated with successful aerial performance
during surfing competitions in the ocean.
5.2.

Methods

5.2.1. Participants
Fourteen highly-skilled competitive male surfers (age: 20.6 ± 5.7 years, height 178.1 ±
9.50 cm, mass 70.6 ± 10.8 kg) from the Illawarra and Sydney regions of New South
Wales, Australia, volunteered to participate in the study. All participants were currently
or had recently competed in at least national surfing competitions (WSL Pro Junior, WSL
Qualifying Series 1500 events and above) and were free from any lower limb injury.
Before participating in the study, each surfer was informed about the potential risks
associated with the study and signed informed consent.

The institution’s Human

Research Ethics Committee approved the study procedures (HE16/133).
5.2.2. Design
The height and mass of each participant were firstly assessed. Wireless electronic
goniometers (1000 Hz; Biometrics Pty Ltd, UK) were then placed over their ankles,
knees, hips and thoracic spine to directly measure joint kinematics. Contact switches
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(FS4; Biometrics Pty Ltd, UK) were taped to the ball and heel of both feet of each
participant to enable later data synchronisation. Two custom-designed flexible pressure
mats (497 mm x 399 mm x 3 mm, mass = 900 grams each; 200 Hz; Pliance® NovelGmbH,
Germany) were then attached directly to the deck of a finless soft-top surfboard (Softech
5’4 TC Pro, Softech, Australia) to match each participant’s surfing stance (see Figure 7).
After warming up, participants were familiarised with two variations of a simulated aerial
task, one representing a FA and one representing a FAR. To perform these tasks, the
participants approached a mini trampoline at a self-selected pace while carrying the softtop surfboard, before jumping onto the trampoline and launching themselves into the air,
placing the surfboard underneath their feet to land on a crash mat (3.65 m x 1.74 m x 0.30
m; Acromat, Australia). For the FA, participants were instructed to perform the task with
minimal rotation, whereas for the FAR participants were required to complete at least
180° of rotation before landing. Before performing each trial, participants were asked to
stand on the flexible pressure mats and stamp their foot three times to allow the kinematic
data to be synchronised with defined events during the landing phase of each aerial. A
landing was deemed successful if the participant contacted the surfboard before landing
on the crash mat and then maintained a stable position for approximately 3 s once they
had landed. Five successful trials were collected for both simulated aerial landing tasks.
The landing phase of each aerial task was defined as starting when each participant
initially contacted the crash mat while standing on the surfboard (initial contact), until his
lead (forward limb in the surfing stance) knee reached maximum flexion (KFpeak) (Devita
& Skelly, 1992; Fong et al., 2011). Initial contact was determined when the force
generated at landing exceeded 50 N for 10 consecutive samples. The lead limb was used
to identify KFpeak because the trail limb of a surfer is typically held in an exaggerated
valgus position (Forsyth et al., 2018; Inada et al., 2018), which can confound knee flexion
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measurements when using goniometers.

(A)

(B)

Figure 7.

Sequences of images that depict a typical attempt of: (A) the Frontside
Air and (B) the Frontside Air Reverse. In both simulated aerial
manoeuvres, the participants approach at a self-selected pace, before
jumping on the trampoline and projecting themselves over the crash mat,
placing their feet onto the surfboard before landing. In (A) there is
minimal rotation performed between the trampoline and the crash mat,
while in (B) the participant performs approximately 180° of rotation
towards the crash mat before landing.

The raw kinematic and pressure data were analysed using custom Matlab
(Mathworks, version 2019a) scripts. Once synchronised with the pressure data, the
kinematic data were filtered using a low-pass 4th order Butterworth filter (ƒc = 20 Hz).
Sagittal plane joint angles were then identified for the ankle, knee, hip and trunk at both
initial contact and KFpeak to represent the joint positions previously found to be related to
successful aerial performance in the ocean (see Figure 8) (Forsyth et al., 2018). The
location of the mediolateral centre of pressure (COP) during the landing event was
calculated from the pressure mats using Pliance® software (Version 25.3.6; NovelGmbH,
Germany). From these data, the position of the COP relative to the surfboard at initial
contact (tail: 0%; nose 100%), as well as the position of the COP relative to each
participant’s stance at the time of KFpeak (trail limb < 50% < lead limb), were calculated
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to characterise each participant’s body position relative to their surfboard during the
landing event. The width of each participant’s base of support (cm) was also calculated
and then reported relative to the participant’s estimated hip width (hip width = standing
height*0.191) (Dempster, 1955). Finally, the direction of each participant’s apparent gaze
was extracted from video data (120 Hz; Apple iPad, USA), following previously
established methods (Forsyth et al., 2018). Again, these variables have previously been
associated with successful performance of aerial manoeuvres in surfing (see Chapter 4;
Forsyth et al., 2018).
5.2.3. Statistical Analysis
Means and standard deviations for the outcome variables for both the FA and FAR were
calculated to describe the critical features characterising the landing technique used by
the participants when performing the two simulated aerial tasks. These outcome variables
were then descriptively compared to the previously established critical features associated
with surfers successfully landing aerials in the ocean during competitions. After visually
inspecting the data to identify any extreme outliers, a Shapiro-Wilk test was used to
determine whether data were normally distributed. Where data were normally distributed,

(B)

(A)

Figure 8.

Schematic detailing the: (A) joint angle convention system used in the
study, and (B) orientation of the surfer on the surfboard.
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paired samples t-tests were performed to identify any differences in the outcome variables
between the two simulated aerial tasks (FA versus FAR).

For non-uniform data

distributions (i.e. FAR lead ankle dorsiflexion at IC, FAR lead hip flexion range of
motion, and FA and FAR COP ratio), a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (z) was performed to
describe any significant differences between the two simulated tasks. All data were
analysed using SPSS statistical software (Version 25; IBM, NY, USA) with the alpha level
set at p < 0.05.
5.3.

Results

Of the critical features previously associated with successful performance of aerial
manoeuvres in the ocean, 100% and 60% of these features were also displayed by the
participants in this study when they performed simulated FA and FAR tasks, respectively
(see Table 10).
Sagittal plane joint and trunk angles and range of motion (ROM) displayed by the
participants during the landing phase of the simulated FA and FAR are shown in Table 11.
During both aerial variations, the participants landed, on average, in slight dorsiflexion at
IC, with the ankle of both the lead and trail limb moving through less than 10° of
dorsiflexion ROM during landing. The participants landed in significantly greater lead
ankle dorsiflexion and with a significantly more flexed lead knee when performing the
FAR compared to the FA. These differences in sagittal plane alignment of the lower limb
at IC, combined with significantly less trail KFpeak, resulted in significantly reduced ROM
for the lead ankle and knee and the trail knee when landing the simulated FAR compared
to the simulated FA.
When performing the FA and FAR, participants landed, on average, over the
centre of the surfboard (i.e. 51% and 58% along the length of the surfboard, respectively).
During both tasks, the participants distributed their body mass relatively evenly across
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both the lead and trail limbs (FA: 49.4% lead limb, FAR: 50.1% lead limb), and landed,
on average, in a stance that was 1.34 and 1.39 times the width of their hips in the FA and
FAR, respectively, at KFpeak. There were no significant differences in any of the variables
related to the COP during the landing event between the two simulated aerial tasks (P >
0.05). When performing the FAR, participants displayed an apparent gaze directed to the
area in front of their feet in 93% of all trials (65/70).

Table 10.

The key critical features associated with successful performance of a
Frontside Air and Frontside Air Reverse in competition and whether
these critical features were displayed during the simulated Frontside Air
and Frontside Air Reverse (indicated by x) by the participants (n = 14).

Frontside Air
(i) Landing with the lead ankle in ☒
dorsiflexion
(ii) Stance greater than hip width ☒
(iii) Land over the centre of
surfboard

☒

Frontside Air Reverse
(i) Landing with the lead ankle in ☒
dorsiflexion
(ii) Land with the chest over lead ☐
knee
(iii) Land over the centre of
surfboard

☒

(iv) Using a large range of trunk
flexion when landing
(v) Apparent gaze directed to
area in front of hips

☐
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☒

Table 11.

Mean ± standard deviations of the sagittal plane joint and trunk angles and range of motion (degrees) displayed by the participants
(n = 14) at the time of initial contact and the time of peak knee flexion (KFpeak) during the landing phase of the simulated
Frontside Air (FA) and Frontside Air Reverse (FAR).
Variable
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Initial Contact
Time of KFpeak
FA
FAR
FA
FAR
Lead Ankle DF
1.0 ± 3.4
3.7 ± 3.7*
8.4 ± 4.2
8.8 ± 4.7
Trail Ankle DF
1.5 ± 2.6
2.7 ± 2.8
10.0 ± 3.9
10.7 ± 4.3
Lead Knee F
43.3 ± 6.0 53.7 ± 11.0* 95.7 ± 16.4 91.2 ± 17.3
Trail Knee F
42.6 ± 9.2
48.8 ± 13.5 104.9 ± 17.6 95.4 ± 22.7*
Lead Hip F
57.5 ± 11.8 62.7 ± 12.7 93.5 ± 11.3 95.1 ± 10.0
Trail Hip F
61.0 ± 13.7 64.0 ± 17.7 96.1 ± 17.0 93.2 ± 17.0
Trunk F
-1.6 ± 5.1
-2.2 ± 5.9
3.1 ± 4.6
2.2 ± 4.8
DF = dorsiflexion; F = flexion; Range of motion from initial contact to KFpeak.
* denotes a significant difference between the FA and FAR (P < 0.05).

Range of Motion
FA
FAR
7.4 ± 3.9
4.7 ± 3.5*
8.3 ± 3.7
7.6 ± 5.1
50.3 ± 15.7 32.5 ± 22.7*
59.8 ± 17.5 43.0 ± 27.8*
34.7 ± 10.7 32.3 ± 13.0
33.9 ± 14.6 25.9 ± 23.4
4.5 ± 3.5
4.2 ± 3.8

5.4.

Discussion

Previously, three and five critical features have been associated with surfers successfully
landing the FA and FAR, respectively, during surfing competitions in the ocean (see Table
10). This is the first study to successfully describe specific technique features displayed
by surfers when they land two variations of a simulated aerial task, and how these
technique features compare to these critical features displayed by surfers when landing
aerials in the ocean (Forsyth et al., 2018). When performing the simulated FA and FAR
the surfers displayed 100% and 60%, respectively, of the critical features previously
associated with successful aerial performance in competition. These results confirm that
the simulated aerial tasks provide valid training tools for surfers to practice, in a safe and
controlled environment, most of the critical features required to successfully land aerials.
The implications of these findings are discussed below.
Although the participants replicated all three critical features associated with
successfully landing a FA when performing the simulated FA, they did not replicate all
five critical features associated with successfully landing a FAR in the ocean. That is,
during the simulated FAR, the participants did not consistently land with their chest over
their lead knee, nor did they use a large range of trunk flexion when landing. We speculate
that these technique differences are due to contextual differences between landing on a
crash mat during the simulated laboratory-based task and landing on a wave in the ocean.
When surfers perform aerial manoeuvres in the ocean they typically land on an
unpredictable surface caused by constantly moving water, requiring a wider base of
support to enhance stability (Kreighbaum & Barthels, 1996).

Additionally, when

performing these manoeuvres surfers land in reverse and must shift their mass towards
the lead limb so that they do not submerge the tail of the surfboard and fail to ride out of
the manoeuvre. Coaches, athletes and sports scientists should therefore acknowledge that
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this more complex aerial task may require supplementary dry-land training tasks that can
elicit these critical features, such as drop-and-stick landings (with and without rotation),
so that surfers may appropriately prepare to perform the FAR. The simulated aerial tasks,
however, provided opportunities for surfers to replicate most of the technique features
that a surfer should display when trying to successfully land aerial manoeuvres in the
ocean, thereby suggesting that they are suitable tools to practice these complex
manoeuvres in a controlled environment.
Previous landing research has shown that participants typically land with the ankle
plantar flexed at IC, both during traditional dry-land landings (i.e. drop landings) (Bruton
et al., 2017; Whitting et al., 2011) and simulated surfing landings (Lundgren et al., 2016).
This plantar flexed ankle position at initial contact allows these participants to use an
additional segment (i.e. the foot) to dissipate the impact forces during the landing event
(Whitting et al., 2009). Participants in the current study, however, landed with the lead
ankle in dorsiflexion, which has previously been suggested to ensure that a surfer’s lead
limb remains in contact with the surfboard through the airborne phase of an aerial
manoeuvre (Forsyth et al., 2018). The lack of plantar flexion during both the simulated
FA and FAR is likely to increase loading of the ankle joint (Devita & Skelly, 1992), and
its surrounding musculature, due to the decreased time over which to distribute the impact
forces. Lundgren et al. (2016) noted, in their investigation of the impact forces associated
with various surfing landings, that when participants performed a trampoline landing
while holding a soft top surfboard (similar to the simulated FA in the present study), the
surfers landed with significantly higher resultant peak accelerations at the feet compared
to performing the same task without a surfboard. Although it is clear that landing with a
restricted ankle ROM may place the lower limb under greater load during the landing
event, the simulated aerial task presents an opportunity for surfers to train and develop
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landing strategies that account for this and to prepare them for the loads they are likely to
experience in the ocean.
During both the FA and FAR, the participants landed with slight knee and hip
flexion at IC, moving through a moderate amount of knee and hip flexion ROM until the
time of the KFpeak (see Table 11). These knee and hip movement patterns displayed by
the surfers are distinctly different to those previously shown in landing research (Bruton
et al., 2017; Devita & Skelly, 1992). Prior to initial foot-ground contact, it is common for
athletes to extend their lower limb joints to ensure that there is additional ROM, and thus
time, over which to absorb the impact forces generated at IC. For example, in a study of
competitive, recreational surfers and non-surfers, participants displayed between 67.7 ±
4.8° and 81.1 ± 11.5° of knee flexion and 54.4 ± 9.8° and 60.7 ± 15.8° of hip flexion, with
the competitive surfers using the greatest ROM at both joints (Bruton et al., 2017).
Participants in the present study displayed much less knee and hip ROM when performing
the simulated aerial tasks, with the trail limb hip only moving, on average, through 24.2
± 22.5° of flexion during the FAR (see Table 11). Many researchers have suggested that
a reduced joint ROM during landing results in elevated ground reaction forces (Devita &
Skelly, 1992; Pollard et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2000), linking landing techniques with
restricted joint ROM to possible injury. Specifically, Pollard et al. (2010) demonstrated
that when young female soccer players landed with less lower limb flexion, they increased
their frontal plane knee motion, as well as increasing their knee adductor moments and
muscle activation around the knee joint, suggesting that this might place the knee joint at
a higher risk of injury. With several studies implicating increased frontal knee motion
during aerial manoeuvres to injuries in competitive surfers (Inada et al., 2018; Nathanson
et al., 2007), future research should investigate the frontal plane motion and associated
joint loading experienced by surfers when landing aerial manoeuvres.
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Although the results of this study have illustrated the joint and body positions
displayed by surfers during two simulated aerial landings, this information does not
convey the neuromuscular strategies used to achieve and co-ordinate these positions or
how their movement strategies moderate the loads generated at landing. Information
pertaining to the muscle activation patterns, timing of joint motion and the impact forces
generated during these tasks could provide coaches, athletes and sports scientists with
important evidence to support or refute the use of simulated aerial manoeuvres as a tool
to safely train aerial manoeuvres in surfing.
5.5.

Perspectives

Two surf-like simulated aerial tasks, the FA and FAR, provide opportunities for surfers to
replicate most of the critical features that a surfer should display to successfully land
aerial manoeuvres in the ocean during surfing competitions. These tasks may be used to
prepare surfers to develop landing strategies that accommodate the restricted lower limb
ROM that is characteristic of landings in surfing. When preparing surfers to successfully
land the FAR, additional dry-land activities, such as the drop-and-stick landing (with or
without rotation), should be included so that surfers are exposed to the higher landing
forces that are likely to facilitate greater trunk flexion and landing with their weight
distributed over the lead knee. Although these tasks appear to be appropriate training
tools to enable surfers to practice these complex movements in a controlled environment,
when landing these tasks surfers exhibit a restricted range of lower limb motion, possibly
increasing their joint loading and placing them at a higher risk of injury. These tasks
should therefore be implemented with surfers who have demonstrated the strength and
ability to control the muscles of the lower limb in these potentially injurious landings.
However, further research is warranted to understand the landing strategies used by
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surfers when performing simulated FA and FAR manoeuvres to ensure they can be used
to replicate the demands of performing aerial manoeuvres in the ocean.
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Part III:
How are aerial manoeuvres performed in a
controlled environment?

Chapter 6
Rate of loading, but not landing technique, is
moderated by limb and aerial variation when
surfers land aerials.
This chapter is an amended version of the manuscript: Forsyth, J.F., Richards, C., Tsai,
M.C., Riddiford-Harland, D.L., Whitting, J.W., Sheppard, J.M. & Steele, J.R. Rate of
loading, but not landing technique, is moderated by limb and aerial variation when surfers
land aerials. Medicine & Science in Sport & Exercise, submitted for publication, August
2020.
Abstract
The aim of this study was to determine whether there were any differences in the
biomechanics of how surfers used their lead and trail limbs when landing two variations
of a simulated aerial manoeuvre, and whether a surfer’s technique affected the forces
generated at landing. Fifteen competitive surfers (age 20.3 ± 5.6 years, height 178.2 ±
9.16 cm, mass 71.0 ± 10.5 kg) performed a Frontside Air (FA) and Frontside Air Reverse
(FAR), while the forces generated at impact, ankle and knee muscle activity, and
kinematic data were collected. Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to reduce
the 41 variables into latent variables, which were then used in a two-way MANOVA to
determine whether there were any differences in the latent variables due to limb and/or
aerial variation.

The PCA reduced the dependent variables into 10 components.

Although there was no significant limb x aerial variation interaction, there were
significant main effects for both aerial variation (p < 0.001) and limb (p < 0.001) on the
absolute and relative loading rate. Significantly higher absolute and relative loading rates
were generated for the trail limb relative to the lead limb (+18,150.4 N/s and +28.8 BW/s).
Furthermore, a significantly higher loading rate was generated when the surfers landed
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the FA compared to the FAR (+15,050.1 N/s and +23.6 BW/s). The peak forces, muscle
activation patterns and joint positions during landing did not differ between the lead and
trail limbs or between aerial variations. However, the rate of loading experienced by the
trail limb, and when performing a FA, may increase the likelihood of a surfer sustaining
an acute lower limb injury.
6.1.

Introduction

Surfing athletes will compete at the Olympic Games for the first time in 2021 in Tokyo,
increasing the sport’s profile globally (International Olympic Committee, 2016). This
recent increase in the sport’s worldwide exposure has been accompanied by a concurrent
rise in surfing-related research (Pérez-Gutiérrez & Cobo-Corrales, 2020), with several
publications highlighting how complex manoeuvres, such as aerials, can improve a
surfer’s winning potential during competitions (see Chapter 3; Ferrier et al., 2018; Forsyth
et al., 2017; Lundgren et al., 2014b). Aerials, where surfers launch themselves and their
surfboard into the air before landing back on the crest or face of the wave, score well in
surfing competitions because of the difficulty and high risk involved in successfully
completing them. Aerials have also been linked to injury (Furness et al., 2015; Lundgren
et al., 2014a; Minghelli et al., 2018; Nathanson et al., 2007; Nathanson et al., 2002),
particularly soft tissue injuries to the ankle (Furness et al., 2015; Hohn et al., 2018;
Lundgren et al., 2014a) and knee joint (Hohn et al., 2018; Inada et al., 2018). It is
therefore imperative that we understand how surfers can successfully perform aerials
while reducing the risk of injury associated with completing these manoeuvres (Forsyth
et al., 2019).
Previous research has revealed that surfers display distinctly different loading
strategies and ankle joint motion when landing aerials compared to when completing
traditional drop landings (Lundgren et al., 2016). For example, compared to drop
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landings, when landing simulated, dry-land aerials surfers displayed significantly greater
peak tibial accelerations (pooled mean ± standard deviation: aerial landing 15.7 ± 2.6 g
vs drop landing 9.2 ± 2.4 g) and moved through significantly less percentage of their static
ankle range of motion in their lead (front) limb (aerial landing 66.3% vs drop landing
81.3%). Landing with the lead ankle in dorsiflexion at initial board-wave contact, rather
than the plantar flexed alignment typically displayed during drop landings (Niu et al.,
2011; Whitting et al., 2007; Whitting et al., 2011), has also been associated with
successfully performing two aerial variations in the ocean during surfing competitions
(Forsyth et al., 2018). Using a restricted range of ankle motion and a dorsiflexed
alignment when landing aerials is likely due to a surfer’s need to maintain contact with
the deck of their surfboard to successfully complete the task (Lundgren et al., 2016).
Landing on a surfboard also requires surfers to adopt an asymmetrical stance, with
one limb, the lead limb, ahead of the rear or trail limb. Although a surfer’s lead and trail
ankles are usually both dorsiflexed at initial contact during simulated aerial tasks, a
surfer’s lead ankle is usually significantly more dorsiflexed when they perform a
Frontside Air Reverse (FAR) compared to a Frontside Air (FA; Forsyth et al., 2020b).
Furthermore, when performing a FAR surfers displayed approximately 10° less knee
extension of the lead limb at initial board-ground contact compared to the trail knee,
reducing the total available range of knee joint motion over which to dissipate the forces
generated at landing (Forsyth et al., 2020b). Researchers have previously suggested that
the role of the lead and trail limbs when performing surfing manoeuvres might influence
the type or location of injury they sustain. In an analysis of surfing injuries incurred by
86 professional surfers who presented to a single orthopaedic centre between 1991 and
2016, 62% of medial collateral ligament injuries occurred in the lead limb, whereas 71%
of meniscal tears occurred in the trail limb (Hohn et al., 2018). Ankle sprains and high
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ankle sprains occurred significantly more frequently in the trail limb (69-73%) compared
to the lead limb. In a case study of two high ankle sprains incurred by professional surfers,
both surfers sustained their injuries to the trail ankle while performing aerial manoeuvres
(Lundgren et al., 2014a). No previous research was located, however, that has examined
how surfers control their lead and trail limbs when landing aerial manoeuvres or how their
landing technique affects the potential for incurring a lower limb injury.
Previous biomechanical analyses of land-based landing tasks have identified interlimb differences that are either task-related (Harry et al., 2018) or influenced by limb
dominance (Edwards et al., 2012; Niu et al., 2011; Wang & Fu, 2019). For example,
when performing a step-off drop landing, 10 healthy adults displayed significantly greater
flexion of their trail limb knee at initial foot-ground contact (22.3° ± 9.8°) compared to
their lead limb (12.2° ± 7.7°) (Harry et al., 2018).

This resulted in less angular

displacement at the knee between impact and the time of the peak ground reaction force,
likely contributing to the higher relative landing forces generated by the participants and
potentially increasing the risk of sustaining an injury to the trail limb (Harry et al., 2018).
In a study of 16 basketball and soccer players performing a stop-jump task, the
participants exhibited significantly different amounts of knee flexion when comparing
their dominant and non-dominant limbs during the task (Edwards et al., 2012). More
specifically, during the horizontal landing phase of the stop-jump task, the participants
displayed significantly less knee flexion of their dominant limb, which resulted in
significantly higher peak patellar tendon forces, higher knee-joint moments and faster
loading rates compared to their non-dominant limb. Interestingly, the authors noted that
the differences in knee-joint kinematics and kinetics were not reflected in any differences
in the timing of when the participants recruited their lower-limb muscles (Edwards et al.,
2012). Similarly, when 16 healthy adults landed from different heights (0.32–0.72 m),
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there were no differences between the participants’ dominant and non-dominant limbs in
terms of the onset of tibialis anterior or lateral gastrocnemius muscle activity (Niu et al.,
2011). The participants, however, displayed significantly greater intensity of the nondominant limb tibialis anterior in the 100 ms prior to and 100 ms following initial contact
compared to the dominant limb, accompanied by significantly lower peak angular
dorsiflexion velocity (Niu et al., 2011). Given that board sports, particularly surfing, have
clearly defined and differentiated roles for the lead and trail limbs (Anthony et al., 2016;
Furley et al., 2018; Staniszewski et al., 2016), similar inter-limb differences in muscular
control are likely to be seen when surfers perform different aerial manoeuvres, although
this notion has not been investigated.
Aerial landings in surfing are distinctly different to landings performed in landbased sports because a surfer’s landing technique is restricted by the need to land on a
narrow, moving object – a surfboard (Forsyth et al., 2018; Forsyth et al., 2020b; Lundgren
et al., 2016). Although it is evident that landing aerials on a surfboard constrains the
technique a surfer can use, no published study was located that has comprehensively
examined the biomechanics of how surfers use their lead and trail limbs when landing
different variations of aerial manoeuvres and how their technique affects the forces
generated at landing. The aim of the present study was therefore to determine whether
there were any differences in the biomechanics of how surfers used their lead and trail
limbs when landing two variations of a simulated aerial manoeuvre, and whether a
surfer’s technique affected the forces generated at landing. It was hypothesised that the
surfers would have different kinematic and muscle activation patterns in the lead and trail
limb to prepare for and execute an asymmetrical landing, and that this would be
moderated by the aerial variation performed. Furthermore, these asymmetrical landing
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strategies were hypothesised to influence the participants’ ability to attenuate the forces
generated at landing.
6.2.

Methods

6.2.1. Participants
Fifteen highly-skilled competitive male surfers (age: 20.3 ± 5.6 years, height: 178.2 ±
9.16 cm, mass: 71.0 ± 10.5 kg) were recruited as study participants. The participants had
previously competed in national level surfing competitions or above; reported surfing
practice times of 1.9 ± 0.8 hours/day, 6.1 ± 1.1 days/week; and were free from any lowerlimb injury at the time of testing. Each participant was informed of the potential risks
associated with the study before providing written informed consent to participate. The
research procedures were approved by the institution’s Human Research Ethics
Committee (HE16/133).
6.2.2. Experimental task
To ensure participants were adequately prepared to perform each experimental task, they
completed a series of whole-body movements (squats, walking lunges, tuck jumps and
drop-and-stick landings). A minimum of five successful attempts1 of two variations of a
surf-like simulated aerial landing were then performed: (i) a simulated FA, and (ii) a
simulated FAR (see Figure 9). For both tasks, the participants approached a mini
trampoline at a self-selected pace while carrying an instrumented, finless soft-top
surfboard (Softech 5’4 TC Pro, Softech, Australia). The participants jumped off the
trampoline and projected themselves into the air, before placing the surfboard underneath
their feet and landing on a soft crash mat (polyurethane foam, 2750 x 1370 x 305 mm;
Acromat, Australia). For the FA the participants performed the task with minimal rotation

1

In some occasions more than five trials were collected to ensure that the participant’s feet were in
contact with the surfboard before landing. These trials were included in the analysis because there was no
expectation that a single trial would substantially influence the outcome of any statistical testing.
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while in the air. For the FAR, the participants were required to rotate approximately 180°
while in the air before landing. A trial was deemed successful if the participant was able
to make contact with the surfboard before landing on the crash mat and maintain a stable
position for approximately 3 seconds once they had landed. Each trial was filmed using
an Apple iPad 4 (120 Hz; Apple, USA) so that the participant’s vertical jump
displacement could be estimated (Forsyth & Steele, 2020).

Figure 9.

The airborne phase of the Frontside Air Reverse (FAR) where the
participant, who has a natural surfing stance (left foot forward), places
his feet on the surfboard in preparation for landing whilst rotating
approximately 180° in the air.

6.2.3. Forces generated at landing
Two flexible pressure mats (497 x 399 x 3 mm, mass = 900 grams each; 200 Hz; Pliance®
NovelGmbH, Germany) were adhered to the deck of the soft-top surfboard, oriented to suit
each participant’s stance (see Figure 9). The deck of the foam surfboard had been planed
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so that the mats sat flush along the top of the board. Before performing a FA or FAR
trial, the participants placed one foot on each pressure mat and stamped a foot three times
in order to later time synchronise the force data with the kinematic and electromyography
data, described below. The vertical forces generated during the landing phase of each FA
and FAR trial were recorded using Pliance® software (version 25.3.6) and then exported
to Excel and Matlab for later analysis. Initial contact (IC) between the participant on the
surfboard and the landing mat was determined as the time at which the force generated
on the surfboard deck exceeded a threshold of 50 N for a minimum of 50 ms. The trail
limb foot contact latency (ms), peak vertical forces (N), time-to-peak (s) and loading rates
(N/s) generated during the landing phase of each FA and FAR trial were then calculated
and normalised relative to each participant’s body weight, where appropriate. As the lead
and trail limbs often landed at different times, the time-to-peak force and loading rate
variables were calculated relative to the initial contact of each limb. During data
collection, force data for one participant was unable to be captured due to technical issues.
6.2.4. Muscle activation patterns
Surface electromyography (sEMG) sensors (Trigno IM sensors; 27 x 37 x 15 mm, mass
< 15 grams each; Delsys Inc., USA) were adhered bilaterally over the muscle bellies of
tibialis anterior (TA), medial gastrocnemius (MG), vastus medialis (VM), rectus femoris
(RF), biceps femoris (BF) and semitendinosus (ST) for each participant, following the
SENIAM guidelines (Hermens et al., 2000). The raw sEMG signals for each muscle
during the FA and FAR trials were then digitally recorded (1111 Hz; 50–450 Hz
bandwidth) using a TrignoTM 16-channel system (Delsys Inc., USA). The sEMG signals
were exported for analysis using a custom MATLAB (MathWorks, version R2019a)
script. Raw data were first visually inspected to eliminate any trials that were obviously
contaminated with noise and then resampled to 1000 Hz for analysis. The resampled
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signals were full-wave rectified and filtered with a 14 Hz 4th-order, zero-lag low-pass
Butterworth filter to create a series of linear envelopes to determine the recruitment
patterns of the muscle bursts involved in the landing phase of the aerial manoeuvres.
Muscle onset was deemed to have occurred when the amplitude of the sEMG signal
exceeded a threshold of five times the standard deviation of the baseline activation
(measured across 200 samples), and remained above this level for more than 50 ms during
the event window. Muscle offset was deemed to be the time point at which the sEMG
amplitude returned to baseline, below the aforementioned threshold.

The primary

investigator (J.R.F.) manually inspected all muscle onsets and offsets relative to the
original sEMG traces and manually adjusted any temporal characteristics where
necessary. The time of peak muscle activation (ms) was also captured and muscle burst
duration (ms) was calculated based on the muscle burst onset and offset times.
6.2.5. Ankle and knee joint kinematics
Wireless electronic goniometers (226–326 x 22 x 12 mm, mass = 25–29 g; 1000 Hz;
Biometrics Pty Ltd, UK) were placed over the lead and trail joints of the ankles (W110)
and knees (W150) to monitor lower limb motion during the aerial tasks. Contact switches
(FS4; Biometrics Pty Ltd, UK) were taped to the plantar surface of the ball and heel of
the participants’ feet to assist in later time synchronising the three data sources. The
kinematic data were analysed using the custom MATLAB script described previously.
Once the goniometric data had been time synchronised to the force and sEMG data, the
data were filtered using a 4th-order low-pass Butterworth filter (fc = 20 Hz). Joint angles
for the ankle and knee of the participants’ lead and trail limbs were then sampled at the
time of initial contact (°), the time of the minimum joint angle (DISPmin; °), and the time
of the peak joint angle (DISPpeak; °). From these time points, total joint displacement
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(DISPROM; °), the duration of displacement (DISPdur; s), and the average joint velocity
(DISPvel; °/s) were calculated.
6.2.6. Statistical analysis
With the high number of dependent variables tested in this study, the data for each
individual trial were treated as independent (n = 306). Since each participant completed
five trials, behaviour from any individual trial was expected to skew the results of the
analysis. Following the removal of any extreme outliers (> 3 standard deviations above
the mean), the mean and standard deviation of the dependent kinetic, muscle activation
and kinematic variables were calculated to describe each participant’s performance. A
principal components analysis (PCA) was employed to reduce the 41 variables to 10 latent
variables. Visual inspection of the scree plot showed that 10 components was the optimal
number and it was supported with the only variables with an eigenvalue >1, which
resulted in the total variance explained of 79.8%. Factor scores were calculated for each
variable (r > 0.35; see Appendix E) and a two-way MANOVA analysis was used with
limb (lead, trail), aerial variation (FA, FAR) and the interaction of limb and aerial
variation as fixed effects. Univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was then used to
identify the factor(s) which showed significant differences. All statistical tests were
performed in R (version 4.0.2; Vienna, Austria).
6.3.

Results

When performing the FA and FAR, the participants jumped upward approximately 1.39
± 0.20 m and 1.41 ± 0.18 m, respectively, before contacting the landing mat. Of 102 FA
attempts, the participants successfully landed 76 (74.5%). Similarly, when attempting the
FAR participants landed 77 of 103 trials (74.8%). Only data from successful FA and
FAR attempts were included in the biomechanical analysis described below. When
landing these different variations, the additional rotation required when performing the
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FAR resulted in a trail limb contact latency of 32 ± 23 ms, whereas the contact latency of
the trail limb for the FA was only 4 ± 11 ms. Descriptive statistics for the forces generated
at landing are presented in Table 12. Additionally, mean ± standard deviation values for
the muscle onset, offsets, peaks and durations, and for the kinematic variables are
presented in Figure 10 and Table 13, respectively.

Figure 10.

The timing of muscle burst onset, peak and offset for (A) each limb and
(B) each aerial variation. Each time point has the standard deviation
(SD) represented by error bars (onset, offset) or shading (peak). FA =
Frontside Air, FAR = Frontside Air Reverse.
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Table 12. Kinetic variables for the lead and trail limb during the Frontside Air and Frontside Air Reverse.

Peak Force (N)
Peak Force (BW)
Time to Peak Force (s)
Loading Rate (N/s) *‡
Loading Rate (BW/s) *‡

Simulated Aerial Task Variation
Frontside Air
Frontside Air Reverse
Lead Limb
Trial Limb
Lead Limb
Trail Limb
1079.1 ± 262.5
1043.2 ± 202.5
982.1 ± 263.1
1134.1 ± 351.3
1.56 ± 0.28
1.52 ± 0.24
1.40 ± 0.31
1.64 ± 0.35
0.032 ± 0.019
0.024 ± 0.014
0.053 ± 0.036
0.035 ± 0.035
42385.0 ± 26162.1 59113.3 ± 43640.2 28500.4 ± 22891.3 47565.4 ± 39291.2
62.6 ± 38.5
91.7 ± 77.7
40.2 ± 30.0
67.9 ± 53.7

* denotes significant difference between aerial variations (p < 0.05)
‡ denotes significant difference between lead and trail limbs (p < 0.05)
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Table 13.

Kinematics of the ankle and knee during the landing event of two simulated aerial task variations.

Frontside Air
L Ankle DF
T Ankle DF
L Knee F
T Knee F
Frontside Air Reverse
L Ankle DF
T Ankle DF
L Knee F
T Knee F

IC (°)

DISPmin (°)

Kinematic Variables
DISPpeak (°)
DISPROM (°)

1.3 ± 4.2
1.1 ± 3.4
42.7 ± 10.4
42.7 ± 12.1

0.8 ± 4.2
0.4 ± 3.5
35.3 ± 9.5
36.6 ± 8.5

9.9 ± 4.5
11.0 ± 4.5
96.3 ± 19.5
106.9± 19.4

9.2 ± 4.6
10.7 ± 5.0
60.7 ± 17.3
70.2 ± 18.5

0.94 ± 0.79
1.19 ± 1.10
0.48 ± 0.52
0.57 ± 0.66

17.0 ± 23.5
19.4 ± 21.1
181.1 ± 76.4
195.2 ± 101.2

3.8 ± 40
2.5 ± 3.3
52.2 ± 14.8
47.3 ± 15.5

3.3 ± 4.1
1.0 ± 2.8
37.7 ± 8.7
33.0 ± 7.6

10.9 ± 5.0
11.5 ± 5.0
90.8 ± 16.8
101.2 ± 22.5

7.6 ± 3.5
10.5 ± 4.7
53.9 ±17.6
68.3 ± 19.7

0.43 ± 076
0.95 ± 1.08
0.54 ± 0.53
0.87 ± 0.90

60.6 ± 52.6
32.6 ± 39.3
154.5 ± 86.1
140.8 ± 89.9

DISPdur (s)

DISPvel (°/s)

L: Lead, T: Trail, DF: Dorsiflexion, F: Flexion, IC: Initial Contact, DISPmin: Joint Displacement Minimum Angle, DISPpeak: Joint Displacement Peak Angle,
DISPROM: Joint Displacement Range of Motion, DISPdur: Joint Displacement Duration, DISPvel: Joint Displacement Average Velocity.

6.3.1. Aerial variation and limb interaction
There was no significant interaction between the type of aerial variation (FA, FAR) and
the landing limb (lead, trail) for any of the variables (F(10,293) = 0.7617, p = 0.666, Wilks’
Λ = 0.975). Therefore, any significant main effects of landing limb were not dependent
upon the type of aerial performed.
6.3.2. Main effect of limb
There was a significant main effect of limb on the combined dependent variables (F(10,294)
= 2.7382, p = 0.003, Wilks’ Λ = 0.915). Follow-up univariate ANOVAs on the 10 rotated
components identified that there was a significant difference between limbs in the rotated
component 10 (RC10) (F(1,303) = 20.660, p < 0.0001). That is, the surfers generated a
significantly lower loading rate, both in Newtons and when normalised to BW, when
landing on the lead limb compared to when landing on the trail limb (between limb
difference = -18,150.4 N/s and -28.8 BW/s).
6.3.3. Main effect of aerial variation
There was also a significant main effect of aerial variation on the combined dependent
variables (F(10,294) = 4.2231, p < 0.0001, Wilks’ Λ = 0.874). Follow-up univariate
ANOVAs on the 10 rotated components identified that there was a significant difference
between the two aerial variations in the same rotated component, RC10 (F(1,303) = 31.655,
p < 0.0001). That is, when landing the FA, the surfers generated a loading rate that was
34.4% (N/s) and 43.9% (BW/s) higher than when landing the FAR.
6.4.

Discussion

Aerial manoeuvres have become one of the most effective ways a surfer can potentially
increase his or her single-wave score during a surfing competition. The radical way
surfers perform these aerial manoeuvres, both recreationally and in competition, however,
has resulted in a growing incidence of acute lower limb injuries, particularly ankle and
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knee injuries (Furness et al., 2015; Hohn et al., 2018; Inada et al., 2018; Lundgren et al.,
2014a; Minghelli et al., 2018; Nathanson et al., 2007). The current study is the first to
investigate how surfers perform two variations of a simulated aerial task, including the
forces generated at landing and the muscle activation patterns controlling the ankle and
knee joint motion during this critical phase of each task. The results revealed that there
are significant differences in how participants dissipate the forces generated at landing
when performing both the FA and the FAR, and that the surfers’ lead and trail limbs play
unique roles in attenuating these impact forces. The implications of these novel findings
are discussed below.
Although there was no significant limb x aerial variation interaction, there was a
significant main effect of limb on RC10, such that the rate of loading when landing, both
absolute and relative, was significantly higher for the trail limb relative to the lead limb,
irrespective of the aerial variation the surfers performed. When performing both the FA
and FAR, the participants tended to land with the lead limb contacting the surfboard first,
with the trail limb contacting the surfboard 4 to 32 ms later. Close inspection of the video
images of each trial revealed that the surfers appeared to initially control their lead limb
while landing, possibly to ensure it was in position to dissipate the forces generated at
initial contact. In contrast, the subsequent contact of the trail limb was less controlled
and tended to ‘slap’ down on the surfboard, resulting in a higher loading rate. This finding
is important due to the high proportion of injuries that occur to the trail limb ankle and
knee in surfing (Hohn et al., 2018). Repeated landings with a high loading rate have been
suggested to increase the likelihood of both acute and overuse injuries in land-based sport
athletes (Bisseling et al., 2008; De Bleecker et al., 2020; Dufek & Bates, 1991). We
speculate that repetitive landings where the trail limb must attenuate the high rates of
loading at board-wave contact may increase the likelihood of a surfer sustaining an acute
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injury, such as a MCL injury when this high rate of loading is combined with pronounced
knee valgus. Dynamic knee valgus, or the ‘knocked knee’ position, of the trail limb is
commonly adopted by surfers performing turning and aerial manoeuvres (Forsyth et al.,
2018; Hohn et al., 2018), often due to its perceived aesthetic benefit. By abducting and
externally rotating the trail limb knee into this ‘knocked knee’ position, a surfer also shifts
the mass of their trail limb closer towards their total body centre of mass, making the
system more stable by ensuring the surfer’s total body centre of mass is kept close to the
centre of buoyancy of the surfboard (see Chapter 4). Developing a more controlled
placement of the trail limb rather than allowing it to “slap” down on the surfboard could
be one strategy to decrease the rate of loading of this limb when surfers attempt to land
aerial manoeuvres, although this notion warrants further investigation.
Similar to the main effect of limb, the only rotated component extracted from the
PCA to have a significant main effect of aerial variation was RC10, which related to the
rate of loading. That is, although there was no significant difference in the forces
generated at landing between the FA and FAR (p = 0.688), there were large differences
between the two tasks in both the absolute and relative loading rate. The lower rates of
loading evident during the FAR are likely to be explained by the additional rotation while
in the air required in the FAR relative to the FA. In an attempt to arrest this rotation upon
landing, each participant tended to ‘roll’ from the nose to the tail of the surfboard while
landing, increasing the time over which to dissipate the forces. When performing a FAR
in the ocean, surfers land FAR manoeuvres in reverse and shift their mass towards the
centre of the surfboard to keep the tail of the surfboard from submerging (Forsyth et al.,
2018; Forsyth et al., 2020b). This more sequential landing strategy may also increase the
time that a surfer has to attenuate the forces generated at landing, thus decreasing the rate
of loading due to the impulse-momentum relationship (Devita & Skelly, 1992).
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Conversely, when landing the FA the participants appear to have simply braced for
impact, unable to move through a substantial range of motion in either the ankle or the
knee (see Table 13). It is possible that during both tasks there is a high level of lower
limb muscle co-contraction to account for this reduced range of motion and allow greater
adaptability to perturbations (Russell et al., 2007). The lack of rotation, however, and
subsequent ‘roll’, results in a simultaneous, stiffer landing, increasing the rate of loading.
Although the results of the present study highlight some important differences in the rate
of loading experienced by surfers performing simulated aerial landings, it is essential that
future research verifies the loads and rates of loading surfers experience when performing
aerial manoeuvres in the ocean.
In contrast to our hypothesis, there was no significant limb x aerial variation
interaction for any of the rotated components of the PCA, suggesting that there was no
relationship between the combined variables for the two tasks and two limbs. This finding
was not expected because the FA and FAR have substantially different airborne phases
(without and with rotation) and previous research has suggested that surfers use the lead
and trail limb differently when performing these two aerial variations (Forsyth et al.,
2018; Forsyth et al., 2020b). Furthermore, there were no significant main effects of either
the limb or aerial variation on the joint kinematics the surfers displayed during landing or
how they activated their lower limb muscles in preparation to land. It is speculated that
this lack of interaction between limb and aerial variation and lack of difference in landing
technique is due to the basic feedforward response necessary to prepare and position the
lower limbs before landing (Santello, 2005; Santello & Mcdonagh, 1998; Santello et al.,
2001; Whitting et al., 2007). There is a substantial body of research that documents that
the technique an individual will use to land will depend on the impact forces he or she
anticipates to have to dissipate at foot-ground contact (James et al., 2003; Lesinski et al.,
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2017; Liebermann & Hoffman, 2005; Santello, 2005; Santello & Mcdonagh, 1998;
Santello et al., 2001; Steele & Milburn, 1988; Whitting et al., 2007). Factors such as
variations in fall heights and descent velocity immediately prior to landing, which will
affect the ground reaction forces generated at landing, can therefore affect landing
technique (Lesinski et al., 2017; Santello & Mcdonagh, 1998; Santello et al., 2001;
Sidaway et al., 1989; Whitting et al., 2007). Because both simulated aerial variations had
the same fall height, the participants were likely to have had equivalent expectations of
the landing forces/impact velocities to prepare for and, in turn, used a similar lead and
trail limb strategy to land, irrespective of task variation (Santello & Mcdonagh, 1998;
Santello et al., 2001; Sidaway et al., 1989; Whitting et al., 2007). The lack of limb x
aerial variation interaction may also be explained by the highly constrained nature of
landing a simulated aerial onto a surfboard. That is, the participants have to land on a
narrow surfboard and then immediately hold a stabilised landing position on the landing
mat, with the landing surface remaining constant across all trials, irrespective of the aerial
variation they performed. Such a constrained task is likely to demand a constrained
landing strategy. Landing on a moving surfboard in the ocean, however, is unlikely to be
as constrained. It is therefore possible that a surfer might need to adjust his or her
preparation when landing on different sections of a wave, such as the turbulent white
water of a broken wave, or the unbroken ‘flats’ in front of the breaking wave. Future
research is therefore recommended to see whether this relationship (or lack thereof)
occurs when surfers perform a FA and FAR in the ocean or a wave pool.
Although the present study provides insightful data about the temporal patterns of
the lower limb muscles, this does not include information about the magnitude of these
contractions or how these may differ between limbs and/or variations. We suggest that
future studies look at the amplitude of muscular contraction prior to and following landing
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to evaluate how this may influence a surfer’s capacity to dissipate the forces generated at
landing, as well as investigate the magnitude of co-contraction present during these tasks,
as this may explain some of our results.
6.5.

Conclusion

When performing simulated aerial manoeuvres, surfers generated significantly higher
loading rates when landing on the trail limb compared to the lead limb, irrespective of
aerial variation. We speculate these higher load rates are due to the tendency for surfers
to ‘slap’ the trail limb down when landing, rather than using a more controlled placement
of the limb. The surfers also generated higher loading rates when performing the FA
compared to the FAR, whereby the additional rotation prior to landing during the FAR
appeared to allow the surfers to ‘roll’ through the landing, increasing the time over which
they could dissipate the landing forces. Future research is recommended to verify
whether these loading strategies are replicated when surfers perform aerial manoeuvres
in the ocean, and whether high loading rates are associated with lower limb injuries in
surfing, particularly injuries to the trail limb.
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Chapter 7
Can we predict the landing performance of
simulated aerials in surfing?
This chapter is an amended version of the manuscript: Forsyth, J.R., Tsai, M.C.,
Sheppard, J.M., Whitting, J.W., Riddiford-Harland, D.L. & Steele, J.R. Can we predict
the landing performance of simulated aerials in surfing? Journal of Sport Sciences,
submitted for publication, August 2020.
Abstract
This study explored which technical and physical attributes could predict superior and/or
safe landing performance when surfers performed two variations of a simulated aerial
task. Fourteen surfers (age 20.6±5.7 years, height 178.1±9.50 cm, mass 70.6±10.8 kg)
had their lower limb mobility, squat jump, countermovement jump and drop-and-stick
landing performance assessed. Performance of two aerial variations (Frontside Air (FA)
and Frontside Air Reverse (FAR)) was also measured, with variables relating to technical
performance (critical feature and subjective ratings) and potential injury risk (relative
total peak landing force and loading rates) collected. Multiple linear regressions were
used to predict performance of both aerial variations based on a subset of independent
variables. Four models could predict performance. Predictions of technical capability in
the FAR were mostly influenced by lead limb hip extension and lead limb knee flexion
range of motion. Potential injury risk when surfers perform a FA and FAR was predicted
to be mitigated by increasing lead ankle dorsiflexion range of motion, as well as trail hip
extensor mobility to reduce the relative total peak force experienced when landing the
FA. These results suggest simple outcome measures that could be routinely measured to
ensure successful and safe aerial landings in surfing.
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7.1.

Introduction

Predicting an athlete’s performance and/or the likelihood of an athlete being injured is
often considered the “holy grail” for sports science (Mccall et al., 2017). Knowing which
variables, however, coaches should monitor during training or competition in order to
accurately predict the performance or injury risk potential of their athletes is crucial. One
approach to identify key, actionable outcome measures that coaches could monitor in
sport is using predictive statistical methods to analyse large data sets of high-performance
athletes performing sporting tasks. This approach has been successfully applied in several
team sports, such as Football (Soccer) (Liu et al., 2015), Australian Rules Football (Clarke
et al., 2018; Young et al., 2019) and Rugby (Higham et al., 2014; Schoeman & Schall,
2019) to identify performance indicators that are capable of predicting match outcomes.
For example, Higham et al. (2014) used statistics from 196 men’s international Rugby
Sevens matches that related to match development, scoring, set-piece play and phase play
to identify which performance indicators could best predict the likelihood of a team
winning. The authors identified specific relationships between game play and points
scored or the probability of winning, providing insights upon which to base team tactics
to maximise winning potential (Higham et al., 2014). Similar methods have been used
for talent identification (Allen et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 2018) to identify outcome
measures that can strongly predict future sporting performance. Although this type of
approach has been increasingly used to predict performance in team sports, it has only
been used for athlete screening to predict injury risk rather than performance in sports
such as surfing (Lundgren et al., 2015).
Surfing performance has evolved substantially in recent years, with surfing
included in the Olympic Games for the first time in 2021 (International Olympic
Committee, 2016). Surfing athletes frequently use support staff, such as strength and
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conditioning coaches and sports scientists, to physically prepare for surfing competitions
(Forsyth et al., 2020b). Several studies have linked surfers’ performances of dry-land
skills to their on-water performance of skills such as paddling, popping-up and landing
(Coyne et al., 2016a; Parsonage et al., 2017b; Sheppard et al., 2012; Tran et al., 2015a),
as well as surfing-skill specific performance (Fernandez-Gamboa et al., 2017; Secomb et
al., 2015a; Tran et al., 2015b). This has given rise to numerous recommendations to test
and monitor the general characteristics of a surfer’s physical performance, using outcome
measures such as squat jump and isometric mid-thigh pull peak force performance
(Secomb et al., 2015a), upper body isometric push-up strength (Parsonage et al., 2017b),
as well as range of motion measures such as passive ankle dorsiflexion (Lundgren et al.,
2015). For example, Secomb et al. (2015a) identified significant associations between
the lower limb force produced by 18 elite male surfers and the athletes’ turning manoeuvre
performances, as rated by highly experienced coaches and judges. Specifically, the
authors found high, positive Spearman-rank (rs) correlations between the rankings of
turning manoeuvre performance and both the peak force generated during a squat jump
(rs = 0.856, p < 0.01) and during a countermovement jump (rs = 0.737, p < 0.01) (Secomb
et al., 2015a). Interestingly, although significant associations were identified between
lower limb strength and power, and turning manoeuvre performance, no significant
correlations were found between lower limb force and the ability of surfers to perform
more complex surfing manoeuvres, such as aerials. We speculate that factors other than
lower limb force contribute to how these more complex surfing manoeuvres are
performed in such a homogenous cohort. Given the importance of aerials in surfing
competitions (Ferrier et al., 2018; Forsyth et al., 2017; Forsyth et al., 2018), understanding
the key technical or physical attributes of surfers that contribute to successful and safe
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performance of these manoeuvres, and being able to monitor these attributes in training,
is essential.
Successfully and safely performing aerial manoeuvres in surfing requires surfers
to combine strong technical skills with specific physical attributes, although research in
this area is limited. One study examining how competitive surfers landed two variations
of aerial manoeuvres identified a series of critical features that were associated with
successful aerial performance, including common features such as landing with the lead
ankle in dorsiflexion and landing with the centre of mass over the centre of the surfboard
(Forsyth et al., 2018). These critical features were then compared with how surfers
performed simulated aerial landings in a laboratory, with the authors noting that simulated
aerial landings could represent aerial landings performed in the ocean (Forsyth et al.,
2020b). In another study the technique displayed by surfers performing these simulated
aerial landings was evaluated, revealing that although the total loads generated by surfers
at landing were low, the task elicited high loading rates, particularly the loading rates
generated by a surfer’s trail (rear) limb when landing a simulated Frontside Air Reverse
(Forsyth et al., 2020a). As failure to appropriately absorb forces generated at landing can
result in acute lower limb injuries in surfing (Furness et al., 2015; Inada et al., 2018;
Lundgren et al., 2014a), it is critical that practitioners understand which physical
attributes of surfers are related to their ability to effectively absorb landing forces so they
can monitor, and if necessary, modify them during training.
Previous studies have established that physical attributes of surfing athletes, such
as greater lower limb strength and power (Hewett et al., 1996) and appropriate joint range
of motion (Fong et al., 2011), might reduce the risk of an athlete incurring an injury when
performing landing tasks on land. It is currently unknown, however, which technical or
physical attributes contribute to either improved performance or reduced injury risk when
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surfers land aerial manoeuvres. Therefore, the aim of this study was to explore which, if
any, technical and physical attributes could be used to predict superior and/or safe landing
performance when surfers performed two variations of a simulated aerial task. It is
hypothesised that physical attributes, such as the ability to generate higher peak force
during jump tests, attenuate forces during controlled landings and static ankle joint range
of motion, would be physical attributes that could predict aerial landing performance.
7.2

Materials and Methods

7.2.1

Participants

Fourteen experienced male competitive surfers (age 20.6 ± 5.7 years, height 178.1 ± 9.50
cm, mass 70.6 ± 10.8 kg) were recruited from the Sydney Metropolitan and South Coast
regions of New South Wales, Australia. Participants reported 11.8 ± 6.7 years of surfing
experience and were engaged in surfing practice (recreational or structured)
approximately 9.9 ± 3.9 hours per week at the time of testing. They had competed in an
average of 45 heats (range: 2-199) in surfing competitions at a national level or above,
and were free from any lower limb injury during testing. Written informed consent was
obtained prior to study participation and the testing procedures were approved by the
University of Wollongong Human Research Ethics Committee (HE16/133).
7.2.2

Testing protocol

The height, mass and lower limb mobility of each participant was firstly assessed. Lower
limb mobility was characterised using a series of clinical tests, including the Thomas test,
passive hip flexion, passive straight leg raise, Modified Thomas test, Weight-bearing
Lunge test and a Modified Weight-bearing Lunge test (see Appendix F).
Electrogoniometers (W110/W150/W150B; Biometrics Pty Ltd, UK; 1000 Hz) were then
placed over each participant’s thoracic spine, as well as their left and right hip, knee and
ankle joints. These sensors recorded the thoracic spine and joint kinematics (joint angles,
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range of motion and average angular velocities) displayed by the participants while they
performed the experimental tasks described below. Contact switches were taped to the
forefoot and heel of both feet of each participant to help identify initial contact at landing
and to time-synchronise the kinematic and pressure data. Lastly, two flexible pressure
mats (Pliance®, NovelGmbH, GER; 200 Hz) were placed on a soft top surfboard (Softech
5’4 TC Pro, Softech, Australia) to correspond with each participant’s stance (see Figure
11). These mats recorded the vertical forces generated when the participants landed the
two simulated tasks.
7.2.3

Physical assessment tasks

Before performing a series of physical assessment tasks, the participants warmed up by
completing whole-body movements (squats, walking lunges, high knee jumps, drop
landings and inchworms). Each participant then performed a series of squat jumps (SJ),
countermovement jumps (CMJ) and drop-and-stick (DS) landings in order to assess the
ability of the participants to generate and absorb force. All three physical assessment
tasks were performed while the participants stood on a Kistler portable force platform
(Type 9260AA6; Kistler Instrumente AG, Winterthur, Switzerland; 1000 Hz) and
following methods that are described in detail elsewhere (Linthorne, 2001; Tran et al.,
2015a; Tran et al., 2015b). For the SJ and CMJ, the participants were instructed to jump
upward as high as possible and not to concentrate on landing performance. For the DS
landing task, each participant was asked to step off a 69 cm high box and land with both
feet on the force platform, controlling their landing in order to hold their final position
(thighs approximately parallel with the floor). The participants were instructed to land
softly and reach the final position as quickly as possible. For all three tasks, participants
were given several practice attempts to familiarise themselves with the task before they
completed five successful trials. To synchronise all data sources, each participant
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stamped their foot at least three times on the force platform before (SJ, CMJ) or after (DS
landing) performing the task.
7.2.4

Simulated aerial tasks

After completing the physical assessment tasks, the participants performed, in a
randomised order, five successful trials of two variations of a simulated aerial landing –
one that represented a Frontside Air (FA; see Figure 11) and one that represented a
Frontside Air Reverse (FAR).

For both tasks, the participants approached a mini

trampoline at a self-selected pace while carrying the soft-top surfboard, before jumping
upward off the trampoline and placing the surfboard underneath their feet to then land on
a soft crash mat (2750 mm x 1370 mm x 305 mm; Acromat, Australia). The FA was
performed with minimal rotation, whereas for the FAR participants were required to
complete at least 180° of rotation in the air before landing. The participants were asked
to try and maintain a consistent jump height for every FA and FAR trial so that fall height
did not impact the landing kinematics and kinetics. Before commencing each trial, the
participants were asked to stand on the surfboard and to stamp their foot three times on
the pressure mats in order to later synchronise the pressure and kinematic data sets. For
all trials, a landing was deemed successful if the participant was able to make contact with
the surfboard before landing on the crash mat, and then maintain a stable position for
approximately 3 seconds after landing.
7.2.5

Data management and processing

Physical assessment tasks. The ground reaction force data generated by the participants
during the three physical assessment tasks (SJ, CMJ, DS landing) were processed in
Microsoft Excel. For the SJ and CMJ, each participant’s centre of mass acceleration,
velocity and displacement were calculated based on numerical integrations of the forcetime curve for each jump. In brief, the force-time curve was divided by the participant’s
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Figure 11.

A diagram of: (A) the flexible force mat dimensions, placement and orientation, (B) a sequence of images that depict a Frontside
Air being performed by a natural footed surfer (i.e. their stance is left-foot forward), as well as (C) a schematic representation of
the joint convention system used for torso flexion and hip, knee and ankle joint motion.

body mass to calculate the acceleration-time curve. Integration of this curve with respect
to time using the trapezoidal rule then produced the velocity-time curve, which could be
integrated to obtain the displacement-time curve. These curves were then used to
calculate metrics such as peak force (N and BW), positive and negative impulse (Ns and
BWs), peak power (N.s-1 and BW.s-1) and vertical leg stiffness (Nm.s-1 and BWm.s-1)
(Cormie et al., 2008; Linthorne, 2001; Owen et al., 2014). Jump height (cm) was
estimated using the flight-time method (Linthorne, 2001) because this has been shown to
be the most reliable force-platform derived estimation of this variable. For the DS landing
task, the peak vertical force (N and BW) generated at landing, the time-to-peak vertical
force (s), the loading rate (N.s-1 and BW.s-1) and time-to-stabilisation (s) were derived.
Loading rate was defined as the peak landing force divided by the time taken to reach this
force (Bauer et al., 2001; Jensen & Ebben, 2007). To calculate time-to-stabilisation, a
participant was deemed to have reached a stable final position when they were able to
maintain the position within 5% of their body weight for at least 1 second (Tran et al.,
2015a). This has previously been shown to be a reliable method for testing dynamic
postural control in surfers (ICC 0.82-0.90) (Tran et al., 2015a). In all tests, a threshold of
>50 N for a time period >0.10 s was used to identify when each participant took off from,
or made contact with, the force platform.
Aerial tasks. A custom MATLAB (MathWorks, version 2019a) script was written that
used time synchronisation stamps to align the pressure mat and electrogoniometer
datasets, before cropping the data to the relevant window of analysis (i.e. the landing
event). Once the data were synchronised, relevant events during the landing phase of
each aerial task were identified using criteria described in detail elsewhere (Forsyth et al.,
2020b). In brief, initial contact of the participant’s feet with the board was defined as the
time point at which the landing force exceeded 50 N for 10 consecutive samples. The
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outcome measures of the peak vertical landing force (N and BW), time-to-peak vertical
force (s), and the loading rate of the peak landing force (N.s-1 and BW.s-1) were then
calculated.
Once the electrogoniometric data had been time-synchronised to the force data,
the data were filtered using a low-pass 4th order Butterworth filter (fc = 20 Hz). Sagittal
plane angles were then recorded at the thoracic spine and at the hip, knee and ankle joints
(see Figure 11) at critical time points during the landing phase of each aerial task. The
critical time points included: initial contact, the time of the minimum joint angle after
initial contact (absmin), the time of peak lead knee flexion (kfpeak) and the time of the
maximum joint angle (abspeak). Using these time points, further outcome measures, such
as range of motion between initial contact and kfpeak (kfROM), range of motion between
absmin and abspeak (absROM), the duration from absmin and abspeak (absdur) and absorption
average joint velocity (absV) were calculated for the thoracic spine and for the hip, knee
and ankle joints.
Aerial performance ratings. To later characterise the participants’ aerial performances,
each aerial trial was captured (120 Hz) with an iPad (Apple, USA), which was stabilised
on a tripod, located approximately 35° away from the midline of the crash mat, 5 m from
the centre of the mat. The video data were later used to qualitatively assess each
participant’s landing performance during both the FA and FAR using two methods.
Firstly, each trial was assessed using a Likert scale (i.e. rated 1 to 5), based upon the
number of critical features displayed in each trial (critical feature rating; see Appendix G)
(Forsyth et al., 2018; Forsyth et al., 2020b). Secondly, each performance was subjectively
rated 1 to 5 based on criteria described in Table 14 (subjective rating). These ratings were
calculated to quantify each participant’s technical performance of both the FA and FAR.
To later predict potential injury risk, the relative peak vertical force (BW) and relative
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loading rate (BW.s-1) generated by each participant during the FA and FAR were used to
characterise the loading experienced when landing the two aerial tasks.
7.2.6

Statistical analysis

Means and standard deviations (SD) were calculated for height and mass, the lower limb
mobility test scores (see Table 16), the outcome measures derived during the three
physical assessment tasks (SJ, CMJ, DS landing; see Table 16), as well as the outcome
measures used to characterise the cohort’s performance during the two aerial variations
(FA and FAR; see Table 17). After removing extreme outliers (± 3 SD), the data were
assessed for normality using a Shapiro-Wilk test. Variance inflation factors were then
used to assess the multicollinearity between all the outcome measures. An iteratively
variance inflation factor process was performed to remove the outcome measure with the
highest factor above 5 until a subset of independent variables was found. Stepwise
multiple regression with Akaike information criterion was then used to determine the
relationship between these selected independent variables and each of the four methods
used to characterise the landing performance of both aerial variations (FA and FAR), such
that eight separate analyses were performed to predict landing performance. The four
methods used to characterise landing performance of the FA and FAR included: (i) the
critical feature rating of aerial performance (see Appendix B), (ii) the subjective rating of
aerial performance (see Table 1), (iii) the relative total peak vertical force (BW) generated
at landing, and (iv) the relative loading rate (BW.s-1) at landing. The analyses were
performed in either SPSS (Version 25; IBM, USA) or R (version 3.4.4; Vienna, Austria)
statistical software, with the alpha-level set at p ≤ 0.05 for all statistical tests.
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Table 14.

The subjective rating system used to assess landing performance of each
aerial task (Frontside Air and Frontside Air Reverse).

Likert Scale
Rating
1
2
3
4

5

7.3

Subjective Description of Landing
The participant displayed poor control over the surfboard in the air, failing to land
over the top of the surfboard and/or slid after landing, almost falling.
The surfboard was placed underneath the feet acceptably before landing.
However, following landing the participant had to adjust their stance, foot, or body
position before stabilising.
The participant successfully placed the surfboard beneath their feet before
landing, absorbing the impact while generally centred over the surfboard,
displaying a minor wobble while stabilising.
The participant successfully placed the surfboard beneath their feet before
landing with sufficient time to brace for impact. When landing, the participant
moved through minimal range of motion of the lower limb joints to absorb the
impact forces and maintain a stable posture during stabilisation.
The participant successfully placed the surfboard beneath their feet before
landing, allowing enough time to prepare for impact so that they can absorb the
forces of impact smoothly, moving through sufficient range of motion of the lower
limb joints and stabilising over the centre of the board.

Results

The means and standard deviations of the variables used to characterise the landing
performance for the FA and FAR are displayed in Table 15. Descriptive statistics for the
cohort’s lower limb mobility, SJ, CMJ and DS landing outcome measures are presented
in Table 16. Joint and segment angle data at critical time points during the landing phase
of both aerial tasks are presented in Table 17.
After performing the variance inflation factor analysis on the dataset, all but eight
outcome measures, which were all related to a participant’s lower limb mobility, were
found to have high collinearity (> 5 variance inflation factor). The independent variables
deemed suitable to be incorporated into the predictive models included the results of the
lead and trail limb Thomas test, lead and trail limb passive hip flexion, lead limb passive
straight leg raise, lead and trail limb Modified Thomas test and lead limb Modified
Weight-bearing Lunge test.

Of the eight possible models used to predict aerial

performance, four reached significance. These four models were able to predict the
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relative peak force generated when landing the FA, F(3,10) = 3.84, p < 0.05, adj R2 = 0.40
(Model A); the relative loading rate for the FA, F(1,12) = 13.00, p < 0.005, adj. R2 = 0.48
(Model B); the technical performance of the FAR using the subjective rating score, F(5,8)
= 7.01, p < 0.01, adj. R2 = 0.70 (Model C); and the relative loading rate for the FAR, F(1,12)
= 13.00, p < 0.005, adj. R2 = 0.48 (Model D). Each model included between one and five
of the independent variables (see Figure 12).
Table 15. Means ± standard deviations for the variables used to characterise landing
performance of the Frontside Air and Frontside Air Reverse (n = 14).
Performance Variable
Critical feature rating
Subjective rating
Relative total peak landing force (BW)
Relative loading rate (BW.s-1)

7.4

Frontside Air
2.87 ± 1.04
3.05 ± 0.35
2.82 ± 0.32
96.45 ± 32.06

Frontside Air Reverse
3.01 ± 0.49
2.93 ± 0.53
2.67 ± 0.41
50.57 ± 18.38

Discussion

The present study provides a novel approach to determining which outcome measures
coaches and sport scientists should monitor in surfers who frequently perform aerial
manoeuvres. After running multiple stepwise regressions four statistically significant
models could predict landing performance, two for the FA and two for the FAR.
Interestingly, only one model was able to predict technical performance (subjective rating
score), whereas the remaining three models predicted injury risk potential, as
characterised by the relative total peak vertical force generated at landing in the FA and
the relative loading rates for both the FA and FAR. In addition to this, all of the
independent variables that contributed to the models were related to lower limb mobility
of the cohort. These independent variables therefore represent outcome measures that
practitioners could use to easily assess and/or monitor how their athletes perform aerial
landings, as discussed below.
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Table 16.

Mean, standard deviation (SD), minimum and maximum values for the various
outcome measures associated with the cohort’s (n = 14) lower limb mobility,
squat jump, countermovement jump and drop-and-stick landing performance.

Outcome Measure

Mean

Lower limb mobility
Thomas test (°) - Lead
7.9
Thomas test (°) - Trail
7.2
Passive hip flexion (°) - Lead
137.0
Passive hip flexion (°) - Trail
136.6
Passive straight leg raise (°) - Lead
160.5
Passive straight leg raise (°) - Trail
160.4
Modified Thomas test (°) - Lead
49.4
Modified Thomas test (°) - Trail
55.0
Weight-bearing Lunge test (cm) - Lead
14.2
Weight-bearing Lunge test (cm) - Trail
14.8
Weight-bearing Lunge test (°) - Lead
52.2
Weight-bearing Lunge test (°) - Trail
53.0
Modified Weight-bearing Lunge test (°) - Lead
46.4
Modified Weight-bearing Lunge test (°) - Trail
47.4
Squat jump
Jump height (cm)
31.9
Peak force (N)
1431.9
Relative peak force (BW)
2.06
-1
Peak power (N.s )
3213.2
Relative peak power (BW.s-1)
4.26
Countermovement jump
Jump height (cm)
34.8
Peak force (N)
1472.9
Relative peak force (BW)
2.12
Peak power (N.s-1)
3301.6
Relative peak power (BW.s-)
4.41
Negative impulse (Ns)
91.7
Relative negative impulse (BWs)
0.13
Positive impulse (Ns)
269.4
Relative positive impulse (BWs)
0.39
Vertical leg stiffness (Nm.s-1)
3652.6
Relative vertical leg stiffness (BWm.s-1)
5.31
Contraction time:flight time
0.54
Reactive strength indexmodified (N.s-1)
0.35
Drop-and-stick landing
Peak landing force (N)
4076.9
Relative peak landing force (BW)
6.02
Time-to-peak (s)
0.04
Loading rate (N.s-1)
110963.7
Relative loading rate (BW.s-1)
152.32
Time-to-stabilisation (s)
0.79
Lead = the front limb; Trail = the rear limb; BW = Body Weight.
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SD

Minimum

Maximum

3.9
3.3
5.5
4.8
9.2
7.7
6.8
8.1
4.6
4.2
6.9
6.1
8.1
7.5

2.0
2.3
126.0
126.7
141.7
147.0
34.7
41.0
4.0
7.3
38.7
41.7
33.7
35.3

13.7
13.0
144.0
144.7
174.7
171.3
58.7
71.3
20.0
21.2
62.7
64.7
61.3
57.0

5.3
246.4
0.13
717.2
0.88

22.0
871.0
1.86
1670.8
2.56

42.0
1645.4
2.35
4129.5
5.51

5.1
273.1
0.15
789.9
1.01
24.3
0.03
56.4
0.04
891.2
1.10
0.08
0.07

27.0
861.4
1.88
1678.2
2.60
47.8
0.09
146.2
0.33
2605.9
3.62
0.39
0.23

43.0
1828.3
2.36
4481.0
5.81
139.2
0.18
330.8
0.43
5985.7
7.77
0.70
0.47

1139.6
1.80
0.01
53181.3
79.98
0.09

2480.2
3.34
0.03
36249.3
48.64
0.68

6203.6
8.78
0.07
215258.8
297.96
1.04

Table 17.

Mean ± standard deviations for ankle, knee and hip angles (°) and torso flexion (°) displayed by the cohort (n = 14) during the
simulated two aerial tasks (Frontside Air and Frontside Air Reverse).
Outcome Measure
kfpeak
kfROM
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Initial Contact
absmin
abspeak
absROM
Frontside Air
Torso flexion
-1.6 ± 5.1
-1.7 ± 5.1
3.1 ± 4.6
4.5 ± 3.5
7.0 ± 4.0
8.6 ± 3.6
Lead hip flexion
57.5 ± 11.8
53.3 ± 11.0
93.5 ± 11.3
34.7 ± 10.7
96.5 ± 16.4
43.6 ± 8.5
Trail hip flexion
61.0 ±13.7
57.5 ± 12.3
96.1 ± 17.0
33.9 ± 14.6
100.2 ± 20.0
42.7 ± 16.4
Lead knee flexion
43.3 ± 6.0
35.8 ± 7.2
95.7 ± 16.4
50.3 ± 15.7
95.7 ± 16.4
59.9 ± 13.3
Trail knee flexion
42.6 ± 9.2
37.2 ± 5.6
104.9 ± 17.6
59.8 ± 17.5
106.8 ± 17.1
69.6 ± 16.4
Lead ankle dorsiflexion
1.0 ± 3.4
0.7 ± 3.3
8.4 ± 4.2
7.4 ± 3.9
10.0 ± 4.2
9.3 ± 3.8
Trail ankle dorsiflexion
1.5 ± 2.6
0.6 ± 2.1
10.0 ± 3.9
8.3 ± 3.7
11.5 ± 4.3
10.9 ± 4.1
Frontside Air Reverse
Torso flexion
-2.2 ± 5.9
-2.6 ± 5.5
2.2 ± 4.8
4.3 ± 3.7
7.1 ± 3.9
9.7 ± 4.4
Lead hip flexion
62.7 ± 12.7
56.4 ± 10.7
95.1 ± 10.1
32.3 ± 13.0
99.7 ± 10.1
43.3 ± 9.2
Trail hip flexion
64.0 ± 17.7
54.9 ± 13.7
93.5 ± 17.7
29.4 ± 18.4
99.3 ± 19.0
44.5 ± 15.7
Lead knee flexion
53.7 ± 11.0
38.1 ± 7.8
91.6 ± 17.2
35.3 ± 22.2
91.0 ± 16.8
52.9 ± 16.3
Trail knee flexion
48.8 ± 13.5
32.5 ± 4.0
95.9 ± 22.9
47.0 ± 24.7
100.1 ± 21.6
66.5 ± 18.7
Lead ankle dorsiflexion
3.7 ± 3.7
3.4 ± 3.8
8.8 ± 4.7
5.1 ± 3.3
11.2 ± 4.8
7.8 ± 2.9
Trail ankle dorsiflexion
2.7 ± 2.8
1.3 ± 2.2
10.7 ± 4.3
8.0 ± 4.8
12.0 ± 4.5
10.8 ± 4.2
absmin = minimum absorption angle (post-initial contact); kfpeak = angle at the time of peak knee flexion, kfROM = range of motion from initial contact to the time of kfpeak; abspeak =
peak joint angle; absROM = range of motion from absmin to abspeak.
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Figure 12.

A schematic representation of the multiple stepwise regression output, indicating a significant model with a bold line.
The regression outputs are displayed in the relevant tables.

7.4.1

Frontside air predictive model

For the FA, Model A predicted the total peak vertical force, normalised to body weight,
that a surfer generated at landing based on a combination of outcome measures, including
lead and trail limb passive hip flexion, as well as lead limb passive straight leg raise
scores. Based on the regression output, greater passive hip flexion scores when testing
the lead limb could be detrimental in terms of the forces generated at landing, as evident
by the positive model coefficient estimate (see Figure 12A). That is, assuming all other
independent variables remained constant in the model, if there was an increase in passive
hip flexion by 5.5° (1 SD), the model predicted there would be a subsequent rise of 0.35
BW (13.7%) in the relative total peak force generated at landing, which may place the
surfer at risk of an injury (Furness et al., 2015; Hohn et al., 2018; Inada et al., 2018). This
finding is contrary to much of the current body of evidence that suggests that having a
lower passive range of motion is detrimental to landing performance (Fong et al., 2011;
Whitting et al., 2009) and may increase the risk of sustaining an injury (Hadzic et al.,
2009; Hrysomallis, 2009; Vandenberg et al., 2017).

In contrast, however, having

increased passive hip flexion range of motion in the trail limb was found to contribute to
a lower relative peak landing force, as evident by the negative coefficient estimate in the
model (see Figure 12A). In this instance, an increase in passive hip flexion by 4.8° (1
SD) was predicted to result in a decrease in the relative total peak landing force by 0.29
BW (10.2%). For practitioners working with surfers, these findings have important
implications because the trail limb, rather than the lead limb, is most frequently implicated
in soft tissue injuries (Hohn et al., 2018). Therefore, being able to reduce the total load
experienced by the surfer when landing aerial manoeuvres by increasing mobility of the
trail limb hip extensors (i.e. antagonists to the hip flexors) might reduce the subsequent
injury risk associated with performing aerial manoeuvres (Forsyth et al., 2018; Furness et
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al., 2014; Furness et al., 2015; Inada et al., 2018; Nathanson et al., 2007). Future research
is encouraged, however, to confirm whether these outcome measures are related to injury
incidence in surfers who perform aerial manoeuvres.
Also related to injury risk potential, Model B predicted the relative loading rate
(BW.s-1) a surfer would experience when landing the FA based only on the intercept and
a surfer’s score when testing mobility of his lead ankle using the Modified Weight-bearing
Lunge test. Based on the model coefficient estimate, there was a negative relationship
between loading rate and the lead ankle Modified Weight-bearing Lunge test score,
whereby an increase in the available lead ankle range of motion (specifically extensibility
of the gastrocnemius) would lead to a concurrent decrease in the relative loading rate in
the FAR (see Figure 12A). If the surfer was to increase their lead ankle Modified Weightbearing Lunge test score by 8.1° (1 SD), there would be an estimated reduction in the
relative loading rate of 8.3 BW.s-1 (8.7%). Previous research has revealed that there has
been a rise in surfing of soft tissue ankle injuries, which have been attributed to an
increase in performing high-risk manoeuvres, such as aerials (Forsyth et al., 2018;
Furness et al., 2014; Furness et al., 2015; Hohn et al., 2018; Inada et al., 2018; Nathanson
et al., 2007). For example, one research group, who examined the incidence of injuries
to professional surfers presenting at a single orthopaedic centre from 1991-2016, found
that following popularisation of aerial manoeuvres (circa 2005), the number of ankle
injuries increased 17-fold (p < 0.001) (Hohn et al., 2018). It is speculated that many of
the ankle injuries associated with aerials are likely to be a result of an inability of some
surfers to properly absorb the forces generated at landing due to restricted ankle motion.
Previous research has found that when surfers perform aerial manoeuvres, such as the FA,
they often land in a slightly dorsiflexed position. This has been found in both a qualitative
study of professional surfers performing aerial manoeuvres in the ocean (Forsyth et al.,
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2018), as well as quantitative studies of surfers performing simulated aerial manoeuvres
(Forsyth et al., 2020a; Forsyth et al., 2020b) including the current study. Although this
provides an important variable for practitioners to monitor to ensure that injury risk is
minimised in surfers who perform aerial manoeuvres, it is essential that researchers build
on this evidence and confirm whether modifying ankle range of motion can reduce ankle
injury incidence in surfers who perform aerial manoeuvres in the ocean. Furthermore, it
is acknowledged that although significant, Model A and Model B only accounted for
approximately 40% and 48%, respectively, of the predicted variable. Factors other than
those tested in the present study are therefore likely to improve the goodness-of-fit when
predicting the performance and injury risk of surfers completing a FA.
7.4.2

Frontside air reverse predictive model

Only one statistically significant model was able to predict the technical performance of
either aerial variation. That model predicted FAR performance, characterised using a
subjective rating of performance, based on the independent variables of the lead and trail
limb Thomas test scores, lead limb passive hip flexion, lead limb passive straight leg raise
and lead ankle Modified Weight-bearing Lunge test results (Model C). The most
influential independent variables in this model were passive hip flexion and passive
straight leg raise, both of the lead limb. In this model, however, a positive relationship
between the subjective rating of performance and lead limb passive hip flexion was
evident. That is, greater passive mobility during hip flexion of the lead limb was related
to a higher perception of the surfer landing the simulated aerial task well. Conversely,
the results of Model C showed an inverse relationship between the passive straight leg
raise test results for the lead limb and the subjective rating of performing the FAR. That
is, an increase in a surfer’s lead limb hamstring mobility of 9.2° (1 SD) would result in a
decrease in the subjective rating by 0.43 (out of 5) points. In the present study, when
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performing the FAR, the participants displayed, on average, 13.6° less knee flexion
absROM for the lead limb compared to the trail limb (see Table 17), suggesting that a stiffer
lead limb knee joint may be acceptable for the task demands. It is speculated these results
imply that the subjective rating of a surfer’s FAR landing is one that centres around
moving through a limited range of motion in the lead knee during landing, which then
may be compensated for by increased mobility of the lead hip extensor muscles (as
evidenced by the positive coefficient estimate for lead limb passive hip flexion). This
compensation would be required to ensure that the surfer is positioned over the lead limb
while rotating in order to remain closer to the centre line of the surfboard, or over the lead
knee, two critical features that have previously been associated with successful
performance of the FAR in the ocean (Forsyth et al., 2018).
The fourth statistically significant model (Model D) predicted the relative loading
rate experienced when surfers performed the FAR. This model generated the same result
to Model B, which predicted the relative loading rate when surfers performed the FA.
Although the model coefficient estimates are the same for both Model B and D (-8.3
BW.s-1), an increase in lead ankle Modified Weight-bearing Lunge test score of 8.1° (1
SD) would result in a 16.5% reduction in the FAR, but only 8.7% for the FA. This
reaffirms the importance of ensuring adequate ankle dorsiflexion range of motion,
specifically gastrocnemius extensibility, of a surfer’s lead limb to reduce injury risk when
performing aerials. Several studies have described the restricted ankle position that is
present when landing aerial manoeuvres in surfing (Forsyth et al., 2018; Forsyth et al.,
2020b), with others having highlighted the ankle as a high risk joint for surfer’s who
perform aerial manoeuvres (Hohn et al., 2018; Inada et al., 2018; Lundgren et al., 2015;
Minghelli et al., 2018). When combined with the restricted ankle position displayed when
landing aerial manoeuvres, surfers who have a lower ankle dorsiflexion range of motion
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of the lead limb may not be able to appropriately dissipate the forces generated at landing,
which may in turn result in injuries such as fractures or sprains (Hohn et al., 2018; Inada
et al., 2018). It is therefore critical that practitioners working with surfers who perform
aerial manoeuvres ensure that their athletes maintain appropriate range of motion of the
lower limb joints, particularly ankle mobility, so that they can continue to practice aerial
manoeuvre variations successfully and safely.
7.4.3

Limitations and recommendations

Although one aim of the study was to predict injury risk potential, it is acknowledged that
the relative peak landing force and relative loading rates were used to characterise
potential injury risk when surfers landed rather than injury surveillance data.
Furthermore, the model fit was only moderate (adj. R2 = 0.40–0.48) for all for predictive
models and therefore the study results should be interpreted cautiously. Interestingly, the
independent variables that were shown to be suitable to include in the models for
predicting FA and FAR performance were different to several of the variables previously
found to be related to surfing performance (Lundgren et al., 2015; Secomb et al., 2015a).
This difference is likely due to varying study aims and statistical approaches used in the
present study compared to previous studies. Furthermore, the sample in the current study
was limited to 14 participants because the cohort was selected to represent surfers who
were highly skilled at performing a complex surfing manoeuvre. Future studies are
encouraged to increase the number of participants to better predict the performance and
injury risk associated with surfers performing complex skills such as aerials.
7.5

Conclusions

The present study demonstrates a novel method for determining outcome measures that
practitioners could routinely monitor in training and/or competition to ensure surfers can
successfully and safely perform aerial manoeuvres. Technical proficiency in the FAR
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could be estimated, and with appropriate increases and decreases in lead limb hip
extension and lead limb knee flexion range of motion, respectively, surfers may
subjectively perform the FAR better. Potential injury risk when surfers perform a FA and
FAR may be mitigated by increasing a surfer’s lead ankle dorsiflexion range of motion,
as well as their trail hip extensor mobility to reduce the relative total peak force
experienced when landing the FA. Future research investigating the applicability of these
measures when monitoring training load and injury prevalence is recommended to
determine how useful these measures are when monitoring how surfers perform aerial
manoeuvres.
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Chapter 8
Summary and recommendations for aerial
performance, training and future research
8.1.

Summary

Surfing as a sport has seen a surge in scientific attention over the past decade with
researchers investigating key components of the sport such as paddling and landing skills.
Researchers have also confirmed the importance of key manoeuvres, like aerials, to a
competitive surfer’s repertoire, as well as the relationship between performing these highreward but high-risk manoeuvres and acute injury. Despite the importance of being able
to successfully and safely land aerial manoeuvres, there is limited published research on
how competitive surfers execute aerials, either in the ocean or when training by
performing simulated aerial tasks. Therefore, the overall aim of this thesis was to
systematically evaluate the performance of aerial manoeuvres in surfing in order to
develop evidence-based recommendations, which could be used to improve aerial
performance and training in skilled surfers. This overall thesis aim was achieved by
conducting a series of studies, which were presented in three parts (see Figure 1, Chapter
1). Firstly, a review of the literature and an analysis of scoring in professional surfing
competitions were conducted to establish which wave-riding manoeuvres were important
to performance in surfing (Part I). After identifying aerials as one of the most important
surfing manoeuvres in Part I, the performance of aerial manoeuvres in competition and
training were investigated to create an elite model of performance and to identify whether
this skill could be replicated in a laboratory environment (Part II). Informed by the
findings of these studies, a biomechanical analysis of the landing strategies used by
surfers when performing two variations of a simulated aerial task was conducted to
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establish how a surfer controlled the lead and trail limb when landing, and whether this
differed when preforming a Frontside Air or a Frontside Air Reverse (Part III). A series
of multiple linear regressions were then used to identify which technical and physical
attributes of surfers could be used to predict superior and/or safe landing when the surfers
performed these two aerial variations (Part III). The key findings from each part of the
thesis are summarised below.
8.1.1. Part I: What do we know about surfing performance?
With surfing approaching its inaugural inclusion in the 2020 Summer Olympic Games in
Tokyo, Japan, there has been a growing body of research surrounding many aspects of
surfboard riding. Despite this increase in surfing-related research, a review of current
literature highlighted a gap in the literature as to what performance or physical
characteristics contribute to a surfer’s ability to successfully perform wave-riding skills.
In this systematic review, 10 studies were identified that investigated the performance of
a surfing manoeuvre or discrete skill that affected the ability of a surfer to ride a wave;
performed an intervention to improve such a surfing manoeuvre or skill; or assessed
differences in characteristics such as the age, sex or competitive status of surfers and how
these differences affected their ability to ride waves. From these studies, it was evident
that there were a few performance indicators related to wave-riding performance that
could be developed or monitored in training, or that were related to improved
performance. For example, surfers who had the strength to press against their surfboard
and quickly pop-up into a surfing stance would be able to have more time to perform
manoeuvres in critical sections of a wave. Furthermore, surfers who were able to control
their descent during landing to quickly reach a stable position were more likely to be able
to successfully complete complex manoeuvres, such as aerials, and move onto subsequent
manoeuvres, thereby increasing their scoring potential on a wave. The review revealed,
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however, that there was a lack of systematic evidence on the biomechanics of surfing
manoeuvres that surfers and their coaches could use to understand how wave-riding
manoeuvres could be successfully and safely performed in surfing.
In order to identify which wave-riding manoeuvre warranted investigation in this
thesis, the aim of Chapter 3 was to confirm the value of varying types of wave-riding
manoeuvres to competitive surfing by analysing the scores awarded by judges to
manoeuvres performed by surfers across an entire competitive season of professional
surfing. An analysis of 7751 waves that were ridden during 11 events of the 2015 Men’s
Championship Tour revealed that performing at least one aerial manoeuvre when riding
a wave significantly increased a surfer’s potential single-wave score by 1.9 points (out of
10) compared to waves in which surfers only performed turns. Compared to waves on
which surfers only performed a tube ride or turns, waves on which surfers performed an
aerial manoeuvre had a significantly higher-risk because the surfers landed less than half
(45.4%) of their aerial attempts. When observing the effect of aerial variation on the
scores awarded to surfers, there was no significant difference in the scores awarded for a
successfully completed Frontside Air, Frontside Air Reverse, Frontside Air Reverse 360
or Backside Air Reverse, although Frontside Air Reverses were performed the most.
These results highlighted the need for evidence to assist surfers, coaches and sports
scientists to better understand how to successfully and safely perform aerial manoeuvres
so that surf athletes can increase their competitive advantage.
8.1.2. Part II: How are aerials performed in the water and can we simulate this in
training?
Although Part I of this thesis confirmed that aerial manoeuvres can increase the scoring
potential of a competitive surfer, there is a paucity of scientific evidence documenting the
technical characteristics that lead to successful execution of aerials in surfing. The aim
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of Chapter 4 was therefore to analyse and document how highly skilled surfers perform
aerial manoeuvres during surfing competitions in order to develop a model of how to
successfully land aerials. In this chapter, aerials that were successfully executed most
frequently during the finals of the 2015 Men’s Championship Tour were qualitatively
analysed and critiqued against a set of 52 performance variables (see Appendix D). When
compared against the outcome of the manoeuvre (successful or unsuccessful), 5 of the 52
performance variables were significantly associated with the outcome of a Frontside Air
(FA), whereas 16 of the 52 performance variables were significantly associated with the
outcome of a Frontside Air Reverse (FAR). Based on these significant associations, those
performance variables that were related to successful aerial performance and had a large
effect size were then identified as critical features of successful aerial performance. For
the FA, three critical features were identified: (i) landing with the lead ankle in a
dorsiflexed position, (ii) landing with the feet greater than hip width apart, and (iii)
landing with the total body centre of mass over the centre of the surfboard. For the FAR,
a total of five critical features were associated with successful aerial performance: (i)
landing with the lead ankle in a dorsiflexed position, (ii) landing with the chest over the
lead knee, (iii) landing with the total body centre of mass over the centre of the surfboard,
(iv) moving through a large range of trunk flexion (>45°) throughout the landing phase,
and (v) having an apparent gaze directed at the water in front of the hips.
Although these critical features provided insight with respect to how highly skilled
surfers perform aerial manoeuvres in competition in the ocean, it was necessary to
identify whether aerial landings could be replicated in a controlled environment in order
to systematically investigate the task. The aim of Chapter 5 was therefore to compare the
technique features displayed by surfers when landing simulated aerial manoeuvres in a
laboratory environment to the critical features previously identified as necessary to
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successfully land the FA and FAR during competition. When compared to the model of
elite aerial performance developed in Chapter 4, 14 highly skilled surfers displayed 100%
and 60% of the critical features for the FA and FAR, respectively, when they performed
simulated FA and FAR tasks. Furthermore, an analysis of the lower limb alignment
displayed by the 14 surfers throughout the landing event highlighted that when landing
aerial manoeuvres surfers display a restricted range of joint motion because of the need
to maintain contact with the surfboard. It was speculated that this restricted range of
lower limb joint motion throughout the landing phase of an aerial could increase the forces
generated at landing and, in turn, increase the injury risk associated with performing
aerials. Based on these novel findings, a more comprehensive investigation of how
skilled surfers landed simulated FA and FAR, and how landing technique was associated
with the forces generated at landing, was deemed important to undertake.
8.1.3. Part III: How are aerial manoeuvres performed in a controlled environment?
The aim of Part III of this thesis was to systematically evaluate how highly skilled surfers
landed simulated aerial manoeuvres in order to identify whether there were any
components of a surfer’s performance or physical characteristics that might contribute to
improved technical performance or a safer landing strategy in terms of less lower limb
loading. This aim was first addressed in Chapter 6 by investigating whether there were
any differences in the biomechanical and neuromuscular strategies of the lead and trail
limbs of surfers when the surfers landed simulated FA and FAR, and whether their
technique affected the forces generated at landing. In this chapter, data pertaining to the
forces generated at landing, lower limb muscle activation patterns and kinematics for the
lead and trail limb from 306 individual simulated FA and FAR trials, were pooled from
15 highly skilled surfers. A principal components analysis was first performed to reduce
41 dependent variables to 10 factors, after which a two-way MANOVA was conducted to
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determine whether any interactions and/or differences existed between the 10 rotated
components. Although there were no significant limb (lead, trail) x aerial variation (FA,
FAR) interactions, there were significant main effects for both limb and aerial variation.
Follow-up univariate ANOVAs identified that only one factor, which was related to the
rate of loading during the landing event, was significantly different between the lead and
trail limbs and between the FA and FAR. Based on this unexpected finding, it was
suggested that although a surfer’s stance is asymmetrical, the control strategy used by
surfers to land aerial variations is similar for both the lead and trail limb. Despite these
similar control strategies, however, the surfers generated a significantly higher loading
rate when landing on their trail limb compared to their lead limb, irrespective of which
aerial variation was performed. Furthermore, the surfers generated a significantly higher
loading rate when landing the simulated FA compared to the simulated FAR. Based on
these higher loading rates at landing, it was speculated that a surfer’s trail limb may be at
a higher risk of sustaining an acute lower limb injury relative to their lead limb, as would
surfers who perform the FA compared to the FAR.
Finally, the aim of Chapter 7 was to explore which technical and physical
attributes of surfers could be used to predict superior and/or safe landing performance
when surfers performed either the FA or FAR. In this study, physical characteristics
relating to the surfers’ lower limb mobility, squat jump, countermovement jump and dropand-stick landing performance, together with their lower limb sagittal joint kinematics,
were included in a series of multiple linear regression models to predict performance and
potential injury risk, represented by the loads generated at landing. A subset of eight
independent variables were included in the final analysis, all of which related to the
participants’ lower limb mobility. One model was able to predict the technical proficiency
of performing the FAR, and this was influenced most by the lead knee flexion and hip
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extension passive joint range of motion displayed by the participants. For both aerial
variations, a surfer’s lead ankle dorsiflexion range of motion was shown to be predictive
of the rate of loading of the forces generated at landing. Furthermore, the relative total
peak force experienced when landing the FA was predicted based on the available range
of motion in a surfer’s trail hip extension. These results demonstrate outcome measures
that practitioners could routinely monitor in training and/or competition to ensure that
surfers can successfully and safely perform aerial manoeuvres.
8.2.

Recommendations for performance and training

Based on the results of this thesis, the following evidence-based recommendations are
made to improve aerial performance, as well as to assist and enhance training practices to
help prepare surfers to successfully and safely land aerial manoeuvres.
(i)

Aerial manoeuvres are a staple for competitive surfers because of their ability to
increase a surfer’s score when riding waves in competitions. Due to the high level
of risk associated with performing aerial, however, it is recommended that surfers
practice aerials, be that in the ocean, a wave pool or in dry-land training, to refine
their landing technique and improve completion rates.

(ii)

During surfing competitions, adopting postures at landing that allow the surfer to
maintain their centre of mass over the centre of the surfboard throughout the
landing event will facilitate successful performance of FA and FAR attempts. In
the FA, this would include landing with the lead ankle in dorsiflexion, as well as
landing with the feet greater than hip width apart. For the FAR, surfers should
also land with the lead ankle in dorsiflexion, although for this variation landing
with the chest over the lead knee, moving through a larger range of trunk flexion
and having an apparent gaze directed toward the water in front of the hips will
also increase the likelihood of successfully landing the manoeuvre.
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(iii)

The use of dry-land simulated aerial landings presents an opportunity to expose
surfers to the positions that they are likely to assume when landing aerial
manoeuvres in the ocean. Simulated aerial manoeuvres can therefore be used to
prepare surfers to develop landing strategies that accommodate the restricted
lower limb range of motion evident and the accompanying forces generated when
landing on a surfboard.

(iv)

When performing a simulated FAR, the dry-land task did not elicit two of the key
critical features associated with successful performance of aerials in the ocean,
including landing with the chest over the lead knee and moving through a large
range of trunk motion. It may be necessary to include landings from heights
higher than that tested in this thesis, or landings onto firmer surfaces, which
generate greater forces at landing, when preparing surfers to land this particular
aerial variation, to promote these movement strategies.

(v)

Training exercises that develop a surfer’s ability to control the descent and
placement of the trail limb when landing may minimise or remove the lower limb
‘slap’ that is currently seen when surfers perform the simulated aerial tasks. For
example, cues that direct the surfer to focus on landing softly with both limbs
could be used to help to reduce the rate of loading experienced by a surfer’s trail
limb. This reduced rate of loading could, in turn, reduce the risk of a surfer
sustaining an acute injury to the trail limb knee, an area that is frequently
implicated as high risk in the literature due to the common ‘knocked knee’
position, although this notion warrants further research.

(vi)

Flexibility training to improve a surfer’s passive joint range of motion in the lead
ankle and trail hip may reduce the injury risk potential of landing aerial
manoeuvres because increases in both of these variables were predicted to
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decrease the relative rate of loading and peak forces, respectively, when landing
aerial manoeuvres.
8.3.

Recommendations for future research

Based on the results of this thesis, recommendations for future research are presented
below to improve our current understanding of aerial performance in surfing.
(i)

In this thesis the value of surfers completing aerial manoeuvres in competition
was established, whereby judges scored aerial manoeuvres significantly higher
than other manoeuvre types. Scores, however, were awarded on all manoeuvres
a surfer performed on a wave, which frequently included more than just an aerial.
Furthermore, the current research did not distinguish between the scores awarded
for poorly performed compared to well-performed aerial manoeuvres. Research
that aims to establish which components of aerial manoeuvres are scored the
highest by judges is therefore encouraged in order to develop specific
recommendations to improve a surfer’s competitive advantage.

(ii)

Although this thesis presents novel findings on how surfers land simulated aerial
manoeuvres in a controlled environment, these findings might not reflect what
occurs when surfers land aerials on a surfboard in the water. Collecting kinematic,
muscle activity and force data on how surfers perform aerial manoeuvres outside
of the laboratory and in an aquatic environment, such as in the ocean or in a wave
pool, to confirm or refute the results found in this thesis is warranted.

(iii)

The biomechanical outcome variables presented in this thesis explain only part of
the unique landing event when surfers perform simulated aerial manoeuvres. For
example, only joint motion in the sagittal plane was investigated in this thesis.
Future research is encouraged to investigate the three-dimensional motion of the
lower limb of surfers to better understand potential injury risk, especially
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considering the high prevalence of trail knee injuries frequently associated with
the ‘knocked knee’ posture seen in surfing manoeuvres.
(iv)

In addition to the need for more comprehensive kinematic data on the movement
strategies when surfers land aerial manoeuvres, a more in-depth analysis of the
muscle activation patterns that control landing is recommended. The results
presented in this thesis only highlighted the temporal characteristics of the muscle
activity used by surfers to control their landing and identified no between task or
limb differences. Differences may become apparent, however, by analysing the
amount of muscle contraction when surfers prepare to land aerial manoeuvres.

(v)

The forces generated at impact may be further explained by collecting additional
information on a surfer’s concentric and eccentric strength, as well as his or her
flexibility. Using such data, a surfer’s ability to dissipate the impact forces at
landing could be linked to his or her strength and flexibility levels. Establishing
the relationships between a surfer’s strength, flexibility and landing technique
could inform training decisions for coaches and sports scientists to ensure that
surfers are adequately prepared to land aerial manoeuvres.

(vi)

Further study on the landing performance displayed by surfers of different skill
levels (i.e. competitive versus recreational surfers, senior versus junior surfers)
might provide insight as to what landing strategies are developed by those with
greater experience or whether the control strategies become more refined over
time. Additionally, longitudinal studies investigating how using simulated FA and
FAR tasks to train aerial landing strategies could provide valuable information
about how to best improve the performance of aerial manoeuvres in surfing.

(vii)

Finally, throughout this thesis, recommendations on injury risk potential have
been based on the loads generated at landing, without collecting data on injury
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incidence during these tasks because no surfers were injured during the data
collection phase of this study. It is recommended that future studies are designed
to incorporate the findings of this thesis, which relate to factors that affect the
loading rate experienced by surfers when landing aerial manoeuvres, and to
prospectively monitor these factors over time or to implement injury prevention
protocols to determine whether these factors can reduce the prevalence of injuries
in surfers who perform aerial manoeuvres. Collecting longitudinal data of surfers
performing aerial manoeuvres in the ocean, using devices such as inertial
measurement units applied to the lower limb, might also allow for insightful
information on the training or impact loads that lead to injury. Such information
could, in turn, provide further information for coaches and sports scientists to
make evidence-based decisions with respect to training.
The recommendations outlined above have the potential to improve the ability of surfers
to land aerials successfully and safely. It is hoped that incorporating the recommendations
of this thesis in relation to aerial performance and training will help highly skilled surfers
successfully and safely land aerial manoeuvres. Furthermore, future research to enhance
our understanding of how these manoeuvres are performed in the ocean will allow
coaches, surfers and sport scientists to make evidence-based changes to the performance
and training of aerial manoeuvres in surfing, ultimately increasing the winning potential
of surfers during surfing competitions.
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should be tracked and dated. The copyright for PRISMA-P (including checklist) is held by the PRISMA-P
Group and is distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution Licence 4.0.
From: Shamseer L, Moher D, Clarke M, Ghersi D, Liberati A, Petticrew M, Shekelle P, Stewart L, PRISMA-P Group.
Preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis protocols (PRISMA-P) 2015: elaboration and
explanation. BMJ. 2015 Jan 2;349(jan02 1):g7647.
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Appendix C
PRISMA-P Draft Search Strategy
Search strategy for Scopus
DOCTYPE ( ar ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( LANGUAGE, “English” ) )
1.

Surfing

2.

Surfboard riding

3.

Wave-riding

4.

(1) OR (2) OR (3) AND Water Sports

5.

(1) OR (2) OR (3) AND Athletic Performance

6.

(1) OR (2) OR (3) AND Motor Skills

7.

(1) OR (2) OR (3) AND Task Performance and Analysis

8.

(4) AND Training

9.

(5) AND Training

10. (6) AND Training
11. (7) AND Training
12. (4) AND Manoeuvre/Maneuver
13. (5) AND Manoeuvre/Maneuver
14. (6) AND Manoeuvre/Maneuver
15. (7) AND Manoeuvre/Maneuver
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Appendix D
Performance variables captured in video
analysis
Table D.

Variables and their definitions used in the qualitative assessment of aerial
manoeuvre performance during elite surfing competitions.

Performance Variables
Mid-face bottom turn
Deep bottom turn

Approach & Take-off

Approach angle <45
Approach angle >45
Broken Lip
Unbroken Lip
Rotation initiated
before take-off
Relative body
position: vertical
Relative body
position: horizontal
Tail-high projection

Landing

Airborne

Nose-high projection
Flat projection
Not over board
Excessive foot
movement
Grab
Land not on wave
face/board
First contact centre
of board
First contact tail of
board

The surfer goes through the peak of their bottom turn in the
middle of the wave face, between the flats and the crest/lip of the
wave.
The surfer goes through the peak of their bottom turn at the
bottom of the wave face.
When approaching the lip of the wave for take-off, the surfer
projects from an angle less than 45 degrees.
When approaching the lip of the wave for take-off, the surfer
projects from an angle greater than 45 degrees.
When approaching the lip of the wave for take-off, the lip of the
wave has already begun to break and push over the wave.
When approaching the lip of the wave for take-off, the lip of the
wave remains unbroken.
When approaching the lip of the wave for take-off, the surfer uses
his or her upper extremities to generate angular momentum
before take-off.
When approaching the lip of the wave for take-off, the surfer's
trunk is aligned to the vertical plane of the wave.
When approaching the lip of the wave for take-off, the surfer's
trunk is aligned to the horizontal plane of the wave.
Once the surfer has entered the air, the tail of their surfboard
travels or rotates higher than the remainder of the board.
Once the surfer has entered the air, the nose of their surfboard
travels or rotates higher than the remainder of the board.
Once the surfer has entered the air, the surfboard remains
horizontal relative to the wave while traveling or rotating in the air.
Whilst airborne, the surfer is not positioned over their surfboard.
Whilst airborne, the surfer moves their feet excessively, possibly
losing contact with the surfboard at times or completely.
Whilst airborne, the surfer grabs one or both rails of the
surfboard.
When landing, the surfer either lands off the back of the wave or
is no longer on their board at impact.
The first part of the surfboard to make contact with the wave’s
face is the centre of the surfboard (i.e. neither the nose or the tail
of the surfboard make contact before the other).
The first part of the surfboard to make contact with the wave’s
face is the tail of the surfboard.
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Landing

First contact nose of
board
Land on white-water

The first part of the surfboard to make contact with the wave’s
face is the nose of the surfboard.
When returning to the surface of the wave, the surfer lands first
on the broken lip, or white-water, of the wave.
Land on lip
When returning to the surface of the wave, the surfer lands first
on the unbroken lip of the wave.
Land on flats
When returning to the surface of the wave, the surfer lands first at
the bottom of the wave’s face, also known as the flats.
Land on mid-face
When returning to the surface of the wave, the surfer lands first
on the middle of the wave’s face, between the flats and the
crest/lip of the wave.
Favour heelside rail During weight acceptance, the surfer favours the heelside rail of
the surfboard, putting the surfboard on rail.
Favour toeside rail
During weight acceptance, the surfer favours the toeside rail of
the surfboard, putting the surfboard on rail.
Lead ankle plantar
At initial board-wave contact the lead ankle is in a plantar flexed
flexion at IC
position.
Lead ankle
At initial board-wave contact the lead ankle is in a dorsiflexed
dorsiflexion at IC
position.
Lead ankle neutral at At initial board-wave contact the lead ankle is in a neutral
IC
position.
Trail ankle plantar
At initial board-wave contact the trail ankle is in a plantar flexed
flexion at IC
position.
Trail ankle
At initial board-wave contact the trail ankle is in a dorsiflexed
dorsiflexion at IC
position.
Trail ankle neutral at At initial board-wave contact the trail ankle is in a neutral position.
IC
Lead foot shift
At initial board-wave contact, the lead foot has shifted from its
toward nose of board take-off position, to be closer to the nose of the surfboard.
Trail foot shift toward At initial board-wave contact, the trail foot has shifted from its
centre board
take-off position, to be closer to the centre of the surfboard.
Lead knee <90 at IC At initial board-wave contact the angle between the thigh and the
leg of the lead knee is less than 90 degrees.
Trail knee <90 at IC At initial board-wave contact the angle between the thigh and the
leg of the trail knee is less than 90 degrees.
Lead knee >90 at IC At initial board-wave contact the angle between the thigh and the
leg of the lead knee is greater than or equal to 90 degrees.
Trail knee >90 at IC At initial board-wave contact the angle between the thigh and the
leg of the trail knee is greater than or equal to 90 degrees.
Trail valgus present During weight acceptance, the surfer displays knee valgus.
in landing
Width of stance
At initial board-wave contact, the surfer's stance is equal to the
equal to shoulder
approximate width of their shoulders.
width
Width of Stance
At initial board-wave contact, the surfer's stance is greater than
greater than
the approximate width of their shoulders.
shoulder width
CoM over tail board At initial board-wave contact the surfer’s centre of mass appears
to be over the tail of their surfboard.
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Landing

CoM over centre
board
CoM over nose
board
Chest over lead
knee
Chest over trail knee
Chest over both
knees
Trunk flexion >45
from vertical
Lead arm over
toeside rail
Trail arm over
toeside rail
Apparent gaze
directed at nose of
board
Apparent gaze
directed at water in
front of hips
Apparent gaze
directed at trail
foot/tail

At initial board-wave contact the surfer’s centre of mass appears
to be over the centre of their surfboard.
At initial board-wave contact contact the surfer’s centre of mass
appears to be over the nose of their surfboard.
During weight acceptance, the surfer’s chest/trunk flexes forward
over their lead knee.
During weight acceptance, the surfer’s chest/trunk flexes forward
over their trial knee.
During weight acceptance, the surfer’s chest/trunk flexes forward
over the centre of their knees.
During weight acceptance, the surfer moves through a large
range of trunk flexion, greater than 45 degrees from the vertical.
During landing, the surfer’s lead arm finishes over the toeside rail
(i.e. the arm is stretched out in front of the surfer).
During landing, the surfer’s trail arm finishes over the toeside rail
(i.e. the arm is stretched out in front of the surfer).
At initial board-wave contact, the surfer’s apparent gaze (based
on relative head position) is directed toward the nose of the
surfboard, or the water in front of the nose of the surfboard.
At initial board-wave contact, the surfer’s apparent gaze (based
on relative head position) is directed toward the water in front of
the hips of the surfer.
At initial board-wave contact, the surfer’s apparent gaze (based
on relative head position) is directed toward the trail foot or tail of
surfboard, or the water in front of the tail of the surfboard.
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Appendix E
Principal component analysis results

Figure E.

A scree plot of the components in the principal component analysis.
Components 1 through 10 were used for the final analysis (all
eigenvalues > 1).

Table E.

Rotated structure matrix for the principal component analysis. The
major loadings for each component are highlighted in bold.

Variable
Peak Force (N)
Peak Force (BW)
Time-to-peak Force (s)
Loading Rate (N/s)
Loading Rate (BW/s)

RC1
0.07
0.18
0.11
0.02
0.09

RC4
-0.04
0.00
0.07
0.00
0.03

Rotated component (RC) coefficients
RC6
RC7
RC5
RC2
RC3
RC9
-0.09
-0.01
-0.05 -0.01
0.85
-0.08
-0.01
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.91
0.00
0.07
0.04
0.06
-0.03
0.78
-0.03
-0.08
-0.07
0.03
-0.02
0.38
-0.01
-0.05
0.02
0.09
0.01
0.57
0.02
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RC8
0.05
0.02
-0.04
-0.01
-0.02

RC10
0.20
0.07
0.13
0.87
0.76

Table E.

Rotated structure matrix for the principal component analysis. The
major loadings for each component are highlighted in bold.

Rotated component (RC) coefficients
Variable
RC1
RC4
RC6
RC7
RC5
RC2
RC3
RC9
RC8
Ankle @ Initial Contact
0.80
0.00
0.08
0.12
0.06
0.02
0.05
0.04
0.10
Knee @ Initial Contact
0.74
0.08
0.12
0.02
-0.04
0.05
0.14
0.04
0.11
Ankle @ DISPmin
0.84
0.07
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.03
0.12
0.05
-0.01
Knee @ DISPmin
0.81
0.02
0.01
-0.01
0.01
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.02
Ankle @ DISPpeak
0.87
-0.01
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.10
0.08
-0.01
0.00
Knee @ DISPpeak
0.77
0.09
0.09
0.12
-0.04 -0.05
-0.13
0.10
-0.01
Ankle DISPROM
0.85
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.07
0.07
-0.02
Knee DISPROM
0.81
0.06
0.12
0.06
-0.02
0.03
-0.10
0.12
0.01
Ankle DISPdur
0.79
0.07
-0.01
0.06
0.05
0.02
0.08
0.06
-0.05
Knee DISPdur
0.79
0.05
-0.01
-0.01
0.09
0.07
0.00
-0.02
0.08
Ankle DISPvel
0.66
0.03
0.00
0.03
0.11
0.01
0.14
0.04
-0.02
Knee DISPvel
0.65
-0.03
0.00
-0.03
0.08
-0.01
0.04
-0.08
0.09
TA EMG On
0.12
0.06
0.11
0.86
0.08
0.13
0.03
0.12
0.01
MG EMG On
0.12
0.10
0.90
0.11
0.11
0.16
-0.03
0.09
0.05
RF EMG On
0.05
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.86
0.12
0.04
0.07
0.02
VM EMG On
0.08
0.91
0.13
0.07
0.16
0.11
-0.01
0.08
-0.03
BF EMG On
0.09
0.14
0.16
0.13
0.08
0.82
0.01
0.20
0.07
ST EMG On
0.10
0.05
0.12
0.12
0.08
0.17
-0.07
0.82
0.06
TA EMG Off
0.10
0.12
0.11
0.89
0.12
0.16
0.01
0.11
0.03
MG EMG Off
0.11
0.10
0.89
0.11
0.11
0.09
0.03
0.11
0.02
RF EMG Off
0.11
0.13
0.07
0.14
0.91
0.05
-0.03
0.12
0.02
VM EMG Off
0.09
0.90
0.10
0.07
0.05
0.13
0.01
0.05
0.02
BF EMG Off
0.05
0.16
0.08
0.12
0.10
0.88
0.02
0.20
0.01
ST EMG Off
0.15
0.09
0.05
0.08
0.10
0.18
0.06
0.83
0.08
TA EMG Duration
0.14
0.07
0.12
0.75
0.05
0.10
0.03
0.03
0.57
MG EMG Duration
0.08
0.11
0.72
0.07
0.08
0.07
-0.02
0.05
0.58
RF EMG Duration
0.07
0.09
0.08
0.12
0.67
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.66
VM EMG Duration
0.07
0.78
0.07
0.07
0.05
0.06
0.00
0.06
0.54
BF EMG Duration
0.07
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.06
0.67
0.00
0.05
0.62
ST EMG Duration
0.12
0.05
0.12
0.10
0.01
0.08
0.02
0.60
0.69
TA EMG Peak
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.87
0.18
0.10
0.03
0.13
0.01
MG EMG Peak
0.10
0.12
0.87
0.11
0.11
0.12
-0.04
0.07
0.00
RF EMG Peak
0.11
0.12
0.17
0.11
0.88
0.06
0.03
0.13
0.04
VM EMG Peak
0.09
0.90
0.11
0.11
0.16
0.15
0.05
0.03
0.00
BF EMG Peak
0.06
0.11
0.13
0.17
0.07
0.85
-0.05
0.23
0.01
ST EMG Peak
0.03
0.03
0.08
0.13
0.14
0.22
-0.10
0.77
0.01
DISPmin = minimum joint position during landing, DISPpeak = peak joint position during landing, DISPROM =
displacement range of motion from DISPmin to DISPpeak, DISPdur = duration of displacement from DISPmin to
DISPpeak, DISPvel = average joint displacement velocity, TA = Tibialis Anterior, MG = Medial Gastrocnemius, RF =
Rectus Femoris, VM = Vastus Medialis, BF = Biceps Femoris, ST = Semitendinosus.
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RC10
-0.05
-0.15
-0.06
-0.02
0.00
0.21
-0.01
0.15
0.03
0.06
-0.25
0.24
-0.01
-0.03
0.00
0.01
-0.03
0.01
-0.01
0.00
0.04
-0.03
0.01
-0.01
0.02
-0.03
-0.02
-0.03
0.02
-0.01
-0.05
-0.05
0.04
0.05
0.00
0.00

Appendix F
Lower limb mobility measures
Table F.

Lower limb mobility measures and their descriptions.

Mobility Measure

Description of measurement

Hip flexion range of
motion (Iliopsoas) – Th (°)

Thomas Test – the participant lies supine with the spine neutral. The
examiner will flex the contralateral hip bringing the knee to the chest
ensuring there is no lumbar lordosis. If there is no flexion
contracture, the hip remains on the table. If there is a contracture,
then the angle can be measured. In this test the joint ROM is
measured using a goniometer with the axis placed over the greater
trochanter, the fixed arm aligned with the midaxiliary line and the free
arm aligned with the lateral condyle of the femur.
Hip extension range of
Passive Hip Flexion – The participant lies supine with the spine
motion (Gluteus Maximus) neutral. The examiner will flex the test hip while ensuring the
– PHF (°)
contralateral leg is flat on the table. The ROM is taken when the
examiner reaches the endpoint; (i) firm resistance, (ii) palpable onset
of pelvis rotation, and (iii) participant feeling strong stretch. In this
test the joint ROM is measured using a goniometer with the axis
placed over the greater trochanter, the fixed arm aligned with the
midaxiliary line and the free arm aligned with the lateral condyle of
the femur.
Knee flexion range of
Passive Straight Leg Raise – The participant lies supine with the
motion (Hamstrings) –
spine neutral. The examiner will flex the test hip to 90° and place the
PSLR (°)
knee into 90° of flexion as the reference point. The examiner will
then extend the knee until they reach the endpoint. In this test the
joint ROM is measured using a goniometer with the axis placed over
the lateral knee joint line, the fixed arm aligned with the greater
trochanter and the free arm aligned with the lateral malleolus of the
ankle.
Knee extension range of
Modified Thomas Test – Similar to the PHE test, the participant will
motion (Rectus Femoris) – be supine holding the contralateral knee on their chest. This time
MTh (°)
however, they will have the test leg hanging freely off the table with
the angle taken at the knees lowest point. In this test the joint ROM
is measured using a goniometer with the axis placed over the lateral
knee joint line, the fixed arm aligned with the greater trochanter and
the free arm aligned with the lateral malleolus of the ankle.
Dorsiflexion (Soleus)
Weight-bearing Lunge Test – The participant will place their foot over
range of motion score –
a tape measure, dorsiflexing the ankle and making contact with the
WBL Test (cm and °)
wall in front of them without lifting their heel. They will progress
further along the scale until they reach the greatest distance from the
wall. An inclinometer will be placed at 15 cm distal to the Tibial
tuberosity to measure the angle of the shank at peak dorsiflexion as
an additional measure of joint range of motion (ROM).
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Dorsiflexion
(Gastrocnemius) range of
motion – MWBL Test (°)

Modified Weight-bearing Lunge Test – Similar to the test outlined
above, the participant will also perform a modified weight-bearing
lunge test, this time assessing extended-knee dorsiflexion range of
motion. In this test the participant will place their arms upon a wall in
front of them before extending the test leg behind their body and
moving the ankle into the greatest angle of dorsiflexion they are able
to achieve. Similar to the KW Test, an inclinometer will be placed 15
cm distal to the Tibial tuberosity to measure the angle of the shank at
peak dorsiflexion.
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Appendix G
Critical feature items for the Frontside Air
and Frontside Air Reverse
Table G.

Critical features associated with successful aerial performance in
competition. For the Frontside Air (FA), if one critical feature was
present, the landing was scored as a 1, two critical features a 3, and three
critical features a 5. For the Frontside Air Reverse (FAR), each critical
feature was worth 1 point.

Critical Feature

Description

Frontside Air (FA)
1. Landing with the lead ankle
in dorsiflexion
2. Landing with feet greater
than hip width apart
3. Landing with the total body
centre of mass over the
centre of the surfboard

At initial board-wave contact the lead ankle is in a dorsiflexed position
At initial board-wave contact, the surfer's stance is greater than the
approximate width of their shoulders
At initial board-wave contact the surfer’s centre of mass appears to
be over the centre of their surfboard

Frontside Air Reverse (FAR)
1. Landing with the lead ankle
in dorsiflexion
2. Landing with the chest over
the lead knee
3. Landing with the total body
centre of mass over the
centre of the surfboard
4. Moving through a large
range of trunk motion (>45°)
5. Having an apparent gaze
directed to the water in front
of the hips

At initial board-wave contact the lead ankle is in a dorsiflexed position
During weight acceptance, the surfer’s chest/trunk flexes forward
over their lead knee
At initial board-wave contact the surfer’s centre of mass appears to
be over the centre of their surfboard
During weight acceptance, the surfer moves through a large range of
trunk flexion, greater than 45 degrees from the vertical
At initial board-wave contact, the surfer’s apparent gaze (based on
relative head position) is directed toward the water in front of the hips
of the surfer
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